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Historical Setting
The History Of China, as documented in ancient writings, dates back some 3,300 years. Modern 
archaeological studies provide evidence of still more ancient origins in a culture that flourished between 
2500 and 2000 B.C. in what is now central China and the lower Huang He (   orYellow River) 
Valley of north China. Centuries of migration, amalgamation, and development brought about a 
distinctive system of writing, philosophy, art, and political organization that came to be recognizable as 
Chinese civilization. What makes the civilization unique in world history is its continuity through over 
4,000 years to the present century. 

The Chinese have developed a strong sense of their real and mythological origins and have kept 
voluminous records since very early times. It is largely as a result of these records that knowledge 
concerning the ancient past, not only of China but also of its neighbors, has survived. 

Chinese history, until the twentieth century, was written mostly by members of the ruling scholar-official 
class and was meant to provide the ruler with precedents to guide or justify his policies. These accounts 
focused on dynastic politics and colorful court histories and included developments among the 
commoners only as backdrops. The historians described a Chinese political pattern of dynasties, one 
following another in a cycle of ascent, achievement, decay, and rebirth under a new family. 

Of the consistent traits identified by independent historians, a salient one has been the capacity of the 
Chinese to absorb the people of surrounding areas into their own civilization. Their success can be 
attributed to the superiority of their ideographic written language, their technology, and their political 
institutions; the refinement of their artistic and intellectual creativity; and the sheer weight of their 
numbers. The process of assimilation continued over the centuries through conquest and colonization 
until what is now known as China Proper was brought under unified rule. The Chinese also left an 
enduring mark on people beyond their borders, especially the Koreans, Japanese, and Vietnamese. 

Another recurrent historical theme has been the unceasing struggle of the sedentary Chinese against the 
threat posed to their safety and way of life by non-Chinese peoples on the margins of their territory in the 
north, northeast, and northwest. In the thirteenth century, the Mongols from the northern steppes became 
the first alien people to conquer all China. Although not as culturally developed as the Chinese, they left 
some imprint on Chinese civilization while heightening Chinese perceptions of threat from the north. 
China came under alien rule for the second time in the mid-seventeenth century; the conquerors--the 
Manchus--came again from the north and northeast. 

For centuries virtually all the foreigners that Chinese rulers saw came from the less developed societies 
along their land borders. This circumstance conditioned the Chinese view of the outside world. The 
Chinese saw their domain as the self-sufficient center of the universe and derived from this image the 
traditional (and still used) Chinese name for their country--Zhongguo () , literally, Middle Kingdom or 
Central Nation. China saw itself surrounded on all sides by so-called barbarian peoples whose cultures 



were demonstrably inferior by Chinese standards. This China-centered ("sinocentric") view of the world 
was still undisturbed in the nineteenth century, at the time of the first serious confrontation with the 
West. China had taken it for granted that its relations with Europeans would be conducted according to 
the tributary system that had evolved over the centuries between the emperor and representatives of the 
lesser states on China's borders as well as between the emperor and some earlier European visitors. But 
by the mid-nineteenth century, humiliated militarily by superior Western weaponry and technology and 
faced with imminent territorial dismemberment, China began to reassess its position with respect to 
Western civilization. By 1911 the two-millennia-old dynastic system of imperial government was 
brought down by its inability to make this adjustment successfully. 

Because of its length and complexity, the history of the Middle Kingdom lends itself to varied 
interpretation. After the communist takeover in 1949, historians in mainland China wrote their own 
version of the past--a history of China built on a Marxist model of progression from primitive 
communism to slavery, feudalism, capitalism, and finally socialism. The events of history came to be 
presented as a function of the class struggle. Historiography became subordinated to proletarian politics 
fashioned and directed by the Chinese Communist Party. A series of thought-reform and antirightist 
campaigns were directed against intellectuals in the arts, sciences, and academic community. The 
Cultural Revolution (1966-76) further altered the objectivity of historians. In the years after the death of 
Mao Zedong in 1976, however, interest grew within the party, and outside it as well, in restoring the 
integrity of historical inquiry. This trend was consistent with the party's commitment to "seeking truth 
from facts." As a result, historians and social scientists raised probing questions concerning the state of 
historiography in China. Their investigations included not only historical study of traditional China but 
penetrating inquiries into modern Chinese history and the history of the Chinese Communist Party. 

In post-Mao China, the discipline of historiography has not been separated from politics, although a 
much greater range of historical topics has been discussed. Figures from Confucius--who was bitterly 
excoriated for his "feudal" outlook by Cultural Revolution-era historians--to Mao himself have been 
evaluated with increasing flexibility. Among the criticisms made by Chinese social scientists is that 
Maoist-era historiography distorted Marxist and Leninist interpretations. This meant that considerable 
revision of historical texts was in order in the 1980s, although no substantive change away from the 
conventional Marxist approach was likely. Historical institutes were restored within the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences, and a growing corps of trained historians, in institutes and academia alike, 
returned to their work with the blessing of the Chinese Communist Party. This in itself was a potentially 
significant development. 
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The Ancient Dynasties

 Chinese civilization, as described in mythology, begins with Pangu ( ), the 
creator of the universe, and a succession of legendary sage-emperors and culture heroes (among them are 
Huang Di , Yao, and Shun) who taught the ancient Chinese to communicate and to find sustenance, 
clothing, and shelter.

The first prehistoric dynasty is said to be Xia ( ), from about the twenty-first to the sixteenth century 
B.C. Until scientific excavations were made at early bronze-age sites at Anyang (  ), Henan (  ) 
Province, in 1928, it was difficult to separate myth from reality in regard to the Xia. But since then, and 
especially in the 1960s and 1970s, archaeologists have uncovered urban sites, bronze implements, and 
tombs that point to the existence of Xia civilization in the same locations cited in ancient Chinese 
historical texts. At minimum, the Xia period marked an evolutionary stage between the late neolithic 
cultures and the typical Chinese urban civilization of the Shang dynasty. 

The Dawn of History

Thousands of archaeological finds in the Huang He (  ), Henan Valley (  ) --the apparent cradle 
of Chinese civilization--provide evidence about the Shang ( ) dynasty, which endured roughly from 
1700 to 1027 B.C. The Shang dynasty (also called the Yin ( ) dynasty in its later stages) is believed to 
have been founded by a rebel leader who overthrew the last Xia ruler. Its civilization was based on 
agriculture, augmented by hunting and animal husbandry. Two important events of the period were the 
development of a writing system, as revealed in archaic Chinese inscriptions found on tortoise shells and 
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flat cattle bones (commonly called oracle bones or ), and the use of bronze 
metallurgy. A number of ceremonial bronze vessels with inscriptions date from the 
Shang period; the workmanship on the bronzes attests to a high level of 
civilization. 

A line of hereditary Shang kings ruled over much of northern 
China, and Shang troops fought frequent wars with neighboring 
settlements and nomadic herdsmen from the inner Asian steppes. 
The capitals, one of which was at the site of the modern city of 
Anyang, were centers of glittering court life. Court rituals to 
propitiate spirits and to honor sacred ancestors were highly 

developed. In addition to his secular position, the king was the head of the ancestor- and 
spirit-worship cult. Evidence from the royal tombs indicates that royal personages were buried with 
articles of value, presumably for use in the afterlife. Perhaps for the same reason, hundreds of 
commoners, who may have been slaves, were buried alive with the royal corpse. 

The Zhou Period

 

The last Shang ruler, a despot according to standard 
Chinese accounts, was overthrown by a chieftain of a 
frontier tribe called Zhou ( ), which had settled in the 
Wei ( ) Valley in modern Shaanxi (  ) Province. The 
Zhou dynasty had its capital at Hao ( ), near the city of 
Xi'an (  ), or Chang'an (  ), as it was known in its 
heyday in the imperial period. Sharing the language and 
culture of the Shang, the early Zhou rulers, through 
conquest and colonization, gradually sinicized, that is, 
extended Shang culture through much of China Proper 
north of the Chang Jiang (   or Yangtze River). The 
Zhou dynasty lasted longer than any other, from 1027 to 
221 B.C. It was philosophers of this period who first 
enunciated the doctrine of the "mandate of heaven" 
(tianming or  ), the notion that the ruler (the "son of 

heaven" or  ) governed by divine right but that his dethronement would prove that he had lost the 
mandate. The doctrine explained and justified the demise of the two earlier dynasties and at the same 
time supported the legitimacy of present and future rulers. 

The term feudal has often been applied to the Zhou period because the Zhou's early decentralized rule 
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invites comparison with medieval rule in Europe. At most, however, the early Zhou system was proto-
feudal ( ), being a more sophisticated version of earlier tribal organization, in which effective 
control depended more on familial ties than on feudal legal bonds. Whatever feudal elements there may 
have been decreased as time went on. The Zhou amalgam of city-states became progressively centralized 
and established increasingly impersonal political and economic institutions. These developments, which 
probably occurred in the latter Zhou period, were manifested in greater central control over local 
governments and a more routinized agricultural taxation. 

In 771 B.C. the Zhou court was sacked, and its king was killed by invading barbarians who were allied 
with rebel lords. The capital was moved eastward to Luoyang (  ) in present-day Henan (  ) 
Province. Because of this shift, historians divide the Zhou era into Western Zhou (1027-771 B.C.) and 
Eastern Zhou (770-221 B.C.). With the royal line broken, the power of the Zhou court gradually 
diminished; the fragmentation of the kingdom accelerated. Eastern Zhou divides into two subperiods. 
The first, from 770 to 476 B.C., is called the Spring and Autumn Period (  ), after a famous 
historical chronicle of the time; the second is known as the Warring States Period (475-221 B.C.  

). 
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The Ancient Dynasties: II

The Hundred Schools of Thought

The Spring and Autumn and Warring States periods, though marked by disunity and civil strife, 
witnessed an unprecedented era of cultural prosperity--the "golden age" (   ) of China. The 
atmosphere of reform and new ideas was attributed to the struggle for survival among warring regional 
lords who competed in building strong and loyal armies and in increasing economic production to ensure 
a broader base for tax collection. To effect these economic, military, and cultural developments, the 
regional lords needed ever-increasing numbers of skilled, literate officials and teachers, the recruitment 
of whom was based on merit. Also during this time, commerce was stimulated through the introduction 
of coinage and technological improvements. Iron came into general use, making possible not only the 
forging of weapons of war but also the manufacture of farm implements. Public works on a grand scale--
such as flood control, irrigation projects, and canal digging--were executed. Enormous walls were built 
around cities and along the broad stretches of the northern frontier. 

So many different philosophies developed during the late Spring and Autumn and early Warring States 
periods that the era is often known as that of the Hundred Schools of Thought ( ). From the 
Hundred Schools of Thought came many of the great classical writings on which Chinese practices were 
to be based for the next two and one-half millennia. Many of the thinkers were itinerant intellectuals 
who, besides teaching their disciples, were employed as advisers to one or another of the various state 
rulers on the methods of government, war, and diplomacy. 

The body of thought that had the most enduring effect on subsequent Chinese life was that of the School 
of Literati (ru or ), often called the Confucian school in the West. The written legacy of the School of 

Literati is embodied in the Confucian Classics (  -- , , , , and  from 
which the period derived its name), which were to become the basis for the order of traditional society. 
Confucius (551-479 B.C.), also called Kong Zi, (  ) or Master Kong, looked to the early days of 
Zhou rule for an ideal social and political order. He believed that the only way such a system could be 
made to work properly was for each person to act according to prescribed relationships. "Let the ruler be 
a ruler and the subject a subject," ( ) he said, but he added that to rule properly a king must be 
virtuous. To Confucius, the functions of government and social stratification were facts of life to be 
sustained by ethical values. His ideal was the junzi (   or ruler's son), which came to mean gentleman 
in the sense of a cultivated or superior man. 

Mencius (372-289 B.C.), or Meng Zi (  ), was a Confucian disciple who made major contributions to 
the humanism of Confucian thought. Mencius declared that man was by nature good. He expostulated the 
idea that a ruler could not govern without the people's tacit consent and that the penalty for unpopular, 
despotic rule was the loss of the "mandate of heaven." 
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The effect of the combined work of Confucius, the codifier and interpreter of a system of relationships 
based on ethical behavior, and Mencius, the synthesizer and developer of applied Confucian thought, was 
to provide traditional Chinese society with a comprehensive framework on which to order virtually every 
aspect of life 

There were to be accretions to the corpus of Confucian thought, both immediately and over the millennia, 
and from within and outside the Confucian school. Interpretations made to suit or influence 
contemporary society made Confucianism dynamic while preserving a fundamental system of model 
behavior based on ancient texts. 

Diametrically opposed to Mencius, for example, was the interpretation of Xun Zi (   ca. 300-237 
B.C.), another Confucian follower. Xun Zi preached that man is innately selfish and evil and that 
goodness is attainable only through education and conduct befitting one's status. He also argued that the 
best government is one based on authoritarian control, not ethical or moral persuasion. 

Xun Zi's unsentimental and authoritarian inclinations were developed into the doctrine embodied in the 
School of Law (  or fa), or Legalism. The doctrine was formulated by Han Fei Zi (   d. 233 

B.C.) and Li Si (  d. 208 B.C.), who maintained that human nature was incorrigibly selfish and 
therefore the only way to preserve the social order was to impose discipline from above and to enforce 
laws strictly. The Legalists exalted the state and sought its prosperity and martial prowess above the 
welfare of the common people. Legalism became the philosophic basis for the imperial form of 
government. When the most practical and useful aspects of Confucianism and Legalism were synthesized 
in the Han period (206 B.C.-A.D. 220), a system of governance came into existence that was to survive 
largely intact until the late nineteenth century. Taoism (  ), the second most important stream of 
Chinese thought, also developed during the Zhou period. Its formulation is attributed to the legendary 
sage Lao Zi (  or Old Master), said to predate Confucius, and Zhuang Zi (  ) (369-286 B.C.). 
The focus of Taoism is the individual in nature rather than the individual in society. It holds that the goal 
of life for each individual is to find one's own personal adjustment to the rhythm of the natural (and 
supernatural) world, to follow the Way (dao) of the universe. In many ways the opposite of rigid 
Confucian moralism, Taoism served many of its adherents as a complement to their ordered daily lives. 
A scholar on duty as an official would usually follow Confucian teachings but at leisure or in retirement 
might seek harmony with nature as a Taoist recluse. The Taoist approach to life is embodied in the 

classic Dao De Jing ( ). 

Another strain of thought dating to the Warring States Period is the school of yin-yang (  ) and the 
five elements. The theories of this school attempted to explain the universe in terms of basic forces in 
nature, the complementary agents of yin (dark, cold, female, negative) and yang (light, hot, male, 
positive) and the five elements (water, fire, wood, metal, and earth). In later periods these theories came 
to have importance both in philosophy and in popular belief. 
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Still another school of thought was based on the doctrine of Mo Zi (   470-391 B.C.?), or Mo Di. Mo 
Zi believed that "all men are equal before God" and that mankind should follow heaven by practicing 
universal love. Advocating that all action must be utilitarian, Mo Zi condemned the Confucian emphasis 
on ritual and music. He regarded warfare as wasteful and advocated pacificism. Mo Zi also believed that 
unity of thought and action were necessary to achieve social goals. He maintained that the people should 
obey their leaders and that the leaders should follow the will of heaven. Although Moism failed to 
establish itself as a major school of thought, its views are said to be "strongly echoed" in Legalist 
thought. In general, the teachings of Mo Zi left an indelible impression on the Chinese mind. 

Another good source of information about Chinese philosophy on the web can be found in the Chinese 
Philosophy page by Su Tzu. 
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The Imperial Era

The First Imperial Period

 

Much of what came to 
constitute China Proper 
was unified for the first 
time in 221 B.C. In that 
year the western frontier 
state of Qin, the most 
aggressive of the Warring 
States, subjugated the last 
of its rival states. (Qin in Wade-Giles romanization is Ch'in, 
from which the English China probably derived.) Once the 
king of Qin consolidated his power, he took the title Shi 

Huangdi (  First Emperor), a formulation 
previously reserved for deities and the mythological sage-
emperors, and imposed Qin's centralized, nonhereditary 
bureaucratic system on his new empire. In subjugating the 

six other major states of Eastern Zhou, the Qin kings had relied heavily on Legalist scholar-advisers. 
Centralization, achieved by ruthless methods, was focused on standardizing legal codes and bureaucratic 
procedures, the forms of writing and coinage, and the pattern of thought and scholarship. To silence 
criticism of imperial rule, the kings banished or put to death many dissenting Confucian scholars and 

confiscated and burned their books ( ). Qin aggrandizement was aided by frequent military 
expeditions pushing forward the frontiers in the north and south. To fend off barbarian intrusion, the 
fortification walls built by the various warring states were connected to make a 5,000-kilometer-long 
great wall ( ). What is commonly referred to as the Great Wall is actually four great walls 
rebuilt or extended during the Western Han, Sui, Jin, and Ming periods, rather 
than a single, continuous wall. At its extremities, the Great Wall reaches from 
northeastern Heilongjiang ( ) Province to northwestern Gansu ( ). A 
number of public works projects were also undertaken to consolidate and 
strengthen imperial rule. These activities required enormous levies of manpower 
and resources, not to mention repressive measures. Revolts broke out as soon as 
the first Qin emperor died in 210 B.C. His dynasty was extinguished less than 
twenty years after its triumph. The imperial system initiated during the Qin dynasty, however, set a 
pattern that was developed over the next two millennia. 
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After a short civil war, a new dynasty, called Han (206 
B.C.-A.D. 220), emerged with its capital at Chang'an (  

). The new empire retained much of the Qin 
administrative structure but retreated a bit from 
centralized rule by establishing vassal principalities in 
some areas for the sake of political convenience. The Han 
rulers modified some of the harsher aspects of the 
previous dynasty; Confucian ideals of government, out of 
favor during the Qin period, were adopted as the creed of 
the Han empire, and Confucian scholars gained prominent 
status as the core of the civil service. A civil service 
examination system also was initiated. Intellectual, 
literary, and artistic endeavors revived and flourished. The 
Han period produced China's most famous historian, Sima 

Qian (  145-87 B.C.?), whose Shiji (  
Historical Records) provides a detailed chronicle from the time of a legendary Xia emperor to that of the 
Han emperor Wu Di (   141-87 B.C.). Technological advances also marked this period. Two of the 
great Chinese inventions, paper and porcelain, date from Han times. 

The Han dynasty, after which the members of the ethnic majority in China, the "people of Han," are 
named, was notable also for its military prowess. The empire expanded westward as far as the rim of the 
Tarim Basin (in modern Xinjiang-Uyghur Autonomous Region), making possible relatively secure 
caravan traffic across Central Asia to Antioch, Baghdad, and Alexandria. The paths of caravan traffic are 
often called the "silk route" ( ) because the route was used to export Chinese silk to the Roman 
Empire. Chinese armies also invaded and annexed parts of northern Vietnam and northern Korea toward 
the end of the second century B.C. Han control of peripheral regions was generally insecure, however. 
To ensure peace with non-Chinese local powers, the Han court developed a mutually beneficial "tributary 
system" ( ). Non-Chinese states were allowed to remain autonomous in exchange for symbolic 
acceptance of Han overlordship. Tributary ties were confirmed and strengthened through intermarriages 
at the ruling level and periodic exchanges of gifts and goods. 

After 200 years, Han rule was interrupted briefly (in A.D. 9-24 by Wang Mang or , a reformer), and 
then restored for another 200 years. The Han rulers, however, were unable to adjust to what 
centralization had wrought: a growing population, increasing wealth and resultant financial difficulties 
and rivalries, and ever-more complex political institutions. Riddled with the corruption characteristic of 
the dynastic cycle, by A.D. 220 the Han empire collapsed. 

Era of Disunity
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The collapse of the Han dynasty was followed by nearly four centuries of rule by warlords. The age of 
civil wars and disunity began with the era of the Three Kingdoms (Wei, Shu, and Wu, which had 
overlapping reigns during the period A.D. 220-80). In later times, fiction and drama greatly romanticized 
the reputed chivalry of this period. Unity was restored briefly in the early years of the Jin dynasty (A.D. 
265-420), but the Jin could not long contain the invasions of the nomadic peoples. In A.D. 317 the Jin 
court was forced to flee from Luoyang and reestablished 

itself at Nanjing to the south. The transfer of the capital coincided with China's political fragmentation 
into a succession of dynasties that was to last from A.D. 304 to 589. During this period the process of 
sinicization accelerated among the non-Chinese arrivals in the north and among the aboriginal tribesmen 
in the south. This process was also accompanied by the increasing popularity of Buddhism (introduced 
into China in the first century A.D.) in both north and south China. Despite the political disunity of the 
times, there were notable technological advances. The invention of gunpowder (at that time for use only 
in fireworks) and the wheelbarrow is believed to date from the sixth or seventh century. Advances in 
medicine, astronomy, and cartography are also noted by historians. 
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The Imperial Era: II

Restoration of Empire

China was reunified in A.D. 589 by the short-lived Sui dynasty (A.D. 581-617), which has often been 
compared to the earlier Qin dynasty in tenure and the ruthlessness of its accomplishments. The Sui 
dynasty's early demise was attributed to the government's tyrannical demands on the people, who bore 
the crushing burden of taxes and compulsory labor. These resources were overstrained in the completion 
of the Grand Canal( ) --a monumental engineering feat--and in the undertaking of other 
construction projects, including the reconstruction of the Great Wall. Weakened by costly and disastrous 
military campaigns against Korea ( )in the early seventh century, the dynasty disintegrated through a 
combination of popular revolts, disloyalty, and assassination. 

The Tang dynasty (A.D. 618-907), with its capital at 
Chang'an (  ), is regarded by historians as a high point 
in Chinese civilization--equal, or even superior, to the Han 
period. Its territory, acquired through the military exploits 
of its early rulers, was greater than that of the Han. 
Stimulated by contact with India ( ) and the Middle 
East, the empire saw a flowering of creativity in many 
fields. Buddhism ( ), originating in India around the 
time of Confucius, flourished during the Tang period, 
becoming thoroughly sinicized and a permanent part of 
Chinese traditional culture. Block printing was invented, 
making the written word available to vastly greater 
audiences. The Tang period was the golden age of 
literature and art. A government system supported by a 
large class of Confucian literati selected through civil 

service examinations ( ) was perfected under Tang rule. This competitive procedure was designed to 
draw the best talents into government. But perhaps an even greater consideration for the Tang rulers, 
aware that imperial dependence on powerful aristocratic families and warlords would have destabilizing 
consequences, was to create a body of career officials having no autonomous territorial or functional 
power base. As it turned out, these scholar-officials acquired status in their local communities, family 
ties, and shared values that connected them to the imperial court. From Tang times until the closing days 
of the Qing empire in 1911, scholar-officials functioned often as intermediaries between the grass-roots 



level and the government. 

By the middle of the eighth century A.D., Tang power had ebbed. Domestic economic instability and 
military defeat in 751 by Arabs at Talas, in Central Asia, marked the beginning of five centuries of 
steady military decline for the Chinese empire. Misrule, court intrigues, economic exploitation, and 
popular rebellions weakened the empire, making it possible for northern invaders to terminate the 
dynasty in 907. The next half-century saw the fragmentation of China into five northern dynasties and 
ten southern kingdoms. 

But in 960 a new power, Song (960-1279), reunified most 
of China Proper. The Song period divides into two phases: 
Northern Song (960-1127) and Southern Song (1127-
1279). The division was caused by the forced 
abandonment of north China in 1127 by the Song court, 
which could not push back the nomadic invaders. 

The founders of the Song dynasty built an effective 
centralized bureaucracy staffed with civilian scholar-
officials. Regional military governors and their supporters 
were replaced by centrally appointed officials. This 
system of civilian rule led to a greater concentration of 
power in the emperor and his palace bureaucracy than had 
been achieved in the previous dynasties. 

The Song dynasty is notable for the development of cities not only for administrative purposes but also 
as centers of trade, industry, and maritime commerce. The landed scholar-officials, sometimes 
collectively referred to as the gentry, lived in the provincial centers alongside the shopkeepers, artisans, 
and merchants. A new group of wealthy commoners--the mercantile class--arose as printing and 
education spread, private trade grew, and a market economy began to link the coastal provinces and the 
interior. Landholding and government employment were no longer the only means of gaining wealth and 
prestige. 

Culturally, the Song refined many of the developments of the previous centuries. Included in these 
refinements were not only the Tang ideal of the universal man, who combined the qualities of scholar, 
poet, painter, and statesman, but also historical writings, painting, calligraphy, and hard-glazed porcelain. 
Song intellectuals sought answers to all philosophical and political questions in the Confucian Classics. 
This renewed interest in the Confucian ideals and society of ancient times coincided with the decline of 
Buddhism, which the Chinese regarded as foreign and offering few practical guidelines for the solution 
of political and other mundane problems. 



The Song Neo-Confucian philosophers, finding a certain purity in the originality of the ancient classical 

texts, wrote commentaries on them. The most influential of these philosophers was Zhu Xi (  b1130-
1200), whose synthesis of Confucian thought and Buddhist, Taoist, and other ideas became the official 
imperial ideology from late Song times to the late nineteenth century. As incorporated into the 
examination system, Zhu Xi's philosophy evolved into a rigid official creed, which stressed the one-sided 
obligations of obedience and compliance of subject to ruler, child to father, wife to husband, and younger 
brother to elder brother. The effect was to inhibit the societal development of premodern China, resulting 
both in many generations of political, social, and spiritual stability and in a slowness of cultural and 
institutional change up to the nineteenth century. Neo-Confucian doctrines also came to play the 
dominant role in the intellectual life of Korea, Vietnam, and Japan. 
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The Imperial Era: III

Mongolian Interlude

By the mid-thirteenth century, the Mongols had subjugated north China, Korea, and the Muslim 
kingdoms of Central Asia and had twice penetrated Europe. With the resources of his vast empire, Kublai 
Khan (  1215-94), a grandson of Genghis Khan (  1167?-1227) and the supreme leader 
of all Mongol tribes, began his drive against the Southern Song. Even before the extinction of the Song 
dynasty, Kublai Khan had established the first alien dynasty to rule all China--the Yuan (1279-1368). 

Although the Mongols sought to govern China through traditional institutions, using Chinese (Han) 
bureaucrats, they were not up to the task. The Han were discriminated against socially and politically. All 
important central and regional posts were monopolized by Mongols, who also preferred employing non-
Chinese from other parts of the Mongol domain--Central Asia, the Middle East, and even Europe--in 
those positions for which no Mongol could be found. Chinese were more often employed in non-Chinese 
regions of the empire. 

As in other periods of alien dynastic rule of China, a rich cultural diversity developed during the Yuan 
dynasty. The major cultural achievements were the development of drama and the novel and the 
increased use of the written vernacular. The Mongols' extensive West Asian and European contacts 
produced a fair amount of cultural exchange. Western musical instruments were introduced to enrich the 
Chinese performing arts. From this period dates the conversion to Islam, by Muslims of Central Asia, of 
growing numbers of Chinese in the northwest and southwest. Nestorianism and Roman Catholicism also 
enjoyed a period of toleration. Lamaism (Tibetan Buddhism) flourished, although native Taoism endured 
Mongol persecutions. Confucian governmental practices and examinations based on the Classics, which 
had fallen into disuse in north China during the period of disunity, were reinstated by the Mongols in the 
hope of maintaining order over Han society. Advances were realized in the fields of travel literature, 
cartography and geography, and scientific education. Certain key Chinese innovations, such as printing 
techniques, porcelain production, playing cards, and medical literature, were introduced in Europe, while 
the production of thin glass and cloisonne became popular in China. The first records of travel by 
Westerners date from this time. The most famous traveler of the period was the Venetian Marco Polo, 
whose account of his trip to "Cambaluc," the Great Khan's capital (now Beijing), and of life there 
astounded the people of Europe. The Mongols undertook extensive public works. Road and water 
communications were reorganized and improved. To provide against possible famines, granaries were 
ordered built throughout the empire. The city of Beijing was rebuilt with new palace grounds that 
included artificial lakes, hills and mountains, and parks. During the Yuan period, Beijing became the 
terminus of the Grand Canal, which was completely renovated. These commercially oriented 
improvements encouraged overland as well as maritime commerce throughout Asia and facilitated the 
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first direct Chinese contacts with Europe. Chinese and Mongol travelers to the West were able to provide 
assistance in such areas as hydraulic engineering, while bringing back to the Middle Kingdom new 
scientific discoveries and architectural innovations. Contacts with the West also brought the introduction 
to China of a major new food crop--sorghum--along with other foreign food products and methods of 
preparation. 

The Chinese Regain Power

Rivalry among the Mongol imperial heirs, natural 
disasters, and numerous peasant uprisings led to the 
collapse of the Yuan dynasty. The Ming dynasty (1368-
1644) was founded by a Han Chinese peasant and former 
Buddhist monk turned rebel army leader ( ). 
Having its capital first at Nanjing (   which means 
Southern Capital) and later at Beijing (   or Northern 
Capital), the Ming reached the zenith of power during the 
first quarter of the fifteenth century. The Chinese armies 
reconquered Annam (  ), as northern Vietnam was 
then known, in Southeast Asia and kept back the Mongols, 
while the Chinese fleet sailed the China seas and the 
Indian Ocean, cruising as far as the east coast of Africa. 
The maritime Asian nations sent envoys with tribute for 
the Chinese emperor. Internally, the Grand Canal was 

expanded to its farthest limits and proved to be a stimulus to domestic trade. 

The Ming maritime expeditions stopped rather suddenly after 1433, the date of the last voyage. 
Historians have given as one of the reasons the great expense of large-scale expeditions at a time of 
preoccupation with northern defenses against the Mongols. Opposition at court also may have been a 
contributing factor, as conservative officials found the concept of expansion and commercial ventures 
alien to Chinese ideas of government. Pressure from the powerful Neo-Confucian bureaucracy led to a 
revival of strict agrarian-centered society. The stability of the Ming dynasty, which was without major 
disruptions of the population (then around 100 million), economy, arts, society, or politics, promoted a 
belief among the Chinese that they had achieved the most satisfactory civilization on earth and that 
nothing foreign was needed or welcome. 

Long wars with the Mongols, incursions by the Japanese into Korea, and harassment of Chinese coastal 
cities by the Japanese in the sixteenth century weakened Ming rule, which became, as earlier Chinese 
dynasties had, ripe for an alien takeover. In 1644 the Manchus ( ) took Beijing from the north 
and became masters of north China, establishing the last imperial dynasty, the Qing (1644-1911). 



The Rise of the Manchus

Although the Manchus were not Han Chinese and were 
strongly resisted, especially in the south, they had 
assimilated a great deal of Chinese culture before 
conquering China Proper. Realizing that to dominate the 
empire they would have to do things the Chinese way, the 
Manchus retained many institutions of Ming and earlier 
Chinese derivation. They continued the Confucian court 
practices and temple rituals, over which the emperors had 
traditionally presided. 

The Manchus continued the Confucian civil service 
system. Although Chinese were barred from the highest 
offices, Chinese officials predominated over Manchu 
officeholders outside the capital, except in military 
positions. The Neo-Confucian philosophy, emphasizing 
the obedience of subject to ruler, was enforced as the state 

creed. The Manchu emperors also supported Chinese literary and historical projects of enormous scope; 
the survival of much of China's ancient literature is attributed to these projects. 

Ever suspicious of Han Chinese, the Qing rulers put into effect measures aimed at preventing the 
absorption of the Manchus into the dominant Han Chinese population. Han Chinese were prohibited 
from migrating into the Manchu homeland, and Manchus were forbidden to engage in trade or manual 
labor. Intermarriage between the two groups was forbidden. In many government positions a system of 
dual appointments was used--the Chinese appointee was required to do the substantive work and the 
Manchu to ensure Han loyalty to Qing rule. 

The Qing regime was determined to protect itself not only from internal rebellion but also from foreign 
invasion. After China Proper had been subdued, the Manchus conquered Outer Mongolia (now the 
Mongolian People's Republic) in the late seventeenth century. In the eighteenth century they gained 
control of Central Asia as far as the Pamir Mountains and established a protectorate over the area the 
Chinese call Xizang ( ) but commonly known in the West as Tibet. The Qing thus became the first 
dynasty to eliminate successfully all danger to China Proper from across its land borders. Under Manchu 
rule the empire grew to include a larger area than before or since; Taiwan, the last outpost of anti-
Manchu resistance, was also incorporated into China for the first time. In addition, Qing emperors 
received tribute from the various border states. 



The chief threat to China's integrity did not come overland, as it had so often in the past, but by sea, 
reaching the southern coastal area first. Western traders, missionaries, and soldiers of fortune began to 
arrive in large numbers even before the Qing, in the sixteenth century. The empire's inability to evaluate 
correctly the nature of the new challenge or to respond flexibly to it resulted in the demise of the Qing 
and the collapse of the entire millennia-old framework of dynastic rule. 
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Emergence Of Modern China
The success of the Qing dynasty in maintaining the old order proved a liability when the empire was 
confronted with growing challenges from seafaring Western powers. The centuries of peace and self-
satisfaction dating back to Ming times had encouraged little change in the attitudes of the ruling elite. 
The imperial Neo-Confucian scholars accepted as axiomatic the cultural superiority of Chinese 
civilization and the position of the empire at the hub of their perceived world. To question this 
assumption, to suggest innovation, or to promote the adoption of foreign ideas was viewed as tantamount 
to heresy. Imperial purges dealt severely with those who deviated from orthodoxy. 

By the nineteenth century, China was experiencing growing internal pressures of economic origin. By the 
start of the century, there were over 300 million Chinese, but there was no industry or trade of sufficient 
scope to absorb the surplus labor. Moreover, the scarcity of land led to widespread rural discontent and a 
breakdown in law and order. The weakening through corruption of the bureaucratic and military systems 
and mounting urban pauperism also contributed to these disturbances. Localized revolts erupted in 
various parts of the empire in the early nineteenth century. Secret societies, such as the White Lotus sect 
( ) in the north and the Triad Society ( ) in the south, gained ground, combining anti-
Manchu subversion with banditry. 

The Western Powers Arrive

As elsewhere in Asia, in China the Portuguese were the pioneers, establishing a foothold at Macao (  
or Aomen in pinyin), from which they monopolized foreign trade at the Chinese port of Guangzhou (

 or Canton). Soon the Spanish arrived, followed by the British and the French. 

Trade between China and the West was carried on in the guise of tribute: foreigners were obliged to 
follow the elaborate, centuries-old ritual imposed on envoys from China's tributary states. There was no 
conception at the imperial court that the Europeans would expect or deserve to be treated as cultural or 
political equals. The sole exception was Russia, the most powerful inland neighbor. 

The Manchus were sensitive to the need for security along the northern land frontier and therefore were 
prepared to be realistic in dealing with Russia. The Treaty of Nerchinsk (1689) with the Russians, drafted 
to bring to an end a series of border incidents and to establish a border between Siberia and Manchuria 
(northeast China) along the Heilong Jiang (  or Amur River), was China's first bilateral 
agreement with a European power. In 1727 the Treaty of Kiakhta delimited the remainder of the eastern 
portion of the Sino-Russian border. Western diplomatic efforts to expand trade on equal terms were 
rebuffed, the official Chinese assumption being that the empire was not in need of foreign--and thus 
inferior--products. Despite this attitude, trade flourished, even though after 1760 all foreign trade was 
confined to Guangzhou, where the foreign traders had to limit their dealings to a dozen officially licensed 
Chinese merchant firms. 



Trade was not the sole basis of contact with the West. Since the thirteenth century, Roman Catholic 
missionaries had been attempting to establish their church in China. Although by 1800 only a few 
hundred thousand Chinese had been converted, the missionaries--mostly Jesuits--contributed greatly to 
Chinese knowledge in such fields as cannon casting, calendar making, geography, mathematics, 
cartography, music, art, and architecture. The Jesuits were especially adept at fitting Christianity into a 
Chinese framework and were condemned by a papal decision in 1704 for having tolerated the 
continuance of Confucian ancestor rites among Christian converts. The papal decision quickly weakened 
the Christian movement, which it proscribed as heterodox and disloyal. 

The Opium War, 1839-42

During the eighteenth century, the market in Europe and America for tea, a new drink in the West, 
expanded greatly. Additionally, there was a continuing demand for Chinese silk and porcelain. But 
China, still in its preindustrial stage, wanted little that the West had to offer, causing the Westerners, 
mostly British, to incur an unfavorable balance of trade. To remedy the situation, the foreigners 
developed a third-party trade, exchanging their merchandise in India and Southeast Asia for raw 
materials and semiprocessed goods, which found a ready market in Guangzhou. By the early nineteenth 

century, raw cotton and opium ( ) from India had become the staple British imports into China, in 
spite of the fact that opium was prohibited entry by imperial decree. The opium traffic was made possible 
through the connivance of profit-seeking merchants and a corrupt bureaucracy. 

In 1839 the Qing government, after a decade of unsuccessful anti-opium campaigns, adopted drastic 
prohibitory laws against the opium trade. The emperor dispatched a commissioner, Lin Zexu (  
1785-1850), to Guangzhou to suppress illicit opium traffic. Lin seized illegal stocks of opium owned by 
Chinese dealers and then detained the entire foreign community and confiscated and destroyed some 
20,000 chests of illicit British opium. The British retaliated with a punitive expedition, thus initiating the 
first Anglo-Chinese war, better known as the Opium War (1839-42). Unprepared for war and grossly 
underestimating the capabilities of the enemy, the Chinese were disastrously defeated, and their image of 
their own imperial power was tarnished beyond repair. The Treaty of Nanjing (1842), signed on board a 
British warship by two Manchu imperial commissioners and the British plenipotentiary, was the first of a 
series of agreements with the Western trading nations later called by the Chinese the "unequal treaties." 
Under the Treaty of Nanjing, China ceded the island of Hong Kong (  or Xianggang in pinyin) to the 
British; abolished the licensed monopoly system of trade; opened 5 ports to British residence and foreign 
trade; limited the tariff on trade to 5 percent ad valorem; granted British nationals extraterritoriality 
(exemption from Chinese laws); and paid a large indemnity. In addition, Britain was to have most-
favored-nation treatment, that is, it would receive whatever trading concessions the Chinese granted 
other powers then or later. The Treaty of Nanjing set the scope and character of an unequal relationship 
for the ensuing century of what the Chinese would call "national humiliations." The treaty was followed 
by other incursions, wars, and treaties that granted new concessions and added new privileges for the 
foreigners. 

http://www.ha.org.hk/overview/hk.htm


For people interested in knowing more about the history of opium in China and its effect on the opium 
user, please check out Cliff Schaffer's Opiates page which includes a brief history of the Opium Wars. 
You might also be interested in a Brief History of Hong Kong. Tom Glasoe also maintains a nice page on 
the history of Hong Kong 
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Emergence Of Modern China: II

The Taiping Rebellion, 1851-64

During the mid-nineteenth century, China's problems were compounded by natural calamities of 
unprecedented proportions, including droughts, famines, and floods. Government neglect of public works 
was in part responsible for this and other disasters, and the Qing administration did little to relieve the 
widespread misery caused by them. Economic tensions, military defeats at Western hands, and anti-
Manchu sentiments all combined to produce widespread unrest, especially in the south. South China had 
been the last area to yield to the Qing conquerors and the first to be exposed to Western influence. It 
provided a likely setting for the largest uprising in modern Chinese history--the Taiping Rebellion. 

The Taiping rebels were led by Hong Xiuquan (  1814-64), a village teacher and unsuccessful 
imperial examination candidate. Hong formulated an eclectic ideology combining the ideals of pre-
Confucian utopianism with Protestant beliefs. He soon had a following in the thousands who were heavily 
anti-Manchu and anti-establishment. Hong's followers formed a military organization to protect against 
bandits and recruited troops not only among believers but also from among other armed peasant groups 

and secret societies. In 1851 Hong Xiuquan and others launched an uprising in Guizhou ( ) Province. 
Hong proclaimed the Heavenly Kingdom of Great Peace (  or Taiping Tianguo) with himself 
as king. The new order was to reconstitute a legendary ancient state in which the peasantry owned and 
tilled the land in common; slavery, concubinage, arranged marriage, opium smoking, footbinding, judicial 
torture, and the worship of idols were all to be eliminated. The Taiping tolerance of the esoteric rituals 
and quasi-religious societies of south China--themselves a threat to Qing stability--and their relentless 
attacks on Confucianism--still widely accepted as the moral foundation of Chinese behavior--contributed 
to the ultimate defeat of the rebellion. Its advocacy of radical social reforms alienated the Han Chinese 
scholar-gentry class. The Taiping army, although it had captured Nanjing and driven as far north as 
Tianjin ( ), failed to establish stable base areas. The movement's leaders found themselves in a net of 
internal feuds, defections, and corruption. Additionally, British and French forces, being more willing to 
deal with the weak Qing administration than contend with the uncertainties of a Taiping regime, came to 
the assistance of the imperial army. Before the Chinese army succeeded in crushing the revolt, however, 
14 years had passed, and well over 30 million people were reported killed. 

To defeat the rebellion, the Qing court needed, besides Western help, an army stronger and more popular 
than the demoralized imperial forces. In 1860, scholar-official Zeng Guofan (  1811-72), from 
Hunan ( ) Province, was appointed imperial commissioner and governor-general of the Taiping-
controlled territories and placed in command of the war against the rebels. Zeng's Hunan army, created 
and paid for by local taxes, became a powerful new fighting force under the command of eminent scholar-
generals. Zeng's success gave new power to an emerging Han Chinese elite and eroded Qing authority. 
Simultaneous uprisings in north China (the Nian  Rebellion) and southwest China (the Muslim 
Rebellion) further demonstrated Qing weakness. 



The Self-Strengthening Movement 

The rude realities of the Opium War, the unequal treaties, and the mid-century mass uprisings caused 
Qing courtiers and officials to recognize the need to strengthen China. Chinese scholars and officials had 
been examining and translating "Western learning" since the 1840s. Under the direction of modern-
thinking Han officials, Western science and languages were studied, special schools were opened in the 
larger cities, and arsenals, factories, and shipyards were established according to Western models. 
Western diplomatic practices were adopted by the Qing, and students were sent abroad by the government 
and on individual or community initiative in the hope that national regeneration could be achieved 
through the application of Western practical methods. 

Amid these activities came an attempt to arrest the dynastic decline by restoring the traditional order. The 
effort was known as the Tongzhi Restoration, named for the Tongzhi ( )Emperor (1862-74), and was 
engineered by the young emperor's mother, the Empress Dowager Ci Xi (  1835-1908). The 
restoration, however, which applied "practical knowledge" while reaffirming the old mentality, was not a 
genuine program of modernization. 

The effort to graft Western technology onto Chinese institutions became known as the Self-Strengthening 
Movement ( ). The movement was championed by scholar-generals like Li Hongzhang ( 

 1823-1901) and Zuo Zongtang (  1812-85), who had fought with the government forces 
in the Taiping Rebellion. From 1861 to 1894, leaders such as these, now turned scholar-administrators, 
were responsible for establishing modern institutions, developing basic industries, communications, and 
transportation, and modernizing the military. But despite its leaders' accomplishments, the Self-
Strengthening Movement did not recognize the significance of the political institutions and social theories 
that had fostered Western advances and innovations. This weakness led to the movement's failure. 
Modernization during this period would have been difficult under the best of circumstances. The 
bureaucracy was still deeply influenced by Neo-Confucian orthodoxy. Chinese society was still reeling 
from the ravages of the Taiping and other rebellions, and foreign encroachments continued to threaten the 
integrity of China. 

The first step in the foreign powers' effort to carve up the empire was taken by Russia, which had been 
expanding into Central Asia. By the 1850s, tsarist troops also had invaded the Heilong Jiang watershed of 
Manchuria, from which their countrymen had been ejected under the Treaty of Nerchinsk. The Russians 
used the superior knowledge of China they had acquired through their century-long residence in Beijing 
to further their aggrandizement. In 1860 Russian diplomats secured the secession of all of Manchuria 
north of the Heilong Jiang and east of the Wusuli Jiang (Ussuri River). Foreign encroachments increased 
after 1860 by means of a series of treaties imposed on China on one pretext or another. The foreign 
stranglehold on the vital sectors of the Chinese economy was reinforced through a lengthening list of 
concessions. Foreign settlements in the treaty ports became extraterritorial--sovereign pockets of 
territories over which China had no jurisdiction. The safety of these foreign settlements was ensured by 
the menacing presence of warships and gunboats. 

http://www.interchg.ubc.ca/arbgary/empress.html


At this time the foreign powers also took over the peripheral states that had acknowledged Chinese 
suzerainty and given tribute to the emperor. France colonized Cochin China, as southern Vietnam was 
then called, and by 1864 established a protectorate over Cambodia. Following a victorious war against 
China in 1884-85, France also took Annam. Britain gained control over Burma. Russia penetrated into 
Chinese Turkestan (the modern-day Xinjiang-Uyghur Autonomous Region). Japan, having emerged from 
its century-and-a-half-long seclusion and having gone through its own modernization movement, defeated 
China in the war of 1894-95. The Treaty of Shimonoseki forced China to cede Taiwan and the Penghu 
Islands to Japan, pay a huge indemnity, permit the establishment of Japanese industries in four treaty 
ports, and recognize Japanese hegemony over Korea. In 1898 the British acquired a ninety-nine-year lease 
over the so-called New Territories of Kowloon (  or Jiulong in pinyin), which increased the size of 
their Hong Kong colony. Britain, Japan, Russia, Germany, France, and Belgium each gained spheres of 
influence in China. The United States, which had not acquired any territorial cessions, proposed in 1899 
that there be an "open door" policy in China, whereby all foreign countries would have equal duties and 
privileges in all treaty ports within and outside the various spheres of influence. All but Russia agreed to 
the United States overture. 
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Emergence Of Modern China: III

The Hundred Days' Reform and the Aftermath

In the 103 days from June 11 to September 21, 1898, the Qing emperor, Guangxu (  1875-1908), 
ordered a series of reforms aimed at making sweeping social and institutional changes. This effort 
reflected the thinking of a group of progressive scholar-reformers who had impressed the court with the 
urgency of making innovations for the nation's survival. Influenced by the Japanese success with 
modernization, the reformers declared that China needed more than "self-strengthening" and that 
innovation must be accompanied by institutional and ideological change. 

The imperial edicts for reform covered a broad range of subjects, including stamping out corruption and 
remaking, among other things, the academic and civil-service examination systems, legal system, 
governmental structure, defense establishment, and postal services. The edicts attempted to modernize 
agriculture, medicine, and mining and to promote practical studies instead of Neo-Confucian orthodoxy. 
The court also planned to send students abroad for firsthand observation and technical studies. All these 
changes were to be brought about under a de facto constitutional monarchy. 

Opposition to the reform was intense among the conservative ruling elite, especially the Manchus, who, 
in condemning the announced reform as too radical, proposed instead a more moderate and gradualist 
course of change. Supported by ultraconservatives and with the tacit support of the political opportunist 
Yuan Shikai (  1859-1916), Empress Dowager Ci Xi ( ) engineered a coup d' tat on 
September 21, 1898, forcing the young reform-minded Guangxu into seclusion. Ci Xi took over the 
government as regent. The Hundred Days' Reform ( ) ended with the rescindment of the new 
edicts and the execution of six of the reform's chief advocates. The two principal leaders, Kang Youwei (

 1858-1927) and Liang Qichao (  1873-1929), fled abroad to found the Baohuang Hui (
 or Protect the Emperor Society) and to work, unsuccessfully, for a constitutional monarchy in 

China. 

The conservatives then gave clandestine backing to the antiforeign and anti-Christian movement of secret 

societies known as Yihetuan (  or Society of Righteousness and Harmony). The movement has 
been better known in the West as the Boxers (from an earlier name--Yihequan,  or 
Righteousness and Harmony Boxers). In 1900 Boxer bands spread over the north China countryside, 
burning missionary facilities and killing Chinese Christians. Finally, in June 1900, the Boxers besieged 
the foreign concessions in Beijing and Tianjin, an action that provoked an allied relief expedition by the 
offended nations. The Qing declared war against the invaders, who easily crushed their opposition and 
occupied north China. Under the Protocol of 1901, the court was made to consent to the execution of ten 
high officials and the punishment of hundreds of others, expansion of the Legation Quarter, payment of 
war reparations, stationing of foreign troops in China, and razing of some Chinese fortifications. 



In the decade that followed, the court belatedly put into effect some reform measures. These included the 
abolition of the moribund Confucian-based examination, educational and military modernization 
patterned after the model of Japan, and an experiment, if half-hearted, in constitutional and parliamentary 
government. The suddenness and ambitiousness of the reform effort actually hindered its success. One 
effect, to be felt for decades to come, was the establishment of new armies, which, in turn, gave rise to 
warlordism. 

The Republican Revolution of 1911

Failure of reform from the top and the fiasco of the Boxer Uprising convinced many Chinese that the 
only real solution lay in outright revolution, in sweeping away the old order and erecting a new one 
patterned preferably after the example of Japan. The revolutionary leader was Sun Yat-sen (  or 
Sun Yixian in pinyin, 1866-1925), a republican and anti-Qing activist who became increasingly popular 
among the overseas Chinese and Chinese students abroad, especially in Japan. In 1905 Sun founded the 
Tongmeng Hui (  or United League) in Tokyo with Huang Xing (  1874-1916), a popular 
leader of the Chinese revolutionary movement in Japan, as his deputy. This movement, generously 
supported by overseas Chinese funds, also gained political support with regional military officers and 
some of the reformers who had fled China after the Hundred Days' Reform. Sun's political philosophy 
was conceptualized in 1897, first enunciated in Tokyo in 1905, and modified through the early 1920s. It 
centered on the Three Principles of the People (  or san min zhuyi): "nationalism, democracy, 
and people's livelihood." The principle of nationalism called for overthrowing the Manchus and ending 
foreign hegemony over China. The second principle, democracy, was used to describe Sun's goal of a 
popularly elected republican form of government. People's livelihood, often referred to as socialism, was 
aimed at helping the common people through regulation of the ownership of the means of production and 
land. 

The republican revolution broke out on October 10, 1911, in Wuchang ( ), the capital of Hubei (
) Province, among discontented modernized army units whose anti-Qing plot had been uncovered. 

It had been preceded by numerous abortive uprisings and organized protests inside China. The revolt 
quickly spread to neighboring cities, and Tongmeng Hui members throughout the country rose in 
immediate support of the Wuchang revolutionary forces. By late November, fifteen of the twenty-four 
provinces had declared their independence of the Qing empire. A month later, Sun Yat-sen returned to 
China from the United States, where he had been raising funds among overseas Chinese and American 
sympathizers. On January 1, 1912, Sun was inaugurated in Nanjing as the provisional president of the 
new Chinese republic. But power in Beijing already had passed to the commander-in-chief of the 
imperial army, Yuan Shikai, the strongest regional military leader at the time. To prevent civil war and 
possible foreign intervention from undermining the infant republic, Sun agreed to Yuan's demand that 
China be united under a Beijing government headed by Yuan. On February 12, 1912, the last Manchu 

emperor, the child Puyi ( ), abdicated. On March 10, in Beijing, Yuan Shikai was sworn in as 
provisional president of the Republic of China. 

http://gio.gov.tw/info/yearbook/biogph.html#yearbook86321
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Republican China

 

The republic that Sun Yat-sen ( ) and his associates envisioned evolved slowly. The revolutionists 

lacked an army, and the power of Yuan Shikai ( ) began to outstrip that of parliament. Yuan 
revised the constitution at will and became dictatorial. In August 1912 a new political party was founded 

by Song Jiaoren (  1882-1913), one of Sun's associates. The party, the Guomindang (  
Kuomintang or KMT--the National People's Party, frequently referred to as the Nationalist Party), was an 
amalgamation of small political groups, including Sun's Tongmeng Hui ( ). In the national 
elections held in February 1913 for the new bicameral parliament, Song campaigned against the Yuan 
administration, and his party won a majority of seats. Yuan had Song assassinated in March; he had 
already arranged the assassination of several pro-revolutionist generals. Animosity toward Yuan grew. In 
the summer of 1913 seven southern provinces rebelled against Yuan. When the rebellion was suppressed, 
Sun and other instigators fled to Japan. In October 1913 an intimidated parliament formally elected Yuan 
president of the Republic of China, and the major powers extended recognition to his government. To 
achieve international recognition, Yuan Shikai had to agree to autonomy for Outer Mongolia and Xizang (

). China was still to be suzerain, but it would have to allow Russia a free hand in Outer Mongolia 
and Britain continuance of its influence in Xizang. 

In November Yuan Shikai, legally president, ordered the Guomindang dissolved and its members 
removed from parliament. Within a few months, he suspended parliament and the provincial assemblies 
and forced the promulgation of a new constitution, which, in effect, made him president for life. Yuan's 
ambitions still were not satisfied, and, by the end of 1915, it was announced that he would reestablish the 
monarchy. Widespread rebellions ensued, and numerous provinces declared independence. With 
opposition at every quarter and the nation breaking up into warlord factions, Yuan Shikai died of natural 
causes in June 1916, deserted by his lieutenants. 

Nationalism and Communism

After Yuan Shikai's death, shifting alliances of regional warlords fought for control of the Beijing 
government. The nation also was threatened from without by the Japanese. When World War I broke out 
in 1914, Japan fought on the Allied side and seized German holdings in Shandong ( ) Province. In 
1915 the Japanese set before the warlord government in Beijing the so-called Twenty-One Demands, 
which would have made China a Japanese protectorate. The Beijing government rejected some of these 
demands but yielded to the Japanese insistence on keeping the Shandong territory already in its 
possession. Beijing also recognized Tokyo's authority over southern Manchuria and eastern Inner 
Mongolia. In 1917, in secret communiques, Britain, France, and Italy assented to the Japanese claim in 
exchange for the Japan's naval action against Germany. 
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In 1917 China declared war on Germany in the hope of recovering its lost province, then under Japanese 
control. But in 1918 the Beijing government signed a secret deal with Japan accepting the latter's claim to 
Shandong. When the Paris peace conference of 1919 confirmed the Japanese claim to Shandong and 
Beijing's sellout became public, internal reaction was shattering. On May 4, 1919, there were massive 
student demonstrations against the Beijing government and Japan. The political fervor, student activism, 
and iconoclastic and reformist intellectual currents set in motion by the patriotic student protest developed 
into a national awakening known as the May Fourth Movement ( ). The intellectual milieu in 
which the May Fourth Movement developed was known as the New Culture Movement and occupied the 
period from 1917 to 1923. The student demonstrations of May 4, 1919 were the high point of the New 
Culture Movement, and the terms are often used synonymously. Students returned from abroad 
advocating social and political theories ranging from complete Westernization of China to the socialism 
that one day would be adopted by China's communist rulers. 

Opposing the Warlords

The May Fourth Movement helped to rekindle the then-fading cause of republican revolution. In 1917 
Sun Yat-sen had become commander-in-chief of a rival military government in Guangzhou ( ) in 
collaboration with southern warlords. In October 1919 Sun reestablished the Guomindang to counter the 
government in Beijing. The latter, under a succession of warlords, still maintained its facade of legitimacy 
and its relations with the West. By 1921 Sun had become president of the southern government. He spent 
his remaining years trying to consolidate his regime and achieve unity with the north. His efforts to obtain 
aid from the Western democracies were ignored, however, and in 1921 he turned to the Soviet Union, 
which had recently achieved its own revolution. The Soviets sought to befriend the Chinese revolutionists 
by offering scathing attacks on "Western imperialism." But for political expediency, the Soviet leadership 
initiated a dual policy of support for both Sun and the newly established Chinese Communist Party (

 CCP). The Soviets hoped for consolidation but were prepared for either side to emerge 
victorious. In this way the struggle for power in China began between the Nationalists and the 
Communists. In 1922 the Guomindang-warlord alliance in Guangzhou was ruptured, and Sun fled to 
Shanghai ( ). By then Sun saw the need to seek Soviet support for his cause. In 1923 a joint 
statement by Sun and a Soviet representative in Shanghai pledged Soviet assistance for China's national 
unification. Soviet advisers--the most prominent of whom was an agent of the Comintern, Mikhail 
Borodin--began to arrive in China in 1923 to aid in the reorganization and consolidation of the 
Guomindang along the lines of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The CCP was under Comintern 
instructions to cooperate with the Guomindang, and its members were encouraged to join while 
maintaining their party identities. The CCP was still small at the time, having a membership of 300 in 
1922 and only 1,500 by 1925. The Guomindang in 1922 already had 150,000 members. Soviet advisers 
also helped the Nationalists set up a political institute to train propagandists in mass mobilization 
techniques and in 1923 sent Chiang Kai-shek (  Jiang Jieshi in pinyin), one of Sun's lieutenants 
from Tongmeng Hui days, for several months' military and political study in Moscow. After Chiang's 
return in late 1923, he participated in the establishment of the Whampoa (  Huangpu in pinyin) 
Military Academy outside Guangzhou, which was the seat of government under the Guomindang-CCP 
alliance. In 1924 Chiang became head of the academy and began the rise to prominence that would make 



him Sun's successor as head of the Guomindang and the unifier of all China under the right-wing 
nationalist government. 

Sun Yat-sen died of cancer in Beijing in March 1925, but the Nationalist movement he had helped to 
initiate was gaining momentum. During the summer of 1925, Chiang, as commander-in-chief of the 
National Revolutionary Army, set out on the long-delayed Northern Expedition against the northern 
warlords. Within nine months, half of China had been conquered. By 1926, however, the Guomindang 
had divided into left- and right-wing factions, and the Communist bloc within it was also growing. In 
March 1926, after thwarting a kidnapping attempt against him, Chiang abruptly dismissed his Soviet 
advisers, imposed restrictions on CCP members' participation in the top leadership, and emerged as the 
preeminent Guomindang leader. The Soviet Union, still hoping to prevent a split between Chiang and the 
CCP, ordered Communist underground activities to facilitate the Northern Expedition, which was finally 
launched by Chiang from Guangzhou in July 1926. 

In early 1927 the Guomindang-CCP rivalry led to a split in the revolutionary ranks. The CCP and the left 
wing of the Guomindang had decided to move the seat of the Nationalist government from Guangzhou to 
Wuhan. But Chiang, whose Northern Expedition was proving successful, set his forces to destroying the 
Shanghai CCP apparatus and established an anti-Communist government at Nanjing in April 1927. There 
now were three capitals in China: the internationally recognized warlord regime in Beijing; the 
Communist and left-wing Guomindang regime at Wuhan ( ); and the right-wing civilian-military 
regime at Nanjing, which would remain the Nationalist capital for the next decade. 

The Comintern cause appeared bankrupt. A new policy was instituted calling on the CCP to foment 
armed insurrections in both urban and rural areas in preparation for an expected rising tide of revolution. 
Unsuccessful attempts were made by Communists to take cities such as Nanchang ( ), Changsha (

), Shantou ( ), and Guangzhou, and an armed rural insurrection, known as the Autumn Harvest 
Uprising, was staged by peasants in Hunan Province. The insurrection was led by Mao Zedong (  
1893-1976), who would later become chairman of the CCP and head of state of the People's Republic of 
China. Mao was of peasant origins and was one of the founders of the CCP. 

But in mid-1927 the CCP was at a low ebb. The Communists had been expelled from Wuhan by their left-
wing Guomindang allies, who in turn were toppled by a military regime. By 1928 all of China was at least 
nominally under Chiang's control, and the Nanjing government received prompt international recognition 
as the sole legitimate government of China. The Nationalist government announced that in conformity 
with Sun Yat-sen's formula for the three stages of revolution--military unification, political tutelage, and 
constitutional democracy--China had reached the end of the first phase and would embark on the second, 
which would be under Guomindang direction. 
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Republican China: II
Consolidation under the Guomindang

The decade of 1928-37 was one of consolidation and accomplishment by the Guomindang ( ). 
Some of the harsh aspects of foreign concessions and privileges in China were moderated through 
diplomacy. The government acted energetically to modernize the legal and penal systems, stabilize 
prices, amortize debts, reform the banking and currency systems, build railroads and highways, improve 
public health facilities, legislate against traffic in narcotics, and augment industrial and agricultural 
production. Great strides also were made in education and, in an effort to help unify Chinese society, in a 
program to popularize the national language and overcome dialectal variations. The widespread 
establishment of communications facilities further encouraged a sense of unity and pride among the 
people. 

Rise of the Communists

There were forces at work during this period of progress that would eventually undermine the Chiang 
Kai-shek government. The first was the gradual rise of the Communists. 

Mao Zedong ( ), who had become a Marxist at the time of the emergence of the May Fourth 
Movement (he was working as a librarian at Beijing University), had boundless faith in the revolutionary 
potential of the peasantry. He advocated that revolution in China focus on them rather than on the urban 
proletariat, as prescribed by orthodox Marxist-Leninist theoreticians. Despite the failure of the Autumn 
Harvest Uprising of 1927, Mao continued to work among the peasants of Hunan Province. Without 
waiting for the sanction of the CCP center, then in Shanghai, he began establishing peasant-based soviets 
(Communist-run local governments) along the border between Hunan and Jiangxi (  ) provinces. In 
collaboration with military commander Zhu De (  1886-1976), Mao turned the local peasants into a 
politicized guerrilla force. By the winter of 1927-28, the combined "peasants' and workers'" army had 
some 10,000 troops. 

Mao's prestige rose steadily after the failure of the Comintern-directed urban insurrections. In late 1931 
he was able to proclaim the establishment of the Chinese Soviet Republic under his chairmanship in 
Ruijin Jiangxi Province. The Soviet-oriented CCP Political Bureau came to Ruijin at Mao's invitation 
with the intent of dismantling his apparatus. But, although he had yet to gain membership in the Political 
Bureau, Mao dominated the proceedings. 

In the early 1930s, amid continued Political Bureau opposition to his military and agrarian policies and 
the deadly annihilation campaigns being waged against the Red Army by Chiang Kai-shek's forces, 
Mao's control of the Chinese Communist movement increased. The epic Long March of his Red Army 
and its supporters, which began in October 1934, would ensure his place in history. Forced to evacuate 



their camps and homes, Communist soldiers and government and party leaders and functionaries 
numbering about 100,000 (including only 35 women, the spouses of high leaders) set out on a circuitous 
retreat of some 12,500 kilometers through 11 provinces, 18 mountain ranges, and 24 rivers in southwest 
and northwest China. During the Long March, Mao finally gained unchallenged command of the CCP, 
ousting his rivals and reasserting guerrilla strategy. As a final destination, he selected southern Shaanxi (

 ) Province, where some 8,000 survivors of the original group from Jiangxi Province (joined by 
some 22,000 from other areas) arrived in October 1935. The Communists set up their headquarters at 
Yan'an ( ), where the movement would grow rapidly for the next ten years. Contributing to this 
growth would be a combination of internal and external circumstances, of which aggression by the 
Japanese was perhaps the most significant. Conflict with Japan, which would continue from the 1930s to 
the end of World War II, was the other force (besides the Communists themselves) that would undermine 
the Nationalist government. 
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Republican China: III

Anti-Japanese War

Few Chinese had any illusions about Japanese designs on China. Hungry for raw materials and pressed 
by a growing population, Japan initiated the seizure of Manchuria in September 1931 and established ex-

Qing emperor Puyi ( ) as head of the puppet regime of Manchukuo ( ) in 1932. The loss of 
Manchuria, and its vast potential for industrial development and war industries, was a blow to the 
Nationalist economy. The League of Nations, established at the end of World War I, was unable to act in 
the face of the Japanese defiance. The Japanese began to push from south of the Great Wall into northern 
China and into the coastal provinces. Chinese fury against Japan was predictable, but anger was also 
directed against the Guomindang government, which at the time was more preoccupied with anti-
Communist extermination campaigns than with resisting the Japanese invaders. The importance of 
"internal unity before external danger" was forcefully brought home in December 1936, when Nationalist 
troops (who had been ousted from Manchuria by the Japanese) mutinied at Xi'an (  ). The mutineers 
forcibly detained Chiang Kai-shek for several days until he agreed to cease hostilities against the 
Communist forces in northwest China and to assign Communist units combat duties in designated anti-
Japanese front areas. 

The Chinese resistance stiffened after July 7, 1937, when a clash occurred between Chinese and Japanese 
troops outside Beijing (then renamed Beiping ) near the Marco Polo Bridge. This skirmish not only 
marked the beginning of open, though undeclared, war between China and Japan but also hastened the 
formal announcement of the second Guomindang-CCP united front against Japan. The collaboration took 
place with salutary effects for the beleaguered CCP. The distrust between the two parties, however, was 
scarcely veiled. The uneasy alliance began to break down after late 1938, despite Japan's steady 
territorial gains in northern China, the coastal regions, and the rich Chang Jiang (  ) Valley in central 
China. After 1940, conflicts between the Nationalists and Communists became more frequent in the areas 
not under Japanese control. The Communists expanded their influence wherever opportunities presented 
themselves through mass organizations, administrative reforms, and the land- and tax-reform measures 
favoring the peasants--while the Nationalists attempted to neutralize the spread of Communist influence. 

At Yan'an ( ) and elsewhere in the "liberated areas," Mao was able to adapt Marxism-Leninism to 
Chinese conditions. He taught party cadres to lead the masses by living and working with them, eating 
their food, and thinking their thoughts. The Red Army fostered an image of conducting guerrilla warfare 
in defense of the people. Communist troops adapted to changing wartime conditions and became a 
seasoned fighting force. Mao also began preparing for the establishment of a new China. In 1940 he 
outlined the program of the Chinese Communists for an eventual seizure of power. His teachings became 
the central tenets of the CCP doctrine that came to be formalized as Mao Zedong Thought. With skillful 
organizational and propaganda work, the Communists increased party membership from 100,000 in 1937 
to 1.2 million by 1945. 



In 1945 China emerged from the war nominally a great military power but actually a nation economically 
prostrate and on the verge of all-out civil war. The economy deteriorated, sapped by the military 
demands of foreign war and internal strife, by spiraling inflation, and by Nationalist profiteering, 
speculation, and hoarding. Starvation came in the wake of the war, and millions were rendered homeless 
by floods and the unsettled conditions in many parts of the country. The situation was further 
complicated by an Allied agreement at the Yalta Conference in February 1945 that brought Soviet troops 
into Manchuria to hasten the termination of war against Japan. Although the Chinese had not been 
present at Yalta, they had been consulted; they had agreed to have the Soviets enter the war in the belief 
that the Soviet Union would deal only with the Nationalist government. After the war, the Soviet Union, 
as part of the Yalta agreement's allowing a Soviet sphere of influence in Manchuria, dismantled and 
removed more than half the industrial equipment left there by the Japanese. The Soviet presence in 
northeast China enabled the Communists to move in long enough to arm themselves with the equipment 
surrendered by the withdrawing Japanese army. The problems of rehabilitating the formerly Japanese-
occupied areas and of reconstructing the nation from the ravages of a protracted war were staggering, to 
say the least. 

Return to Civil War

During World War II, the United States emerged as a major actor in Chinese affairs. As an ally it 
embarked in late 1941 on a program of massive military and financial aid to the hard-pressed Nationalist 
government. In January 1943 the United States and Britain led the way in revising their treaties with 
China, bringing to an end a century of unequal treaty relations. Within a few months, a new agreement 
was signed between the United States and China for the stationing of American troops in China for the 
common war effort against Japan. In December 1943 the Chinese exclusion acts of the 1880s and 
subsequent laws enacted by the United States Congress to restrict Chinese immigration into the United 
States were repealed. 

The wartime policy of the United States was initially to help China become a strong ally and a stabilizing 
force in postwar East Asia. As the conflict between the Nationalists and the Communists intensified, 
however, the United States sought unsuccessfully to reconcile the rival forces for a more effective anti-
Japanese war effort. Toward the end of the war, United States Marines were used to hold Beiping and 
Tianjin against a possible Soviet incursion, and logistic support was given to Nationalist forces in north 
and northeast China. 

Through the mediatory influence of the United States a military truce was arranged in January 1946, but 
battles between Nationalists and Communists soon resumed. Realizing that American efforts short of 
large-scale armed intervention could not stop the war, the United States withdrew the American mission, 
headed by General George C. Marshall, in early 1947. The civil war, in which the United States aided the 
Nationalists with massive economic loans but no military support, became more widespread. Battles 
raged not only for territories but also for the allegiance of cross sections of the population. 



Belatedly, the Nationalist government sought to enlist popular support through internal reforms. The 
effort was in vain, however, because of the rampant corruption in government and the accompanying 
political and economic chaos. By late 1948 the Nationalist position was bleak. The demoralized and 
undisciplined Nationalist troops proved no match for the People's Liberation Army (PLA or 

). The Communists were well established in the north and northeast. Although the 
Nationalists had an advantage in numbers of men and weapons, controlled a much larger territory and 
population than their adversaries, and enjoyed considerable international support, they were exhausted by 
the long war with Japan and the attendant internal responsibilities. In January 1949 Beiping was taken by 
the Communists without a fight, and its name changed back to Beijing. Between April and November, 
major cities passed from Guomindang to Communist control with minimal resistance. In most cases the 
surrounding countryside and small towns had come under Communist influence long before the cities. 
After Chiang Kai-shek and a few hundred thousand Nationalist troops fled from the mainland to the 
island of Taiwan, there remained only isolated pockets of resistance. In December 1949 Chiang 

proclaimed Taipei ( ), Taiwan ( ), the temporary capital of China. 
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The People's Republic Of China

  

On October 1, 1949, the People's Republic of China was formally established, with its national capital at 
Beijing. "The Chinese people have stood up!" declared Mao as he announced the creation of a "people's 
democratic dictatorship." The people were defined as a coalition of four social classes: the workers, the 
peasants, the petite bourgeoisie, and the national-capitalists. The four classes were to be led by the CCP, 
as the vanguard of the working class. At that time the CCP claimed a membership of 4.5 million, of 
which members of peasant origin accounted for nearly 90 percent. The party was under Mao's 
chairmanship, and the government was headed by Zhou Enlai (  1898-1976) as premier of the 
State Administrative Council (the predecessor of the State Council). 

The Soviet Union recognized the People's Republic on October 2, 1949. Earlier in the year, Mao had 
proclaimed his policy of "leaning to one side" as a commitment to the socialist bloc. In February 1950, 
after months of hard bargaining, China and the Soviet Union signed the Treaty of Friendship, Alliance, 
and Mutual Assistance, valid until 1980. The pact also was intended to counter Japan or any power's 
joining Japan for the purpose of aggression. 

For the first time in decades a Chinese government was met with peace, instead of massive military 
opposition, within its territory. The new leadership was highly disciplined and, having a decade of 
wartime administrative experience to draw on, was able to embark on a program of national integration 
and reform. In the first year of Communist administration, moderate social and economic policies were 
implemented with skill and effectiveness. The leadership realized that the overwhelming and 
multitudinous task of economic reconstruction and achievement of political and social stability required 
the goodwill and cooperation of all classes of people. Results were impressive by any standard, and 
popular support was widespread. 

By 1950 international recognition of the Communist government had increased considerably, but it was 
slowed by China's involvement in the Korean War. In October 1950, sensing a threat to the industrial 
heartland in northeast China from the advancing United Nations (UN) forces in the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea (North Korea), units of the PLA--calling themselves the Chinese People's Volunteers--
crossed the YaluJiang ( ) River into North Korea in response to a North Korean request for aid. 
Almost simultaneously the PLA forces also marched into Xizang to reassert Chinese sovereignty over a 
region that had been in effect independent of Chinese rule since the fall of the Qing dynasty in 1911. In 
1951 the UN declared China to be an aggressor in Korea and sanctioned a global embargo on the 
shipment of arms and war materiel to China. This step foreclosed for the time being any possibility that 
the People's Republic might replace Nationalist China (on Taiwan) as a member of the UN and as a veto-
holding member of the UN Security Council. 



After China entered the Korean War, the initial moderation in Chinese domestic policies gave way to a 
massive campaign against the "enemies of the state," actual and potential. These enemies consisted of 
"war criminals, traitors, bureaucratic capitalists, and counterrevolutionaries." The campaign was 
combined with party-sponsored trials attended by huge numbers of people. The major targets in this drive 
were foreigners and Christian missionaries who were branded as United States agents at these mass trials. 
The 1951-52 drive against political enemies was accompanied by land reform, which had actually begun 
under the Agrarian Reform Law of June 28, 1950. The redistribution of land was accelerated, and a class 
struggle landlords and wealthy peasants was launched. An ideological reform campaign requiring self-
criticisms and public confessions by university faculty members, scientists, and other professional 
workers was given wide publicity. Artists and writers were soon the objects of similar treatment for 
failing to heed Mao's dictum that culture and literature must reflect the class interest of the working 
people, led by the CCP. These campaigns were accompanied in 1951 and 1952 by the san fan (  or 
"three anti") and wu fan (  or "five anti") movements. The former was directed ostensibly against the 
evils of "corruption, waste, and bureaucratism"; its real aim was to eliminate incompetent and politically 
unreliable public officials and to bring about an efficient, disciplined, and responsive bureaucratic 
system. The wu fan movement aimed at eliminating recalcitrant and corrupt businessmen and 
industrialists, who were in effect the targets of the CCP's condemnation of "tax evasion, bribery, cheating 
in government contracts, thefts of economic intelligence, and stealing of state assets." In the course of 
this campaign the party claimed to have uncovered a well-organized attempt by businessmen and 
industrialists to corrupt party and government officials. This charge was enlarged into an assault on the 
bourgeoisie as a whole. The number of people affected by the various punitive or reform campaigns was 
estimated in the millions. 

The Transition to Socialism, 1953-57

The period of officially designated "transition to socialism" corresponded to China's First Five-Year Plan 
(1953-57). The period was characterized by efforts to achieve industrialization, collectivization of 
agriculture, and political centralization. 

The First Five-Year Plan stressed the development of heavy industry on the Soviet model. Soviet 
economic and technical assistance was expected to play a significant part in the implementation of the 
plan, and technical agreements were signed with the Soviets in 1953 and 1954. For the purpose of 
economic planning, the first modern census was taken in 1953; the population of mainland China was 
shown to be 583 million, a figure far greater than had been anticipated. 

Among China's most pressing needs in the early 1950s were food for its burgeoning population, domestic 
capital for investment, and purchase of Soviet-supplied technology, capital equipment, and military 
hardware. To satisfy these needs, the government began to collectivize agriculture. Despite internal 
disagreement as to the speed of collectivization, which at least for the time being was resolved in Mao's 
favor, preliminary collectivization was 90 percent completed by the end of 1956. In addition, the 
government nationalized banking, industry, and trade. Private enterprise in mainland China was virtually 
abolished. 



Major political developments included the centralization of party and government administration. 
Elections were held in 1953 for delegates to the First National People's Congress, China's national 
legislature, which met in 1954. The congress promulgated the state constitution of 1954 and formally 
elected Mao chairman (or president) of the People's Republic; it elected Liu Shaoqi (  1898-
1969) chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress; and named Zhou Enlai 
premier of the new State Council. 

In the midst of these major governmental changes, and helping to precipitate them, was a power struggle 
within the CCP leading to the 1954 purge of Political Bureau member Gao Gang ( ) and Party 
Organization Department head Rao Shushi ( ), who were accused of illicitly trying to seize 
control of the party. 

The process of national integration also was characterized by improvements in party organization under 
the administrative direction of the secretary general of the party Deng Xiaoping (  who served 
concurrently as vice premier of the State Council). There was a marked emphasis on recruiting 
intellectuals, who by 1956 constituted nearly 12 percent of the party's 10.8 million members. Peasant 
membership had decreased to 69 percent, while there was an increasing number of "experts" , who were 
needed for the party and governmental infrastructures, in the party ranks. 

As part of the effort to encourage the participation of intellectuals in the new regime, in mid-1956 there 
began an official effort to liberalize the political climate. Cultural and intellectual figures were 
encouraged to speak their minds on the state of CCP rule and programs. Mao personally took the lead in 
the movement, which was launched under the classical slogan "Let a hundred flowers bloom, let the 
hundred schools of thought contend" ( ). At first the party's repeated invitation 
to air constructive views freely and openly was met with caution. By mid-1957, however, the movement 
unexpectedly mounted, bringing denunciation and criticism against the party in general and the excesses 
of its cadres in particular. Startled and embarrassed, leaders turned on the critics as "bourgeois rightists" (

) and launched the Anti-Rightist Campaign. The Hundred Flowers Campaign , sometimes 

called the Double Hundred Campaign ( ), apparently had a sobering effect on the CCP 
leadership. 
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The People's Republic Of China: II

The Great Leap Forward, 1958-60

The antirightist drive was followed by a militant approach toward economic development. In 1958 the 
CCP launched the Great Leap Forward ( ) campaign under the new "General Line for Socialist 
Construction." The Great Leap Forward was aimed at accomplishing the economic and technical 
development of the country at a vastly faster pace and with greater results. The shift to the left that the 
new "General Line" represented was brought on by a combination of domestic and external factors. 
Although the party leaders appeared generally satisfied with the accomplishments of the First Five-Year 
Plan, they--Mao and his fellow radicals in particular--believed that more could be achieved in the Second 
Five-Year Plan (1958-62) if the people could be ideologically aroused and if domestic resources could be 
utilized more efficiently for the simultaneous development of industry and agriculture. These 
assumptions led the party to an intensified mobilization of the peasantry and mass organizations, stepped-
up ideological guidance and indoctrination of technical experts, and efforts to build a more responsive 
political system. The last of these undertakings was to be accomplished through a new xiafang (  or 
down to the countryside) movement, under which cadres inside and outside the party would be sent to 
factories, communes, mines, and public works projects for manual labor and firsthand familiarization 
with grass-roots conditions. Although evidence is sketchy, Mao's decision to embark on the Great Leap 
Forward was based in part on his uncertainty about the Soviet policy of economic, financial, and 
technical assistance to China. That policy, in Mao's view, not only fell far short of his expectations and 
needs but also made him wary of the political and economic dependence in which China might find 
itself. 

The Great Leap Forward centered on a new socioeconomic and political system created in the 
countryside and in a few urban areas--the people's communes . By the fall of 1958, some 750,000 
agricultural producers' cooperatives, now designated as production brigades, had been amalgamated into 
about 23,500 communes, each averaging 5,000 households, or 22,000 people. The individual commune 
was placed in control of all the means of production and was to operate as the sole accounting unit; it was 
subdivided into production brigades (generally coterminous with traditional villages) and production 
teams. Each commune was planned as a self-supporting community for agriculture, small-scale local 
industry (for example, the famous backyard pig-iron furnaces), schooling, marketing, administration, and 
local security (maintained by militia organizations). Organized along paramilitary and laborsaving lines, 
the commune had communal kitchens, mess halls, and nurseries. In a way, the people's communes 
constituted a fundamental attack on the institution of the family, especially in a few model areas where 
radical experiments in communal living--large dormitories in place of the traditional nuclear family 
housing-- occurred. (These were quickly dropped.) The system also was based on the assumption that it 
would release additional manpower for such major projects as irrigation works and hydroelectric dams, 
which were seen as integral parts of the plan for the simultaneous development of industry and 
agriculture.



The Great Leap Forward was an economic failure. In early 1959, amid signs of rising popular 
restiveness, the CCP admitted that the favorable production report for 1958 had been exaggerated. 
Among the Great Leap Forward's economic consequences were a shortage of food (in which natural 
disasters also played a part); shortages of raw materials for industry; overproduction of poor-quality 
goods; deterioration of industrial plants through mismanagement; and exhaustion and demoralization of 
the peasantry and of the intellectuals, not to mention the party and government cadres at all levels. 
Throughout 1959 efforts to modify the administration of the communes got under way; these were 
intended partly to restore some material incentives to the production brigades and teams, partly to 
decentralize control, and partly to house families that had been reunited as household units. 

Political consequences were not inconsiderable. In April 1959 Mao, who bore the chief responsibility for 
the Great Leap Forward fiasco, stepped down from his position as chairman of the People's Republic. 
The National People's Congress elected Liu Shaoqi as Mao's successor, though Mao remained chairman 
of the CCP. Moreover, Mao's Great Leap Forward policy came under open criticism at a party 
conference at Lushan ( ), Jiangxi Province. The attack was led by Minister of National Defense Peng 
Dehuai ( ), who had become troubled by the potentially adverse effect Mao's policies would have 
on the modernization of the armed forces. Peng argued that "putting politics in command" was no 
substitute for economic laws and realistic economic policy; unnamed party leaders were also admonished 
for trying to "jump into communism in one step." After the Lushan showdown, Peng Dehuai, who 
allegedly had been encouraged by Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev to oppose Mao, was deposed. Peng 
was replaced by Lin Biao ( ), a radical and opportunist Maoist. The new defense minister initiated a 
systematic purge of Peng's supporters from the military. 

Militancy on the domestic front was echoed in external policies. The "soft" foreign policy based on the 
Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence to which China had subscribed in the mid-1950s gave way to a 
"hard" line in 1958. From August through October of that year, the Chinese resumed a massive artillery 
bombardment of the Nationalist-held offshore islands of Jinmen (  Chin-men in Wade Giles but 
often referred to as Kinmen or Quemoy) and Mazu (  Ma-tsu in Wade-Giles). This was 
accompanied by an aggressive propaganda assault on the United States and a declaration of intent to 
"liberate" Taiwan. 

Chinese control over Xizang had been reasserted in 1950. The socialist revolution that took place 
thereafter increasingly became a process of sinicization for the Tibetans. Tension culminated in a revolt 
in 1958-59 and the flight to India by the Dalai Lama, the Tibetans' spiritual and de facto temporal leader. 
Relations with India--where sympathy for the rebels was aroused--deteriorated as thousands of Tibetan 
refugees crossed the Indian border. There were several border incidents in 1959, and a brief Sino-Indian 
border war erupted in October 1962 as China laid claim to Aksai Chin, nearly 103,600 square kilometers 
of territory that India regarded as its own. The Soviet Union gave India its moral support in the dispute, 
thus contributing to the growing tension between Beijing and Moscow. 

The Sino-Soviet dispute of the late 1950s was the most important development in Chinese foreign 
relations. The Soviet Union had been China's principal benefactor and ally, but relations between the two 



were cooling. The Soviet agreement in late 1957 to help China produce its own nuclear weapons and 
missiles was terminated by mid-1959. From that point until the mid-1960s, the Soviets recalled all of 
their technicians and advisers from China and reduced or canceled economic and technical aid to China. 
The discord was occasioned by several factors. The two countries differed in their interpretation of the 
nature of "peaceful coexistence." The Chinese took a more militant and unyielding position on the issue 
of anti-imperialist struggle, but the Soviets were unwilling, for example, to give their support on the 
Taiwan question. In addition, the two communist powers disagreed on doctrinal matters. The Chinese 
accused the Soviets of "revisionism"; the latter countered with charges of "dogmatism." Rivalry within 
the international communist movement also exacerbated Sino-Soviet relations. An additional 
complication was the history of suspicion each side had toward the other, especially the Chinese, who 
had lost a substantial part of territory to tsarist Russia in the mid-nineteenth century. Whatever the causes 
of the dispute, the Soviet suspension of aid was a blow to the Chinese scheme for developing industrial 
and high-level (including nuclear) technology. 

Readjustment and Recovery, 1961-65

In 1961 the political tide at home began to swing to the right, as evidenced by the ascendancy of a more 
moderate leadership. In an effort to stabilize the economic front, for example, the party--still under Mao's 
titular leadership but under the dominant influence of Liu Shaoqi, Deng Xiaoping, Chen Yun ( ), 

Peng Zhen ( ), Bo Yibo ( ), and others--initiated a series of corrective measures. Among 
these measures was the reorganization of the commune system, with the result that production brigades 
and teams had more say in their own administrative and economic planning. To gain more effective 
control from the center, the CCP reestablished its six regional bureaus and initiated steps aimed at 
tightening party discipline and encouraging the leading party cadres to develop populist-style leadership 
at all levels. The efforts were prompted by the party's realization that the arrogance of party and 
government functionaries had engendered only public apathy. On the industrial front, much emphasis 
was now placed on realistic and efficient planning; ideological fervor and mass movements were no 
longer the controlling themes of industrial management. Production authority was restored to factory 
managers. Another notable emphasis after 1961 was the party's greater interest in strengthening the 
defense and internal security establishment. By early 1965 the country was well on its way to recovery 
under the direction of the party apparatus, or, to be more specific, the Central Committee's Secretariat 
headed by Secretary General Deng Xiaoping. 
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The People's Republic Of China: III

The Cultural Revolution Decade, 1966-76

In the early 1960s, Mao was on the political sidelines and in semiseclusion. By 1962, however, he began 
an offensive to purify the party, having grown increasingly uneasy about what he believed were the 
creeping "capitalist" and antisocialist tendencies in the country. As a hardened veteran revolutionary who 
had overcome the severest adversities, Mao continued to believe that the material incentives that had been 
restored to the peasants and others were corrupting the masses and were counterrevolutionary. 

To arrest the so-called capitalist trend, Mao launched the Socialist Education Movement (1962-65), in 
which the primary emphasis was on restoring ideological purity, reinfusing revolutionary fervor into the 
party and government bureaucracies, and intensifying class struggle. There were internal disagreements, 
however, not on the aim of the movement but on the methods of carrying it out. Opposition came mainly 
from the moderates represented by Liu Shaoqi ( )and Deng Xiaoping ( ), who were 
unsympathetic to Mao's policies. The Socialist Education Movement was soon paired with another Mao 
campaign, the theme of which was "to learn from the People's Liberation Army." Minister of National 
Defense Lin Biao's rise to the center of power was increasingly conspicuous. It was accompanied by his 
call on the PLA and the CCP to accentuate Maoist thought as the guiding principle for the Socialist 
Education Movement and for all revolutionary undertakings in China. 

In connection with the Socialist Education Movement, a thorough reform of the school system, which had 
been planned earlier to coincide with the Great Leap Forward, went into effect. The reform was intended 
as a work-study program--a new xiafang movement--in which schooling was slated to accommodate the 
work schedule of communes and factories. It had the dual purpose of providing mass education less 
expensively than previously and of re-educating intellectuals and scholars to accept the need for their own 
participation in manual labor. The drafting of intellectuals for manual labor was part of the party's 
rectification campaign, publicized through the mass media as an effort to remove "bourgeois" influences 
from professional workers--particularly, their tendency to have greater regard for their own specialized 
fields than for the goals of the party. Official propaganda accused them of being more concerned with 
having "expertise" than being "red" . 

The Militant Phase, 1966-68

By mid-1965 Mao had gradually but systematically regained control of the party with the support of Lin 
Biao ( ), Jiang Qing (  Mao's fourth wife), and Chen Boda ( ), a leading theoretician. In 
late 1965 a leading member of Mao's "Shanghai Mafia," Yao Wenyuan ( ), wrote a thinly veiled 
attack on the deputy mayor of Beijing, Wu Han ( ). In the next six months, under the guise of 
upholding ideological purity, Mao and his supporters purged or attacked a wide variety of public figures, 
including State Chairman Liu Shaoqi and other party and state leaders. By mid-1966 Mao's campaign had 



erupted into what came to be known as the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution ( ), the 
first mass action to have emerged against the CCP apparatus itself. 

Considerable intraparty opposition to the Cultural Revolution was evident. On the one side was the Mao-
Lin Biao group, supported by the PLA; on the other side was a faction led by Liu Shaoqi and Deng 
Xiaoping, which had its strength in the regular party machine. Premier Zhou Enlai, while remaining 
personally loyal to Mao, tried to mediate or to reconcile the two factions. 

Mao felt that he could no longer depend on the formal party organization, convinced that it had been 
permeated with the "capitalist" and bourgeois obstructionists. He turned to Lin Biao and the PLA to 
counteract the influence of those who were allegedly "`left' in form but `right' in essence." The PLA was 
widely extolled as a "great school" for the training of a new generation of revolutionary fighters and 
leaders. Maoists also turned to middle-school students for political demonstrations on their behalf. These 
students, joined also by some university students, came to be known as the Red Guards . Millions of Red 
Guards were encouraged by the Cultural Revolution group to become a "shock force" and to "bombard" 
with criticism both the regular party headquarters in Beijing and those at the regional and provincial 
levels. 

Red Guard activities were promoted as a reflection of Mao's policy of rekindling revolutionary 
enthusiasm and destroying "outdated," "counterrevolutionary" symbols and values. Mao's ideas, 
popularized in the Quotations from Chairman Mao, became the standard by which all revolutionary 
efforts were to be judged. The "four big rights"--speaking out freely, airing views fully, holding great 
debates, and writing big-character posters --became an important factor in encouraging Mao's youthful 
followers to criticize his intraparty rivals. The "four big rights" became such a major feature during the 
period that they were later institutionalized in the state constitution of 1975. The result of the unfettered 
criticism of established organs of control by China's exuberant youth was massive civil disorder, 
punctuated also by clashes among rival Red Guard gangs and between the gangs and local security 
authorities. The party organization was shattered from top to bottom. (The Central Committee's 
Secretariat ceased functioning in late 1966.) The resources of the public security organs were severely 
strained. Faced with imminent anarchy, the PLA--the only organization whose ranks for the most part had 
not been radicalized by Red Guard-style activities--emerged as the principal guarantor of law and order 
and the de facto political authority. And although the PLA was under Mao's rallying call to "support the 
left," PLA regional military commanders ordered their forces to restrain the leftist radicals, thus restoring 
order throughout much of China. The PLA also was responsible for the appearance in early 1967 of the 
revolutionary committees, a new form of local control that replaced local party committees and 
administrative bodies. The revolutionary committees were staffed with Cultural Revolution activists, 
trusted cadres, and military commanders, the latter frequently holding the greatest power. 

The radical tide receded somewhat beginning in late 1967, but it was not until after mid-1968 that Mao 
came to realize the uselessness of further revolutionary violence. Liu Shaoqi, Deng Xiaoping, and their 
fellow "revisionists" and "capitalist roaders" had been purged from public life by early 1967, and the 
Maoist group had since been in full command of the political scene. 
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Viewed in larger perspective, the need for domestic calm and stability was occasioned perhaps even more 
by pressures emanating from outside China. The Chinese were alarmed in 1966-68 by steady Soviet 
military buildups along their common border. The Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 heightened 
Chinese apprehensions. In March 1969 Chinese and Soviet troops clashed on Zhenbao Island (known to 
the Soviets as Damanskiy Island) in the disputed Wusuli Jiang (Ussuri River) border area. The tension on 
the border had a sobering effect on the fractious Chinese political scene and provided the regime with a 
new and unifying rallying call. 

The Ninth National Party Congress to the Demise of Lin Biao, 1969-71

The activist phase of the Cultural Revolution--considered to be the first in a series of cultural revolutions--
was brought to an end in April 1969. This end was formally signaled at the CCP's Ninth National Party 
Congress, which convened under the dominance of the Maoist group. Mao was confirmed as the supreme 
leader. Lin Biao was promoted to the post of CCP vice chairman and was named as Mao's successor. 
Others who had risen to power by means of Cultural Revolution machinations were rewarded with 
positions on the Political Bureau; a significant number of military commanders were appointed to the 
Central Committee. The party congress also marked the rising influence of two opposing forces, Mao's 
wife, Jiang Qing, and Premier Zhou Enlai. 

The general emphasis after 1969 was on reconstruction through rebuilding of the party, economic 
stabilization, and greater sensitivity to foreign affairs. Pragmatism gained momentum as a central theme 
of the years following the Ninth National Party Congress, but this tendency was paralleled by efforts of 
the radical group to reassert itself. The radical group--Kang Sheng ( ), Xie Fuzhi ( ), Jiang 

Qing ( ), Zhang Chunqiao ( ), Yao Wenyuan ( ), and Wang Hongwen ( ) --no 
longer had Mao's unqualified support. By 1970 Mao viewed his role more as that of the supreme elder 
statesman than of an activist in the policy-making process. This was probably the result as much of his 
declining health as of his view that a stabilizing influence should be brought to bear on a divided nation. 
As Mao saw it, China needed both pragmatism and revolutionary enthusiasm, each acting as a check on 
the other. Factional infighting would continue unabated through the mid-1970s, although an uneasy 
coexistence was maintained while Mao was alive. 

The rebuilding of the CCP got under way in 1969. The process was difficult, however, given the 
pervasiveness of factional tensions and the discord carried over from the Cultural Revolution years. 
Differences persisted among the military, the party, and left-dominated mass organizations over a wide 
range of policy issues, to say nothing of the radical-moderate rivalry. It was not until December 1970 that 
a party committee could be reestablished at the provincial level. In political reconstruction two 
developments were noteworthy. As the only institution of power for the most part left unscathed by the 
Cultural Revolution, the PLA was particularly important in the politics of transition and reconstruction. 
The PLA was, however, not a homogeneous body. In 1970-71 Zhou Enlai was able to forge a centrist-
rightist alliance with a group of PLA regional military commanders who had taken exception to certain of 
Lin Biao's policies. This coalition paved the way for a more moderate party and government leadership in 
the late 1970s and 1980s. 



The PLA was divided largely on policy issues. On one side of the infighting was the Lin Biao faction, 
which continued to exhort the need for "politics in command" and for an unremitting struggle against both 
the Soviet Union and the United States. On the other side was a majority of the regional military 
commanders, who had become concerned about the effect Lin Biao's political ambitions would have on 
military modernization and economic development. These commanders' views generally were in tune 
with the positions taken by Zhou Enlai and his moderate associates. Specifically, the moderate groups 
within the civilian bureaucracy and the armed forces spoke for more material incentives for the peasantry, 
efficient economic planning, and a thorough reassessment of the Cultural Revolution. They also 
advocated improved relations with the West in general and the United States in particular--if for no other 
reason than to counter the perceived expansionist aims of the Soviet Union. Generally, the radicals' 
objection notwithstanding, the Chinese political tide shifted steadily toward the right of center. Among 
the notable achievements of the early 1970s was China's decision to seek rapprochement with the United 
States, as dramatized by President Richard M. Nixon's visit in February 1972. In September 1972 
diplomatic relations were established with Japan. 

Without question, the turning point in the decade of the Cultural Revolution was Lin Biao's abortive coup 
attempt and his subsequent death in a plane crash as he fled China in September 1971. The immediate 
consequence was a steady erosion of the fundamentalist influence of the left-wing radicals. Lin Biao's 
closest supporters were purged systematically. Efforts to depoliticize and promote professionalism were 
intensified within the PLA. These were also accompanied by the rehabilitation of those persons who had 
been persecuted or fallen into disgrace in 1966-68. 

End of the Era of Mao Zedong, 1972-76

Among the most prominent of those rehabilitated was Deng Xiaoping, who was reinstated as a vice 
premier in April 1973, ostensibly under the aegis of Premier Zhou Enlai but certainly with the 
concurrence of Mao Zedong. Together, Zhou Enlai and Deng Xiaoping came to exert strong influence. 
Their moderate line favoring modernization of all sectors of the economy was formally confirmed at the 
Tenth National Party Congress in August 1973, at which time Deng Xiaoping was made a member of the 
party's Central Committee (but not yet of the Political Bureau). 

The radical camp fought back by building an armed urban militia, but its mass base of support was limited 
to Shanghai and parts of northeastern China--hardly sufficient to arrest what it denounced as "revisionist" 
and "capitalist" tendencies. In January 1975 Zhou Enlai, speaking before the Fourth National People's 
Congress, outlined a program of what has come to be known as the Four Modernizations for the four 
sectors of agriculture, industry, national defense, and science and technology. This program would be 
reaffirmed at the Eleventh National Party Congress, which convened in August 1977. Also in January 
1975, Deng Xiaoping's position was solidified by his election as a vice chairman of the CCP and as a 
member of the Political Bureau and its Standing Committee. Deng also was installed as China's first 
civilian chief of PLA General Staff Department. 

The year 1976 saw the deaths of the three most senior officials in the CCP and the state apparatus: Zhou 



Enlai in January, Zhu De (then chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress 
and de jure head of state) in July, and Mao Zedong in September. In April of the same year, masses of 
demonstrators in Tiananmen Square in Beijing memorialized Zhou Enlai and criticized Mao's closest 
associates, Zhou's opponents. In June the government announced that Mao would no longer receive 
foreign visitors. In July an earthquake devastated the city of Tangshan ( ) in Hebei Province. These 
events, added to the deaths of the three Communist leaders, contributed to a popular sense that the 
"mandate of heaven" had been withdrawn from the ruling party. At best the nation was in a state of 
serious political uncertainty. 

Deng Xiaoping, the logical successor as premier, received a temporary setback after Zhou's death, when 
radicals launched a major counterassault against him. In April 1976 Deng was once more removed from 

all his public posts, and a relative political unknown, Hua Guofeng ( ) , a Political Bureau 
member, vice premier, and minister of public security, was named acting premier and party first vice 
chairman. 

Even though Mao Zedong's role in political life had been sporadic and shallow in his later years, it was 
crucial. Despite Mao's alleged lack of mental acuity, his influence in the months before his death 
remained such that his orders to dismiss Deng and appoint Hua Guofeng were accepted immediately by 
the Political Bureau. The political system had polarized in the years before Mao's death into increasingly 
bitter and irreconcilable factions. While Mao was alive--and playing these factions off against each other--
the contending forces were held in check. His death resolved only some of the problems inherent in the 
succession struggle. 

The radical clique most closely associated with Mao and the Cultural Revolution became vulnerable after 
Mao died, as Deng had been after Zhou Enlai's demise. In October, less than a month after Mao's death, 

Jiang Qing and her three principal associates--denounced as the Gang of Four ( ) --were arrested 
with the assistance of two senior Political Bureau members, Minister of National Defense Ye Jianying ( 

 1897-1986) and Wang Dongxing ( ), commander of the CCP's elite bodyguard. Within 
days it was formally announced that Hua Guofeng had assumed the positions of party chairman, chairman 
of the party's Central Military Commission, and premier. 
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The People's Republic Of China: IV

The Post-Mao Period, 1976-78

The jubilation following the incarceration of the Gang of Four and the popularity of the new ruling 

triumvirate (Hua Guofeng , Ye Jianying , and Li Xiannian , a temporary 
alliance of necessity) were succeeded by calls for the restoration to power of Deng Xiaoping (

)and the elimination of leftist influence throughout the political system. By July 1977, at no 
small risk to undercutting Hua Guofeng's legitimacy as Mao's successor and seeming to contradict Mao's 
apparent will, the Central Committee exonerated Deng Xiaoping from responsibility for the Tiananmen 
Square incident ( ). Deng admitted some shortcomings in the events of 1975, and finally, at 
a party Central Committee session, he resumed all the posts from which he had been removed in 1976. 

The post-Mao political order was given its first vote of confidence at the Eleventh National Party 
Congress, held August 12-18, 1977. Hua was confirmed as party chairman, and Ye Jianying, Deng 
Xiaoping, Li Xiannian, and Wang Dongxing ( ) were elected vice chairmen. The congress 
proclaimed the formal end of the Cultural Revolution, blamed it entirely on the Gang of Four, and 
reiterated that "the fundamental task of the party in the new historical period is to build China into a 
modern, powerful socialist country by the end of the twentieth century." Many contradictions still were 
apparent, however, in regard to the Maoist legacy and the possibility of future cultural revolutions. 

The new balance of power clearly was unsatisfactory to Deng, who sought genuine party reform and, 
soon after the National Party Congress, took the initiative to reorganize the bureaucracy and redirect 
policy. His longtime protege Hu Yaobang ( ) replaced Hua supporter Wang Dongxing as head of 
the CCP Organization Department. Educational reforms were instituted, and Cultural Revolution-era 
verdicts on literature, art, and intellectuals were overturned. The year 1978 proved a crucial one for the 
reformers. Differences among the two competing factions--that headed by Hua Guofeng (soon to be 
branded as a leftist) and that led by Deng and the more moderate figures--became readily apparent by the 
time the Fifth National People's Congress was held in February and March 1978. Serious disputes arose 
over the apparently disproportionate development of the national economy, the Hua forces calling for 
still more large-scale projects that China could ill afford. In the face of substantive losses in leadership 
positions and policy decisions, the leftists sought to counterattack with calls for strict adherence to Mao 
Zedong Thought and the party line of class struggle. Rehabilitations of Deng's associates and others 
sympathetic to his reform plans were stepped up. Not only were many of those purged during the 
Cultural Revolution returned to power, but individuals who had fallen from favor as early as the mid-
1950s were rehabilitated. It was a time of increased political activism by students, whose big-character 
posters attacking Deng's opponents--and even Mao himself--appeared with regularity. 

China and the Four Modernizations, 1979-82



The culmination of Deng Xiaoping's re-ascent to power and the start in earnest of political, economic, 
social, and cultural reforms were achieved at the Third Plenum of the Eleventh National Party Congress 
Central Committee in December 1978. The Third Plenum is considered a major turning point in modern 
Chinese political history. "Left" mistakes committed before and during the Cultural Revolution were 
"corrected," and the "two whatevers" ( ) policy ("support whatever policy decisions Chairman 
Mao made and follow whatever instructions Chairman Mao gave") was repudiated. The classic party line 
calling for protracted class struggle was officially exchanged for one promoting the Four Modernizations. 
In the future, the attainment of economic goals would be the measure of the success or failure of policies 
and individual leadership; in other words, economics, not politics, was in command. To effect such a 
broad policy redirection, Deng placed key allies on the Political Bureau (including Chen Yun  as an 
additional vice chairman and Hu Yaobang as a member) while positioning Hu Yaobang as secretary 
general of the CCP and head of the party's Propaganda Department. Although assessments of the Cultural 
Revolution and Mao were deferred, a decision was announced on "historical questions left over from an 
earlier period." The 1976 Tiananmen Square incident, the 1959 removal of Peng Dehuai ( ), and 
other now infamous political machinations were reversed in favor of the new leadership. New 
agricultural policies intended to loosen political restrictions on peasants and allow them to produce more 
on their own initiative were approved. 

Rapid change occurred in the subsequent months and years. The year 1979 witnessed the formal 
exchange of diplomatic recognition between the People's Republic and the United States, a border war 
between China and Vietnam, the fledgling "democracy movement" (which had begun in earnest in 
November 1978), and the determination not to extend the thirty-year-old Treaty of Friendship, Alliance, 
and Mutual Assistance with the Soviet Union. All these events led to some criticism of Deng Xiaoping, 
who had to alter his strategy temporarily while directing his own political warfare against Hua Guofeng 
and the leftist elements in the party and government. As part of this campaign, a major document was 
presented at the September 1979 Fourth Plenum of the Eleventh National Party Congress Central 
Committee, giving a "preliminary assessment" of the entire thirty-year period of Communist rule. At the 
plenum, party Vice Chairman Ye Jianying pointed out the achievements of the CCP while admitting that 
the leadership had made serious political errors affecting the people. Furthermore, Ye declared the 
Cultural Revolution "an appalling catastrophe" and "the most severe setback to [the] socialist cause since 
[1949]." Although Mao was not specifically blamed, there was no doubt about his share of responsibility. 
The plenum also marked official acceptance of a new ideological line that called for "seeking truth from 
facts" and of other elements of Deng Xiaoping's thinking. A further setback for Hua was the approval of 
the resignations of other leftists from leading party and state posts. In the months following the plenum, a 
party rectification campaign ensued, replete with a purge of party members whose political credentials 
were largely achieved as a result of the Cultural Revolution. The campaign went beyond the civilian 
ranks of the CCP, extending to party members in the PLA as well. 

Economic advances and political achievements had strengthened the position of the Deng reformists 
enough that by February 1980 they were able to call the Fifth Plenum of the Eleventh National Party 
Congress Central Committee. One major effect of the plenum was the resignation of the members of the 
"Little Gang of Four" (an allusion to the original Gang of Four, Mao's allies)--Hua's closest collaborators 



and the backbone of opposition to Deng. Wang Dongxing, Wu De, Ji Dengkui, and Chen Xilian were 
charged with "grave [but unspecified] errors" in the struggle against the Gang of Four and demoted from 
the Political Bureau to mere Central Committee membership. In turn, the Central Committee elevated 
Deng's proteges Hu Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang ( )to the Standing Committee of the Political 
Bureau and the newly restored party Secretariat. Under the title of secretary general, Hu Yaobang took 
over day-to-day running of the party. Especially poignant was the posthumous rehabilitation of the late 
president and one-time successor to Mao, Liu Shaoqi ( ), at the Fifth Plenum. Finally, at the Fifth 
National People's Congress session in August and September that year, Deng's preeminence in 
government was consolidated when he gave up his vice premiership and Hua Guofeng resigned as 
premier in favor of Zhao Ziyang. 

One of the more spectacular political events of modern Chinese history was the month-long trial of the 
Gang of Four and six of Lin Biao's ( ) closest associates. A 35-judge special court was convened in 
November 1980 and issued a 20,000-word indictment against the defendants. The indictment came more 
than four years after the arrest of Jiang Qing ( ) and her associates and more than nine years after the 
arrests of the Lin Biao group. Beyond the trial of ten political pariahs, it appeared that the intimate 
involvement of Mao Zedong, current party chairman Hua Guofeng, and the CCP itself were on trial. The 
prosecution wisely separated political errors from actual crimes. Among the latter were the usurpation of 
state power and party leadership; the persecution of some 750,000 people, 34,375 of whom died during 
the period 1966-76; and, in the case of the Lin Biao defendants, the plotting of the assassination of Mao. 
In January 1981 the court rendered guilty verdicts against the ten. Jiang Qing, despite her spirited self-
vindication and defense of her late husband, received a death sentence with a two-year suspension; later, 
Jiang Qing's death sentence was commuted to life imprisonment. So enduring was Mao's legacy that 
Jiang Qing appeared to be protected by it from execution. The same sentence was given to Zhang 
Chunqiao, while Wang Hongwen was given life and Yao Wenyuan twenty years. Chen Boda and the 
other Lin Biao faction members were given sentences of between sixteen and eighteen years. The net 
effect of the trial was a further erosion of Mao's prestige and the system he created. In pre-trial meetings, 
the party Central Committee posthumously expelled CCP vice chairman Kang Sheng and Political 
Bureau member Xie Fuzhi from the party because of their participation in the "counterrevolutionary 
plots" of Lin Biao and Jiang Qing. The memorial speeches delivered at their funerals were also 
rescinded. There was enough adverse pre-trial testimony that Hua Guofeng reportedly offered to resign 
the chairmanship before the trial started. In June 1981 the Sixth Plenum of the Eleventh National Party 
Congress Central Committee marked a major milestone in the passing of the Maoist era. The Central 
Committee accepted Hua's resignation from the chairmanship and granted him the face-saving position 
of vice chairman. In his place, CCP secretary general Hu Yaobang became chairman. Hua also gave up 
his position as chairman of the party's Central Military Commission in favor of Deng Xiaoping. The 
plenum adopted the 35,000-word "Resolution on Certain Questions in the History of Our Party Since the 
Founding of the People's Republic of China." The resolution reviewed the sixty years since the founding 
of the CCP, emphasizing party activities since 1949. A major part of the document condemned the ten-
year Cultural Revolution and assessed Mao Zedong's role in it. "Chief responsibility for the grave `Left' 
error of the `cultural revolution,' an error comprehensive in magnitude and protracted in duration, does 
indeed lie with Comrade Mao Zedong . . . . [and] far from making a correct analysis of many problems, 
he confused right and wrong and the people with the enemy. . . . Herein lies his tragedy." At the same 



time, Mao was praised for seeking to correct personal and party shortcomings throughout his life, for 
leading the effort that brought the demise of Lin Biao, and for having criticized Jiang Qing and her 
cohort. Hua too was recognized for his contributions in defeating the Gang of Four but was branded a 
"whateverist." Hua also was criticized for his anti-Deng Xiaoping posture in the period 1976-77. 

Several days after the closing of the plenum, on the occasion of the sixtieth anniversary of the founding 
of the CCP, new party chairman Hu Yaobang declared that "although Comrade Mao Zedong made grave 
mistakes in his later years, it is clear that if we consider his life work, his contributions to the Chinese 
revolution far outweigh his errors. . . . His immense contributions are immortal." These remarks may 
have been offered in an effort to repair the extensive damage done to the Maoist legacy and by extension 
to the party itself. Hu went on, however, to praise the contributions of Zhou Enlai, Liu Shaoqi, Zhu De, 
Peng Dehuai, and a score of other erstwhile enemies of the late chairman. Thus the new party hierarchy 
sought to assess, and thus close the books on, the Maoist era and move on to the era of the Four 
Modernizations. The culmination of Deng's drive to consolidate his power and ensure the continuity of 
his reformist policies among his successors was the calling of the Twelfth National Party Congress in 
September 1982 and the Fifth Session of the Fifth National People's Congress in December 1982. 
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The People's Republic Of China: V

Reforms, 1980-88

Note: The following section is actually the introduction of the Army Area Handbook, but it contains a lot 
of information about China in the 80's, so I have placed it here. 

Reform - dubbed China's "Second Revolution"--was one of the most common terms in China's 
political vocabulary in the 1980s. Reform of the Chinese Communist Party and its political activities, 
reform of government organization, reform of the economy, military reforms, cultural and artistic 
reforms, indeed, China's post-Mao Zedong leaders called for reform of every part of Chinese society. The 
leaders of the People's Republic of China saw reform as the way to realize the broad goal of the Four 
Modernizations (announced by Premier Zhou Enlai in 1975: the modernization of industry, agriculture, 
science and technology, and national defense) and to bring China into the community of advanced 
industrial nations by the start of the new millennium. The reform movement had antecedents in Chinese 
history in the Han (206 B.C.-A.D. 220), Song (960-1279), and Qing (1644-1911) dynasties, when 
concerted efforts were made to bring about fundamental changes in administrative methods while 
keeping the overall institutional framework intact. Thus, the reform movement of the 1980s--which has 
been attributed largely to the insights and determination of Deng Xiaoping, the most important figure in 
the post-Mao Zedong leadership--took its place in the broad spectrum of Chinese history. As with 
previous reform movements, history will measure this one's success. 

Late twentieth-century Chinese society has developed out of some 3,300 years of recorded history and, 
as archaeological finds indicate, several millennia of prehistoric civilization. For thousands of years, the 
Middle Kingdom (Zhongguo--the Chinese name for China) was marked by organizational and cultural 
continuity, which were reaffirmed in a cyclic rise, flourishing, and decline of imperial dynasties. Short-
lived, vibrant, but often tyrannical dynasties frequently were followed by long periods of stability and 
benevolent rule that were built on the best features of the preceding era and that discarded or modified 
more authoritarian ideas. An ethical system of relations--governed by rules of propriety attributed to the 
School of Literati (also known as the Confucian school)--carefully defined each person's place in society. 
In this system, harmony of social relations rather than the rights of the individual was the ideal. The 
highest social status was held by scholar-officials, the literati who provided the interpretations needed for 
maintaining harmony in a slowly evolving world. Hard-working farmers, the providers of sustenance to 
society, also occupied an important place in the societal structure. 

China's development was influenced by the alien peoples on the frontiers of Chinese civilization, who 
were sinicized into the Chinese polity. Occasionally, groups arose among alien border peoples that were 
strong enough to conquer China itself. These groups established their own dynasties, only to be absorbed 
into an age-old system of governance. The importation of Buddhism, too, in the first century A.D. and its 
gradual assimilation had a fundamental impact on China. Early contacts with the premodern Western 
world brought a variety of exchanges. The Chinese contributed silk, printing, gunpowder, and porcelain. 



Staple foodstuffs from Africa and the Americas were assimilated by China, as was the Western-style 
chair. In later centuries, Chinese scholars studied Western astronomy, mathematics, and other branches 
of science. Westerners arrived in China in the nineteenth century, during the decline of the Qing dynasty, 
in search of trade and colonial empires. Through force of arms the Westerners imposed unequal treaties 
compelling China to accept humiliating compromises to its traditional system of society and government. 

China reacted to intrusions from the West--and from a newly modernized Japan (to which China lost a 
war in 1895)--in a variety of ways, sometimes maintaining the traditional status quo, adapting Western 
functions to Chinese substance, or rejecting Chinese tradition in favor of Western substance and form. As 
the Qing dynasty declined, reforms came too late and did too little. The unsuccessful reform efforts were 
followed by revolution. Still burdened with the legacy of thousands of years of imperial rule and nearly a 
century of humiliations at foreign hands, China saw the establishment of a republic in 1911. But warlord 
rule and civil war continued for nearly forty more years, accompanied in 1937-45 by war with Japan. 

The Chinese civil war of 1945-49 was won by the Chinese Communist Party, the current ruling party of 
China, led by its chairman and chief ideologist, Mao Zedong. The Communists moved quickly to 
consolidate their victory and integrate all Chinese society into a People's Republic. Except for the island 
of Taiwan (which became the home of the exiled Guomindang under Chiang Kai-shek and his 
successors), the new government unified the nation and achieved a stability China had not experienced 
for generations. Eagerness on the part of some Communist leaders to achieve even faster results 
engendered the Great Leap Forward (1958-60), a program that attempted rapid economic modernization 
but proved disastrous. Political reaction to the Great Leap Forward brought only a temporary respite 
before a counterreaction occurred in the form of the Cultural Revolution (1966-76), a period of radical 
experimentation and political chaos that brought the educational system to a halt and severely disrupted 
attempts at rational economic planning. When Mao Zedong died in 1976, the Cultural Revolution era 
effectively came to an end. 

Eager to make up for lost time and wasted resources, China's leaders initiated China's "second 
revolution"--a comprehensive economic modernization and organizational reform program. Deng 
Xiaoping and his associates mobilized the Chinese people in new ways to make China a world power. 
Starting with the Third Plenum of the Chinese Communist Party's Eleventh National Party Congress in 
December 1978, Deng reaffirmed the aims of the Four Modernizations, placing economic progress above 
the Maoist goals of class struggle and permanent revolution. Profit incentives and bonuses took the place 
of ideological slogans and red banners as China's leaders experimented with ways to modernize the 
economy. Mao's legendary people's communes were dismantled and replaced by a responsibility system, 
in which peasant households were given greater decision-making power over agricultural production and 
distribution. Farm families were allowed to lease land and grow crops of their own choosing. In the 
urban sector, factory managers were granted the flexibility to negotiate with both domestic and foreign 
counterparts over matters that previously had been handled by central planners in Beijing. Exploitation of 
China's rich natural resources advanced significantly in the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s. As 
China's industrial sector advanced, there was increasing movement of the population to urban areas. 
China's population itself had surpassed 1 billion people by 1982 and was experiencing an annual rate of 
increase of 1.4 percent. As in times past, foreign specialists were invited to assist in the modernization 



process, and joint ventures with foreign capitalists and multinational conglomerates proliferated. 
Increasing numbers of Chinese students went abroad to pursue advanced degrees in a wide range of 
scientific and technical fields. 

All this change was not without cost--both political and monetary. Efforts at fundamental transformation 
of economic, governmental, and political organizations caused discontent among some people and in 
some institutions and were resisted by those who clung to the "iron rice bowl" of guaranteed lifetime job 
tenure. Beijing's reform leaders made repeated calls for party members and government bureaucrats to 
reform their "ossified thinking" and to adopt modern methods. Older and inappropriately trained 
bureaucrats retired in great numbers as a younger and more technically oriented generation took over. In 
the ongoing debate between those who emphasized ideological correctness and those who stressed the 
need for technical competence--"reds" versus "experts"--the technocrats again emerged predominant. But 
developing and successfully applying technological expertise--the very essence of the Four 
Modernizations--cost vast sums of money and required special effort on the part of the Chinese people. 
In a rejection of the time-honored concept of "self-reliance," China entered into the milieu of 
international bank loans, joint ventures, and a whole panoply of once-abhorred capitalist economic 
practices. 

As politics and the economy continued to respond to and change each other, China's reformers had to 
balance contending forces within and against their reform efforts while maintaining the momentum of the 
Four Modernizations program. In doing so, Deng Xiaoping and his associates were faced with several 
unenviable tasks. One was to create unity and support for the scope and pace of the reform program 
among party members. There was also a necessity to deliver material results to the broad masses of 
people amid economic experiments and mounting inflation. Failure to achieve these balances and to 
make mid-course corrections could prove disastrous for the reform leadership. 

A sound ideological basis was needed to ensure the support of the party for the reform program. Deng's 
political idioms, such as "seeking truth from facts" and "socialism with Chinese characteristics," were 
reminiscent of reformist formulations of centuries past and had underlying practical ramifications. The 
supporters of Deng held that theory and practice must be fully integrated if success is to be hoped for, 
and they articulated the position that the Marxist-Leninist creed is not only valid but is adaptable to 
China's special--if not unique--situation. The ideological conviction that China was still in the "initial 
stage of socialism"--a viewpoint reaffirmed at the Thirteenth National Party Congress in October and 
November 1987--provided a still broader ideological basis for continuing the development of the Deng's 
reform program in the late 1980s and early 1990s. This ideological pronouncement also emphasized 
reformers' fundamental tenet that since the end of the "period of socialist transformation" (turning over 
private ownership of the means of production to the state) in 1956, there had been numerous "leftist" 
errors made in the party's ideological line. Mistakes such as the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural 
Revolution had produced setbacks in achieving "socialist modernization" and had kept China from 
emerging from the initial stage of socialism. It was, perhaps, the very failure of these leftist campaigns 
that had paved the way for the reforms of the 1980s. 

Political confrontation over the reforms was pervasive and, to many foreign observers, confusing. In 



simplistic terms, the "conservatives" in the reform debate were members of the post-Mao "left," while the 
"liberals" were the pro-Deng "right." Being conservative in China in the 1980s variously meant adhering 
to the less radical aspects of Maoist orthodoxy (not all of which had been discredited) or accepting the 
goals of reform but rejecting the pace, scope, or certain methods of the Deng program. Thus, there were 
both conservative opponents to reform and conservative reformers. While many reform opponents had 
been swept away into "retirement," conservative reformers until the late 1980s served as members of 
China's highest ruling body and locus of power, the Standing Committee of the party's Political Bureau. 
Such leaders as Standing Committee member Chen Yun, one of the principal architects of economic 
reform, objected to the "bourgeois liberalization" of the modernization process that came with infusions 
of foreign, especially Western, culture. In the conservative reform view, the application of Chinese 
values to Western technology (reminiscent of the traditional tiyong [substance versus form] formulation 
evoked in the late-nineteenth-century reform period) would serve the People's Republic in good stead. 

In the 1980s China's intellectuals and students frequently tested the limits of official tolerance in calls for 
freer artistic and literary expression, demands for more democratic processes, and even criticisms of the 
party. These confrontations reached their apex in late 1986, when thousands of students throughout the 
nation took to the streets to make their views known. In the resulting crackdown, some prominent 
intellectuals were demoted or expelled from the party. Even its highest official was not invulnerable: 
General Secretary Hu Yaobang was demoted in January 1987 for having dealt unsuccessfully with public 
activism and criticism of the party. Hu's ouster paved the way for the chief implementer of the Deng 
reforms, Zhao Ziyang, premier of the State Council, to assume command of the party and more firmly 
establish Deng's ideology as the status quo of reform. At the time of the writing of this book, it remained 
to be seen what degree of success the conservative reform elements would have in effecting a 
compromise, having placed their own representatives in the Political Bureau Standing Committee and the 
State Council's highest offices in late 1987. 

Self-proclaimed successes of the reforms of the 1980s included improvements in both rural and urban 
life, adjustment of the structures of ownership, diversification of methods of operation, and introduction 
of more people into the decision-making process. As market mechanisms became an important part of 
the newly reformed planning system, products circulated more freely and the commodity market was 
rapidly improved. The government sought to rationalize prices, revamp the wage structure, and reform 
the financial and taxation systems. The policy of opening up to the outside world (the Chinese eschew 
the term open door, with its legacy of imperialist impositions) brought a significant expansion of 
economic, technological, and trade relations with other countries. Reforms of the scientific, 
technological, and educational institutions rounded out the successes of the Deng-inspired reforms. For 
the first time in modern Chinese history, the reforms also were being placed on the firm basis of a 
rational body of law and a carefully codified judicial system. Although reform and liberalization left the 
once more-strictly regimented society open to abuses, the new system of laws and judicial organizations 
continued to foster the stable domestic environment and favorable investment climate that China needed 
to realize its modernization goals. 

Amid these successes, the authorities admitted that there were difficulties in attempting simultaneously to 
change the basic economic structure and to avoid the disruptions and declines in production that had 



marked the ill-conceived "leftist experiments" of the previous thirty years. China's size and increasing 
economic development rendered central economic planning ineffective, and the absence of markets and a 
modern banking system left the central authorities few tools with which to manage the economy. A 
realistic pricing system that reflected accurately levels of supply and demand and the value of scarce 
resources had yet to be implemented. The tremendous pent-up demand for consumer goods and the lack 
of effective controls on investment and capital grants to local factories unleashed inflationary pressures 
that the government found difficult to contain. Efforts to transform lethargic state factories into efficient 
enterprises responsible for their own profits and losses were hampered by shortages of qualified 
managers and by the lack of both a legal framework for contracts and a consistent and predictable 
taxation system. The goals of economic reform were clear, but their implementation was slowed by 
practical and political obstacles. National leaders responded by reaffirming support for reform in general 
terms and by publicizing the successes of those cities that had been permitted to experiment with 
managerial responsibility, markets for raw materials, and fundraising through the sale of corporate bonds. 

National security has been a key determinant of Chinese planning since 1949. Although national defense 
has been the lowest priority of the Four Modernizations, it has not been neglected. China has had a 
perennial concern with being surrounded by enemies--the Soviets to the north and west, the Vietnamese 
to the south, and the Indians to the southwest--and has sought increasingly to project itself as a regional 
power. In response to this concern and power projection, in the 1970s China moved to augment "people's 
war" tactics with combined-arms tactics; to develop intercontinental ballistic missiles, nuclear 
submarines, and other strategic forces; and to acquire sophisticated foreign technologies with military 
applications. In the international arena, China in the 1980s increasingly used improved bilateral relations 
and a variety of international forums to project its "independent foreign policy of peace" while opening 
up to the outside world. 

From October 25 to November 1, 1987, the Chinese Communist Party held its Thirteenth National Party 
Congress. Dozens of veteran party leaders retired from active front-line positions. Not least among the 
changes was the alteration of the Standing Committee of the party Political Bureau--the very apex of 
power in China--both in personnel and in stated purpose. Deng Xiaoping, Chen Yun, and Li Xiannian 
stepped down, and Hu Yaobang's demotion to mere Political Bureau membership was confirmed. Only 
one incumbent--Zhao Ziyang--was left on the Standing Committee. In place of the party elders and Hu 
Yaobang, a group of mostly younger, more technologically oriented individuals were seated. The 
Political Bureau's Standing Committee comprised Deng's prot g , sixty-eight-year-old Zhao Ziyang (who 
relinquished his position as head of government to become general secretary of the party); Li Peng, a 
sixty-year-old, Soviet-educated engineer, who became acting premier of the State Council in Zhao's 
place (he was confirmed as premier in spring 1988); Qiao Shi, a sixty-four-year-old expert in party 
affairs, government administration, and legal matters; Hu Qili, a fifty-eight-year-old party Secretariat 
member in charge of ideological education, theoretical research, and propaganda; and veteran economic 
planner and conservative reform architect Yao Yilin, the new party elder at age seventy-one. In regard to 
function, the Political Bureau no longer was conceived of as a group of influential individuals but as a 
consensual decision-making organization. The party constitution was amended to make the party 
Secretariat a staff arm of the Political Bureau and its Standing Committee, rather than the somewhat 
autonomous body it had been since 1982. By mid-1988, the Chinese Communist Party announced that its 



increasingly well educated membership had risen to 47 million, an all-time high. 

The retirees were not left without a voice. Deng, eighty-three and still China's de facto leader, retained 
his positions as chairman of the party and state Central Military Commissions, the latter of which 
designated him as commander-in-chief of the Chinese armed forces. (Zhao Ziyang was appointed first 
vice chairman of the party and state Central Military Commissions, giving him military credentials and 
paving the way for him to succeed Deng.) Eighty-two-year-old Chen Yun gave up his position as first 
secretary of the party Central Commission for Discipline Inspection but replaced Deng as chairman of 
the party's Central Advisory Commission, a significant forum for party elders. Li Xiannian who 
relinquished his position as head of state, or president, to another party elder--eighty-one-year-old Yang 
Shangkun--to become chairman of the Seventh Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference in 
spring 1988, was left without a leading party position. Hu Yaobang, far from being totally disgraced after 
his January 1987 debacle, retained membership on the Political Bureau and enjoyed a fair amount of 
popular support at the Thirteenth National Party Congress and afterward. 

Below the national level, numerous leadership changes also took place following the Thirteenth National 
Party Congress. More than 600 younger and better educated leaders of provincial-level congresses and 
governments had been elected in China's twenty-nine provinces, autonomous regions, and special 
municipalities. 

The Seventh National People's Congress was held from March 25 to April 13, 1988. This congress, along 
with the Seventh Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, held from March 24 to April 10, 
1988, was marked by a new openness and tolerance of debate and dissent. The opening ceremony of the 
National People's Congress was televised live, and meetings and panel discussions were recorded and 
broadcast the same day. Chinese and foreign journalists were permitted to attend the panel discussions 
and question the deputies in press conferences. Dissenting statements and dissenting votes were widely 
publicized in the domestic press. A spirit of reform prevailed as laws and constitutional amendments 
were ratified to legitimize private business and land sales and to encourage foreign investment. The State 
Council was restructured and streamlined. Fourteen ministries and commissions were dissolved and ten 
new ones--the State Planning Commission and ministries of personnel, labor, materials, transportation, 
energy, construction, aeronautics and astronautics industry, water resources, and machine building and 
electronics industry--were established. Many of the ministries that were dissolved were converted into 
business enterprises responsible for their own profits and losses. 

Li Peng was elected premier of the State Council, as expected, and Yao Yilin and fifty-nine-year-old 
financial expert Tian Jiyun were re-elected as vice premiers. Sixty-six-year-old former Minister of 
Foreign Affairs Wu Xueqian also was elected vice premier. State councillors, all technocrats chosen for 
their professional expertise, were reduced in number from eleven to nine. All state councillors except 
Beijing mayor Chen Xitong and Secretary General of the State Council Chen Junsheng served 
concurrently as heads of national-level commissions or ministries. Although seven of the nine were new 
state councillors, only Li Guixian, the newly appointed governor of the People's Bank of China, was new 
to national politics. On a move that seemed to bode well for reform efforts, long-time Deng ally and 
political moderate Wan Li was selected to replace Peng Zhen as chairman of the Standing Committee of 



the Seventh National People's Congress. The conservative Peng had been considered instrumental in 
blocking or delaying many important pieces of reformist legislation. It also was decided at the Seventh 
National People's Congress to elevate Hainan Island, formerly part of Guangdong Province, to provincial 
status and to designate it as a special economic zone. 

In September and October 1987 and again in March 1988, riots erupted in the streets of Lhasa, the capital 
of Xizang Autonomous Region (Tibet). Calls for "independence for Tibet" and expressions of support for 
the exiled spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama, were made amid violence that claimed the lives of at least six 
people in 1987 and at least nine more (including policemen) in 1988. Many more were reported to have 
been badly injured. Although Chinese authorities condemned the riots, their initial response was 
restrained in comparison with actions they had taken against earlier anti-Chinese demonstrations in 
Xizang. In addition, the authorities accompanied their censure of the Lhasa riots with a plethora of 
publicity on advances made by the inhabitants of Xizang in recent years and a lifting of travel restrictions 
on foreign correspondents. The March 1988 rioting spread to neighboring Qinghai Province, where there 
is a sizable Tibetan (Zang) minority. This time the authorities resorted to sterner measures, such as 
military force and numerous arrests, but only after offering lenient treatment to rioters who turned 
themselves in voluntarily. By mid-1988, it appeared that both the Dalai Lama, concerned that violence 
and bloodshed in his homeland was out of control, and the Chinese government, worried about instability 
in a strategic border area, were displaying greater flexibility in their respective positions. 

The January 1988 death of Taiwan's leader, Chiang Ching-kuo, brought expressions of sympathy from 
Zhao Ziyang and other Chinese Communist Party leaders and renewed calls for the reunification of 
China under the slogan "one country, two systems." Implicit in the mainland's discussion of the transfer 
of power to a new generation of leaders--Taiwan-born Li Teng-hui succeeded Chiang--was regret that the 
opportunity had been lost for reaching a rapprochement with the last ruling member of the Chiang 
family. Beijing appealed to the patriotism of the people in Taiwan and called for unity with the mainland 
but, at the same time, kept a close watch for any sentiments that might lead to independence for Taiwan. 

In foreign affairs, Beijing continued to balance its concern for security with its desire for an independent 
foreign policy. China reacted cautiously to the signing of a nuclear arms treaty by the Soviet Union and 
the United States and refused to hold its own summit with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev. Despite a 
lessening of tensions between Beijing and Moscow and greatly improved Chinese relations with the 
governments and ruling parties throughout Eastern Europe, China continued to insist that the Soviet 
Union would have to end its support for Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia, withdraw all of its troops 
from Afghanistan, and significantly reduce Soviet forces deployed on the Sino-Soviet border and in the 
Mongolian People's Republic before relations between the Chinese and Soviet governments and parties 
could improve. By mid-1988 there were indications that the Soviet Union was taking steps to remove 
these "three obstacles" to improved Sino-Soviet relations. As early as the fall of 1986, the Soviet Union 
announced the pullback of a significant number of troops from Mongolia and the Sino-Soviet border. In 
May 1988 Moscow began withdrawing troops from Afghanistan with the goal of evacuating its forces 
from that country by early 1989. But China remained skeptical of Vietnamese government 
announcements that it would withdraw 50,000 troops from Cambodia by the end of 1988, and China's 
leaders continued to pressure the Soviet Union to exert more influence on Vietnam to secure an early 



withdrawal of all Vietnamese troops from Cambodia. Already strained Sino-Vietnamese relations were 
exacerbated when Chinese and Vietnamese naval forces clashed in March 1988 over several small 
islands in the strategically located Nansha (Spratly) archipelago. 

In Sino-American relations, disputes over trade and technology transfer in 1987 were further clouded by 
United States concern over reported Chinese Silkworm missile sales to Iran, sales of Dongfeng-3 
intermediate range missiles to Saudi Arabia, and disclosures that Israel allegedly assisted China in the 
development of the missile system later sold to the Saudis. Another concern was China's protest over an 
October 1987 United States Senate resolution on the "Tibetan question" that focused on alleged human 
rights violations in Xizang. A visit to Washington, by then Minister of Foreign Affairs Wu Xueqian in 
March 1988, however, had salutary effects on bilateral relations: China made assurances that it would 
cease Silkworm missile sales to Iran and the United States pledged to continue to make desired 
technologies available to China. The perennial Taiwan issue and problems in Xizang apparently were 
subsumed by larger national interests. 

In February 1988 Beijing China achieved its long-sought goal of establishing diplomatic relations with 
Uruguay, one of the few nations that still had state-to-state ties with Taipei. With this accomplishment 
China increased its diplomatic exchanges to 134 countries, while Taiwan's official representations were 
reduced to 22. 

The dynamism of China's domestic activities and international relations will continue the new 
millennium approaches. Developments in the all-encompassing reform program and their resulting 
impact on Chinese society, particularly the efforts of China's leaders to bring increasing prosperity to the 
more than 1 billion Chinese people, and China's growing participation and influence in the international 
community will remain of interest to observers throughout the world. 
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References for History of China
Chinese history is a vast field of intellectual inquiry. Advances in archaeology and documentary research 
constantly produce new results and numerous new publications. An excellent and concise survey of the 
entire course of Chinese history up to the 1970s is China: Tradition and Transformation by John K. 
Fairbank and Edwin O. Reischauer. For a more in-depth review of modern Chinese history (beginning of 
the Qing dynasty to the early 1980s), Immanuel C.Y. Hsu's The Rise of Modern China should be 
consulted. Hsu's book is particularly useful for its chapter-by-chapter bibliography. Maurice Meisner's 
Mao's China and After: A History of the People's Republic presents a comprehensive historical 
analysis of post-1949 China and provides a selected bibliography. 

There are a number of excellent serial publications covering Chinese history topics. These include China 
Quarterly, Chinese Studies in History, and Journal of Asian Studies. The Association for Asian Studies' 
annual Bibliography of Asian Studies provides the most comprehensive list of monographs, collections of 
documents, and articles on Chinese history. 

Another good source of bibliographic information can be found at Chinese Cultural Studies: 
Bibliographical Guide. 

A more detailed bibliography is given below 
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History of China

As you can see, this is a very ambitious project, and I'm not sure how far I will get, but here goes 
nothing. 

I must admit I haven't thought of undertaking such an ambitious project until I came across the Army 
Area Handbook on China converted into electronic form and made publicly accessible at the following 
gopher site in the University of Missouri at St. Louis:
gopher://gopher.umsl.edu:70/11/library/govdocs/armyahbs/aahb9. You can also find a copy at the 
Library of Congress website at http://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/cntoc.html. 

After contacting the Department of Commerce, Economics & Statistic's Division (they are responsible 

for converting the text into electronic form) and getting the  to freely republish materials in the 

handbook, I decided to put the information in a more pleasing hypertext format with extra added bells 

and whistles (maps, pictures, mini bios, etc. ... O.K., still under construction  ). 

The core of the following history pages is based on the history portion of the Army Area Handbook on 
China. Specifically, the history section was written by Rinn-Sup Shinn and Robert L. Worden. 

If you are interested in what possessed me to do this, please read my motivations. Feel free to make 
comments or suggestions by leaving me a note. 

For an overview of Chinese History in terms of chronology, check out:

History Timeline

For the table of contents to the history pages, please visit: 

http://www-chaos.umd.edu/history/handbook.html
http://www-chaos.umd.edu/history/handbook.html
gopher://gopher.umsl.edu/11/library/govdocs/armyahbs/aahb9
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/cntoc.html
http://www-chaos.umd.edu/history/motivation.html
http://www-chaos.umd.edu/cooldudes/mailpoon.html


The History Pages

NOTE: At the bottom of each history page is a link to a map of China, so you will have a frame of 
reference whenever you are in unfamiliar territory. Be forewarned though, it's big. 

Some notes about the web pages. As you will notice, I have tried to add Chinese characters 
in the text wherever I feel is appropriate. It has always annoyed me that sometimes I 
couldn't figure out the characters from just reading the phonetic English translation. In 
addition, there are always some Chinese phrases that do not lend themselves to translation. 

The sections from the Army Area Handbook are great, but there are always information about certain 
people or event that I would like to add. Since I don't want you to get confused about which parts are 
from the handbook and which parts are my contribution, I have elected to place comments like <!-- 
Added by Leon --> before and after my additions. I put these notes in the comments so they won't 
be distracting, yet people who are interested in which parts are original handbook text and which parts 
are my handiwork can find out with "view source". 

It's amazing the amount of material that is available on internet with regards to sources of Chinese 
classics. Unfortunately, you often need browsers or applications that are able to view encoded Chinese 
text. Converting everything to Gif files would not be the optimal solution! Thus, to distinguish links to 
original Chinese text or English translations of it, I have opted for the following solution: if the hypertext 
that has a link appears in English, then clicking on the text would go to the English version, and if the 
link appears in Chinese, then be prepared to pull out your Chinese capable browsers! For more 
information, please check out Reading Chinese on the Net. 

Please check out these SITES for more things related to Chinese culture. 

OK, enough notes and warning, Go Browse Away! 

This magnificent web page is another crackpot idea of 

Leon Poon whom you can email at lpoon@chaos.umd.edu or 

http://www.cathay.net/help/read-chn.shtml
http://www-chaos.umd.edu/history/othersites.html
http://www-chaos.umd.edu/cooldudes/poon.html
http://www-chaos.umd.edu/cooldudes/mailpoon.html


History Timeline

NOTE: Clicking on the Chinese characters for each of the dynasty will bring up a list of the emperors (in 
Chinese) for each of the respective dynasty. However, not every dynasty will have a link. For those who 
has can read Chinese, I highly recommend Seke Wei's excellent Era and Timeline of Chinese History. 

Dates Dynasty  

ca. 2000-1500 B.C. Xia

1700-1027 B.C. Shang
 

1027-771 B.C. Western Zhou   

770-221 B.C.

Eastern Zhou   

770-476 B.C. -- Spring and Autumn period  

475-221 B.C. -- Warring States period  

221-207 B.C. Qin
 

206 B.C.-A.D. 9 Western Han   

A.D. 9-24 Xin (Wang Mang interregnum)  

A.D. 25-220 Eastern Han   

http://133.1.96.43/~seke/tsaou/romanize/eraname.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/Xiaemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/shangemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/zhouemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/zhouemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/zhouemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/zhouemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/Qinemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/whanemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/whanemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/ehanemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/ehanemp.html


A.D. 220-280

Three Kingdoms  

220-265 -- Wei

221-263 -- Shu

229-280 -- Wu  

A.D. 265-316 Western Jin   

A.D. 317-420 Eastern Jin   

A.D. 420-588

Southern and Northern Dynasties    

420-588

Southern Dynasties   

420-478 -- Song

479-501 -- Qi

502-556 -- Liang

557-588 -- Chen

Northern Dynasties   

386-533 -- Northern Wei   

http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/3kemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/Jinemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/Jinemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/semp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/semp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/nemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/nemp.html


386-588 534-549 -- Eastern Wei   

535-557 -- Western Wei   

550-577 -- Northern Qi   

557-588 -- Northern Zhou   

A.D. 581-617 Sui
 

A.D. 618-907 Tang
 

A.D. 907-960

Five Dynasties

907-923 -- Later Liang  

923-936 -- Later Tang  

936-946 -- Later Jin   

947-950 -- Later Han  

951-960 -- Later Zhou   

A.D. 907-979 Ten Kingdoms

Song
 

http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/suiemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/tangemp.html
http://206.20.34.88/china5k/history/5demp.html


A.D. 960-1279
960-1127 -- Northern Song   

1127-1279 -- Southern Song   

A.D. 916-1125 Liao  

A.D. 1038-1227 Western Xia   

A.D. 1115-1234 Jin  

A.D. 1279-1368 Yuan  

A.D. 1368-1644 Ming
 

A.D. 1644-1911 Qing
 

A.D. 1911-1949 Republic of China (in mainland China)

A.D. 1949- Republic of China (in Taiwan)

A.D. 1949- People's Republic of China
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Chinese Cultural Studies: 
Bibliographical Guide

NOTE: 

Although to some students this may appear to be a very extensive bibliography, in fact it is 
rather superficial. Much of what is written about China is in Chinese and Japanese. Other 
important work has also been done in other European languages, especially French and 
German. Here references are restricted to a fairly small number of the thousands of works 
available in English. 

INTERNET SITES

A very good World Wide Web page with links to all sorts of resources concerning Chinese 
studies is in Australia at the Chinese Culture Page 

There are pointers here to texts, bibliographies, other web pages and so forth. 

If you would like to access this document as a plain ascii text file, click here Chinese Plain 
Text Bibliography 

 

CLASSIC CHINESE SOURCES IN TRANSLATION

Collections 

http://acc6.its.brooklyn.cuny.edu/~phalsall/index.html
http://www.monash.edu.au/cc/staff/sas/sab/WWW/cpother.html
http://acc6.its.brooklyn.cuny.edu/~phalsall/texts/chinbib.txt
http://acc6.its.brooklyn.cuny.edu/~phalsall/texts/chinbib.txt


Bary, William Theodore de, ed., Sources of Chinese Tradition, 2 Vols., (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1964) Excellent collection of sources in translation, with a 
heavy emphasis on the history of thought. pb 

Ebrey, Patricia Buckley, ed., Chinese Civilization and Society: A Sourcebook, (New York: 
The Free Press, 1981) pb. A collection of translations focusing on Chinese social history. 

Ebrey, Patricia Buckley, ed., Chinese Civilization: A Sourcebook, (New York: The Free 
Press, 1993) pb. Second edition of the 1981 collection, but containing more standard 
political and philosophical material. 

Grazia. Sebastian de., Masters of Chinese Political Thought: From the Beginnings to the 
Han Dynasty, (New York: Viking, 1973) pb, Very extensive and useful selection. 

Legge, James, The Texts of Taoism, 2 Vols, The Sacred Books of the East Vols. 49 & 50, 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1891; reissued New York: Dover, 1962), pb. Contains, 
in a rather archaic English and with a distinct transliteraion scheme, The Tao Te Ching, the 
writings of Chuang Tzu, and shorter works - the T'ai Shang [of Tractate of Actions and 
Their Retributions], the Ch'ing Chang Ching [or Classic of Purity], the Yin Fu Ching [or 
Classic of the Harmony of the Seen and Unseen], the Yü Shu Ching [ or Classic of the 
Pivot of Jade] and the Hsia Yung Ching [ or Classic of the Directory for the Day]. 

The Chinese Classics : With A Translation, Critical And Exegetical Notes, prolegomena, 
and copious indexes / by James Legge. In seven volumes, (Hong Kong : Legge ; London : 
Trubner, 1861-1872) 

Wing-tsit Chan, A Sourcebook in Chinese Philosophy, (Princeton NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1963) pb. This compries over 800 pages of Chinese philosophical works, arranged in 
chronological order, and each introduced by a well-informed commentary. It is a basic tool 
for English readers. 

The Yi Qing [I Ching] 

The Classic of Changes: A New Translation of the I Ching as Interpreted by Wang Bi, 
translated by Richard John Lynn, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994). A much 
more uptodate translation than the famous Wilhelm version. See review in The New 
Republic 11/16/1994. 

I Ching [Book of Changes], trans [into German], Richard Wilhelm, rendered into English 
by Cary F. Barnes, 3rd. ed., Bollingen Series XIX, (Princeton NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1967, 1st ed. 1950) For decades the standard English version of the I Ching. The 
core text [sometiimes called the Zhou Yi, without the 7 [or ten] "wings" is available on the 



internet, via the World Wide Web, at 
http://www.monash.edu.au/cc/staff/sas/sab/WWW/changes.txt 

Shchutskii, Iulian K., Researches on the I Ching, trans. [from Russian] William L. 
MacDonald, Tsuyoshi Hasegawa with Hellmut Whilhelm, (London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1980, Russian edition Moscow, 1960) pb. Desigbed to accompany the 
Wilhelm/Barnes version of the Iching. 

Si Shu - The Four Books [the Confucian Classics]: 

Kung tzu [Confucius], 6th Century BCE 

The Analects, [Lun Yu Lun yü] attrib. to Confucius, 

●     trans. Arthur Waley, (New York: Macmillan, 1938; repr. Vintage, 1989), pb. This 
comes with a very useful introcuction and commentary. 

●     another version available on the Internet, via World Wide Web at 
gopher://gopher.vt.edu:10010/11/66/1 The Great Learning [Da Xue Ta Hsio], attrib. 
to Confucius, 
trans. In Wing-Tsit Chan, A Sourcebook in Chinese Philosophy, (Princeton NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1963), 84-94
another version available on the Internet via World Wide Web at 
gopher://gopher.vt.edu:10010/11/66/2 

The Doctrine of the the Mean [Zhong Yong Chung Yung], attrib. to Confucius,

trans. In Wing-Tsit Chan, A Sourcebook in Chinese Philosophy, (Princeton 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1963), 95-115
another version available on the Internet via World Wide Web at 
gopher://gopher.vt.edu:10010/11/66/3 

Meng Zi/Meng-tzu [Mencius] 

The Book of Mencius, [Meng Zi Meng tzu] attrib to Mencius
Mencius, translated by D.C. Lau (New York: Penguin Books, 1970)
James Legge, The Works of Mencius (New York: Dover Publications, 1970)
not yet available on the Internet, but for any updates see link on World Wide 
Web at http://www.monash.edu.au/cc/staff/sas/sab/WWW/cpsot.html 

Legalism 



Basic writings of Mo Tzu, Hsun Tzu, and Han Fei Tzu, translated by Burton Watson, 
Records of civilization: sources and studies, no. 74, (New York, Columbia University 
Press, 1967) 

Xun Zi [Hsun tzu] 340-245 BCE 

Basic writings. translated by Burton Watson, (New York, Columbia 
University Press, 1963) 

Han Fei-tzu, d. 233BCE 

Han Fei Tzu : Basic Writings, translated by Burton Watson, (New York, 
Columbia University Press, 1970, 1964) 

Li Szu 

Mo Tzu; Basic Writings, translated by Burton Watson. (New York, Columbia University 
Press, 1963). 

Later Confucianism 

A.C. Graham, trans., The Book of Lieh-tzu (New York: Columbia University Press, 1960) 

Wang Yang-ming, Instructions for Practical Living and Other Neo-Confucian Writings, 
translated by Wing-tsit Chan, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1963) 

Daoist [Taoist] Texts: 

Legge, James, The Texts of Taoism, 2 Vols, The Sacred Books of the East Vols. 49 & 50, 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1891; reissued New York: Dover, 1962), pb. 

Lao Zi [Lao Tzu], 6th Century BCE [perhaps] 

Dao De Ching [Tao Te Ching] [The Book of the Way and Virtue], 

●     trans, in James Legger, The Texts of Taoism, 2 Vols, The Sacred Books of the East 
Vols. 49 & 50, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1891; reissued New York: Dover, 
1962), Vol 1. pb. 

●     trans. in Wing-Tsit Chan, A Sourcebook in Chinese Philosophy, (Princeton NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1963), 136-176, pb 

●     trans. Gia-Fu Feng and Jane English, with a new introduction and Notes by Jacon 



Needleman, (New York: Vintage, 1972, with new notes, 1989) pb. 
●     The Way of Life according to Laotzu: An American Version, trans. Witter Bynner, 

(New York: Perigree, 1944, 1986) pb 
●     The Canon of Reason and Virtue, Chinese/English edition, trans. D.T. Suzuki and 

Paul Carus, (La Salle, IL: Open Court, 1913, Open Court pb ed. 1974) pb 
●     interpolation of various versions by Peter A. Merel.[pete@extro.su.oz.au] based 

upon the translations of: Lin Yutang, Ch'u Ta-Kao, Gia-Fu Feng & Jane English, 
Richard Wilhelm and Aleister Crowley. available on the Internet, via the World 
Wide Web, at http://www.ii.uib.no/~arnemo/tao/tao_teh_ching_merel.html 

●     another translation, by Stan Rosenthal, is available on the Internet, via the World 
Wide Web, at http://www.ii.uib.no/~arnemo/tao/tao_teh_ching_index.html 

●     another translation is available on the Internet, via the World Wide Web, at 
http://www.cnd.org/GB/Classics/Lao_Zi-TOC.txt.html 

Zhang Zi [Chuang Tzu], 3rd Century BCE 

The Way of Chuang Tzu, 

●     partial trans. in Wing-Tsit Chan, A Sourcebook in Chinese Philosophy, (Princeton 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1963), 177-210 

●     in James Legge, The Texts of Taoism, 2 Vols, The Sacred Books of the East Vols. 
49 & 50, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1891; reissued New York: Dover, 
1962), pb. This version uses the odd transliteration system employed by Legge. 

●     Basic Writings. translated by Burton Watson., (New York, Columbia University 
Press, 1964) 

●     The Complete works of Chuang Tzu. translated by Burton Watson. New York, 
(Columbia University Press, 1968) 

●     "interpreted" by Thomas Merton, ( New York: New Directions, 1969) pb. An effort 
by Thomas Merton to render the writings of the greatest Taosit thinker whos 
existence can be verified. Merton, who did not read Chinese, based his version on 
previous translations by Herbert Giles [Chuang Tzu, Mystic, Moralist ans Social 
Reformer, translated from the Chinese, (Shanghai: 1926)], James Legge [op. cit.], 
Léon Wieger, [Les Pères du système Taoiste, (Paris: 1950), and Richard Wilhelm, 
[Dschuang Tsi - Das Wahre Buch Vom Südlichen Blutenland, (Düsseldirf/-Koler: 
1951)] 

Buddhist Texts: 

Buddhist Scriptures, ed. and trans. Edward Conze, (NewYork: Penguin, 1959) Selected 
passages from Indian and Chinese Buddhist traditions. 

I-hsuan, d. 867 CE, The Zen Teachings Of Master Lin-Chi : A Translation Of The Lin-Chi 



Lu, by Burton Watson. 1st ed., (Boston : Shambhala Publications, 1993) 

The Threefold Lotus Sutra, trans, Burton Watson, (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1993) pb. Perhaps the most important Mahayana text, the Lotus Sutra purports to be the 
discourse of the historic Buddha before his final parinirvana. 

Other History of Thought Texts 

Pan Chao, ca. 49-ca. 120 CE The Chinese Book Of Etiquette And Conduct For Women And 
Girls, Entitled, Instruction For Chinese Women And Girls, By Lady Tsao. transS. L. 
Baldwin. (New York, Eaton & Mains, 1900) 

Sun Zi [Sun Tzu], The Art of War,
trans Samuel B, Griffin, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1963; later pb editions available), pb.
another translation, by Lionel Giles, is available on the Internet, via the World Wide Web, 
at http://timpwrmac.clh.icnet.uk/Docs/suntzu/szcontents.html 

Historical Texts: 

Faxian [Fa-hsien], ca. 337-ca. 422CE, 

●     A Record Of Buddhistic Kingdoms / Being An Account By The Chinese Monk Fa-
Hien Of His Travels In India And Ceylon (A. D. 399-414) In Search Of The 
Buddhist Books Of Discipline ; translated and annotated with a.., (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1886, repr. New York, Paragon Book Reprint Corp. 1965)

●     A record of the Buddhist countries, translated from the Chinese by Li Yung-hsi, 
(Peking : Chinese Buddhist Association, 1957)

●     Record Of The Buddhistic Kingdoms, tr. from the Chinese by Herbert A. Giles , 
(London, Trubner & co., [etc., etc., 1900?)

●     The travels of Fa-hsien (399-414 A.D.), or Record of the Buddhistic Kingdoms, 
retranslated by H. A. Giles, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,1923, repr. 
London, Routledge & Paul, 1959. repr. Westport, Conn. : Greenwood Press, 1981.)

●     Travels Of Fah-Hian And Sung-Yun, Buddhist Pilgrims, From China To India (400 
A.D. And 518 A.D.), tr. from the Chinese by Samual Beal. [2d ed.].(New York : 
Augustus M. Kelley, 1969) 

Xu Qing Shu Ching

Shu Ching: Book of History: A modernized edition of the translation of James Legge, by 
Clae Waltham, (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1972) As indicated, a modernization and 
merging of two Legge translations which avoids Legge's outdated transliteration system in 



favor of the Wade-Giles system. Along with the Yi Qing I Ching and the Shih Ching this is 
one of the three oldest Chinese books to survive. 

Sima Qian, Ssu-ma Chien, Records of the Historian: Chapters from the SHIH-CHI of 
Ssuma Ch'ien, trans. Burton Watson, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1958), pb. 5 
chapters dealing with the Zhou [Chou] and Qin [Ch'in] dynasties. The extracts are meant to 
suggest the form and conetnt of the first great Chineses historical work. 

Sima Qian, Ssu-ma Chien, Records of the Grand Historian of China: Chapters from the 
SHIH-CHI of Ssuma Ch'ien, 2 Vols., trans. Burton Watson, (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1961), pb. (Rev. ed. Hong Kong ; New York : Renditions-Columbia 
University Press, c1993-) 18 chapters dealing with the Han Dynasty. 

Sima Qian, Ssu-ma Ch'ien, ca. 145-ca. 86 B.C, The Grand Scribe's Records,William H. 
Nienhauser, Jr., editor ; Tsai-fa Cheng ... [et al.], translators, (Bloomington : Indiana 
University Press, c1994-) 

Sima Qian, Ssu-ma Ch'ien, ca. 145-ca. 86 B.C, Historical Records, translated with an 
introduction and notes by Raymond Dawson. Oxford, (New York : Oxford University 
Press, 1994) pb. 

Tso-ch'iu, Ming., The Tso Chuan : Selections From China's Oldest Narrative History, 
translated by Burton Watson (New York : Columbia University Press, 1989) 

Literary Texts 

Shih Ching [Book of Odes] 

The oldest Chinese collection of poems. 

Shih ching = The shi king : the old "Poetry classic" of the Chinese: a close metrical 
translation, with annotations, by William Jennings, (London ; New York : G. Routledge 
and Sons, Ltd., 1891, repr. New York : Paragon Book Reprint Corp., 1969) 
Book of odes (Shi-King), by L. Cranmer-Bying. London, J. Murray, 1909. 

The odes of Confucius, by L. Cranmer-Byng. [2d. ed.]. (New York, Dutton, 1908)
The book of odes. Chinese text, transcription and translation, by Bernhard Karlgren. 
(Stockholm, Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities, 1950) 

Cao Xueqin Ts'ao Hsueh-ch'in, ca. 1717-1763., Dream Of The Red Chamber,; translated 
and adapted from the Chinese by Chi-Chen Wang ; with a preface by Mark Van Doren. 



Abridged, (New York : Anchor Books, 1989, c1958). The most famous Chinese novel - a 
sort of complex Romeo and Juliet storry. This is an expansion of the 1929 version, but not 
the complete work. 

Cao Xueqin Ts'ao Hsueh-ch'in, ca. 1717-1763. Dream Of The Red Chamber; Hung lou 
meng. A Chinese novel of the early Ching Period. English translation by Florence and 
Isabel McHugh, (New York: Pantheon Books 1958). (also New York : Grosset & Dunlap ; 
1968, c1958.) 

Cao Xueqin Ts'ao Hsueh-ch'in ca. 1717-1763. The Story of the Stone, Also knonw as The 
Dream Of The Red Chamber; Hung lou Meng.. Complete English translation in four 
volumes, (New York: Penguin, 19??) 

Chinese Lyricism; Shih Poetry From The Second To The Twelfth Century, with translations 
by Burton Watson, (New York, Columbia University Press, 1971) 

Chinese Rhyme-Prose; Poems In The Fu Form From The Han And Six Dynasties Periods. 
translated and with an introd. by Burton Watson. (New York, Columbia University Press, 
1971) 

The Columbia Book Of Chinese Poetry : From Early Times To The Thirteenth Century, 
translated and edited by Burton Watson. New York , (Columbia University Press, 1984) 

Graham, A. C.,trans., Poems of the Late T'ang, (London: Penguin, 1965) Translations of 
seven poets of the 8th and 9th centuries CE. 

Han-shan, fl. 627-649CE, Cold mountain; 100 poems by the T'ang poet Han-shan. 
translated and with an introd. by Burton Watson, (New York, Columbia University Press 
,1970) 

Hsiao-hsiao-sheng [attrib.] Chin P'ing Mei: The Golden Lotus: The Adventurous History of 
Hsi Men and His Six Wives, Chin P'ing Mei tz'u hua, trans. Ct. T. Hsia, (New York: G. P. 
Putnam's, 1940, repr. New York: Perigree, 1982) 

Li Po and Tu Fu, Li Po and Tu Fu, trans. Arthur Cooper, (London: Penguin, 1973) Poems 
of two freinds traditionally considered the greatest poets of China. 

Lu Yu, 1125-1210 CE, The Old Man Who Does As He Pleases; Selections From The 
Poetry And Prose Of Lu Yu, translated [from the Chinese] by Burton Watson. (New York, 
Columbia University Press, 1973) 

Six Yüan Plays, trans. Liu Jung-en, (New York: Penguin, 1972) pb. Plays by Chi Chün-



hsiang, Chêng Teh-hui, Kuan Han-ch'ing, Li Han-ku, Ma Chih-yüan, and anonymous. 

Su Shih, 1037-1101CE, Su Tung-p'o: selections from a Sung dynasty poet, translated and 
with an introd. by Burton Watson (New York, Columbia University Press, 1965) 

Su Shih, 1037-1101CE, Selected poems of Su Tung-p'o, translated by Burton Watson, (Port 
Townsend, WA : Copper Canyon Press, 1994) 

 

GENERAL BOOKS ON CHINESE CIVILIZATION

[See also under Post-Mao China for books/sources on statistics, etcs, for modern China as a whole] 

Anderson, Eugene N., The Food of China, (New Haven : Yale University Press, 1988) 

Butterfield, Fox., China: Alive in the Bitter Sea, rev. ed. (New York: Random House, 
1990). 

Dawson, Raymond, The Chinese Experience, ( New York: Charles Scribner, 1978) 
Focuses on cultural aspects of Chinese life. 

Eberhard, Wolfram, A History of China, rev. ed. (4th Ed), (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1977, first ed. 1950) pb. A standard textbook on Chinese 
history with much information arranged under clearly marked subheadings. 

Elvin, Mark, The Pattern of the Chinese Past: A Social and Economic Interpretation, 
(Stanford CA: Stanford University Press, 1973) pb. A determined attempt to consider 
Chinese history apart from the dyanstic cycles of political historiography. The major focus 
is on the questions of 1. why China remained a coherent culture when all other ancient 
cultures dissipated, 2. the economic revolution of the 8-12th centuries, and 3. why China 
failed to maintain its economic and technological lead in the modern period. 

Fairbank, John King, ed., Chinese Thought and Institutions, (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1957) 

Filstrup, Chris, and Filstrup, Janie. China: From Emperors to Communes, (London: Dillon, 
1982). 



Gernet, Jacques, A History of Chinese Civilization, trans. J. R. Foster, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1982, pb. 1985, first French ed. 1972) pb. Standard textbook 
from a senior French China scholar. 

Kublin, Hyman, China, rev. edition, (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1976) A boo designed for 
high school social studies courses, by a former proffesor at Brooklyn College. It gives very 
good general overview of Chinese culture in straightforward language. 

Lin Yu-tang, My Country and My People, (New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1935), A 
widely read discussion of Chinese culture by probably the most famous Chinese writer 
[apart from Mao] this century. 

Lord, B.B., Legacies: A Chinese Mosaic, (Knopf, 1990). 

MacNair, Harley Farnsworth, ed., China, (Berkeley and Los Angles: University of 
Califirnia Press, 1946). A selection of articles by leading sinologists on many aspects of 
Chinese culture. 

March, Andrew, The Idea of China: Myth and Theory in Geographic Thought, (New York: 
Praeger, 1974), 

McLenighan, Valjean., China: A History to 1949,(Childrens, 1983). 

Morton, W. Scott, China, Its History and Culture, 3rd ed. (New York : McGraw-Hill, 
1994?, 1st ed 1980) 

Murphey, Rhoads., China, rev. ed. (Gateway, 1988). 

Tung Chi-ming, An Outline History of China, (San Francisco: China Books, 1979), A 
Textbook written from the point of view of a modern PRC marxist historian. 

Williams, C.A.S., Outlines of Chinese Symbolism & Art Motives, 3rd ed.,, (Shanghai: Kelly 
& Walsh, 1941, repr. New York: Dover, 1976), pb. Useful, if sometimes outdated, 
dictionary of Chinese symbolism. 

ORIGINS OF CHINESE CIVILIZATION

Chang Kwang-chih, The Archaeology of Ancient China, 4th ed., (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, I968) pb. The most authoritative source on Chinese archaeology.. 

Chang Kwang-chih, Shang Civilization, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980) pb. A 



synthetic interpretation of what is known about the Shang as of I980. 

Chang Kwang-chih, Art, Myth andRitual: The Path to Political Authority in Ancient China, 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, I983). A highly readable interpretation of earlv 
Chinese art and politics. KGO 

Keighley, David N., Sources of Shang History: The Oracle Bone Inscriptions of Bronze 
Age China, (Berkelev and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1978). A survev 
and explanation of the oracle bone documentation. KGO 

Keighley, David N., "Early Civilization in China: Reflections on How It Became Chinese," 
in Paul Ropp, ed., Heritage of China: Contemporary Perspectives on Chinse Civilization, 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1990), 15-54, A stimulating 
article that explicitly contrasts ancient Chinese and Greek civilizations, and examines what 
is distinctive about each. KGO 

Goff, Denise, Early China, rev. ed. (Watts, 1986). 

Sabin, Louis., Ancient China, (Troll, 1985). 

THE ZHOU DYNASTY: THE GOLDEN AGE OF CHINA

Creel, Herrlee G., The Origins of Statecraft in China, (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1970). Although i t perhaps overstates the degree of centralization present in Zhou 
China, this work s a massive repository of information. KGO 

Giles, Herbert, Confucianism and its Rivals, (London: 1915) 

Hall, David and Roger Ames, Thinking through Confucius, (New York: SUNY Press, 
1987) pb. An exploration of the comnonalities and disjunctures between Confucian and 
Western philosophies. KGO 

Lewis, Mark Edward, Sanctioned Violence in Early China, (Albany, NY: State Universitv 
of New York Press, 1990). A provocative interpretation of the Warring States Transition 
that centers on the role of sanctioned violence. KGO 

More, Frederic, The Intellectual Foundations of China, 2d ed., (New York: McGraw Hill, 
1989) pb. An elegant introduction to the major issues in classical Chinese thought. KGO 

Schwartz, Benjamin, The World of Thought in Ancient China, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1985) pb. A thoughtful and sustained reappraisal ofmajor thinkers ofthe 



late Zhou. KGO 

Shaughnessy, Edward L., Sources of Western Zhou History: Inscribed Bionze Vessels, 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: Universitv of California Press, 1991). A technical yet 
accessible introducion to the studv of bronze inscriptions. 

Watson, Burton, Early Chinese Literature, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1962), 
pb. Excellent synthetic overview of History, Philosophy and Poetry in China to circa 220 
CE. 

CH'IN AND HAN CHINA: THE UNIFIED EMPIRE

Bodde, Derk, Festivals in Classical China: New Year and Other Annual Observances 
During the Han Dynasty 206 BC-AD 200, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Universitv Press, 
1975). An encvclopedic account of textual references to festivals during the Han. KGO 

Ch'u T'ung-csu (edited by Jack Dull), Han Social Structures, (Seattle: Universitv of 
Washington Press, 1972). Includes both primary sources and analysis of Han dynasty 
society. KGO 

Levi, Jean, The Chinese Emperor, trans. Barbara Bray, (New York: Vintage Books, 1989). 
A sinologist's novelistic account of the intrigues and power struggles in the first emperor's 
reign. KGO 

Loewe, Michael, Crisis and Conflict in Han China: 104BC to AD 9, (London: Allen and 
Unwin, 1974). A collection of essavs that discuss Han dynasty politics. KGO 

Loewe, Michael, Ways to Paradise: The Chinese Quest for Immortality, (London: Allen & 
Unwin, I979). A survev of archaeological and textual materials on Han dynastv beliefs 
about .immortality and other religious issues. KGO 

Twitchett, Denis and Michael Loewe. eds.., The Cambridge History of China, Vol 1: The 
Ch'in and Han Bmpires 221 BC - AD 220, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
I986). A collection of authoritative essays. KGO 

Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine: The Ideology of Early Chinese Pictorial Art, (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 1989). A splendidly illustrated analysis of the engravings at 
a Han dynasty shrine. KGO 

SUI AND TANG CHINA: THE DURABILITY OF EMPIRE



Fitzgerald, The Empress Wu, (London: Cresset, 1968). Story of the Wo Chao, the only 
woman to rule China in here own right. 

Needham, Joseph, Science and Civilization in China, (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, I954- ). A multivolume magisterial survey of Chinese science and technology, 
painstakingly documented and lavishly illustrated. KGO 

Wright, Arthur, Buddhism in Chinese History, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 
1959) pb. A classic account of the Chinese transformation of Buddhism. KGO 

Maspero, Henri, China in Antiquity, trans. Frank Kierman, (Amherst, MA: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1978). Important studies of Taoism. KGO 

Wright, Arthur, The Sui Dynasty, (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1978) pb. A lucid account of 
the Sui. KGO 

Spiro, Audrey, Contemplating the Ancients: Aesthtic and Social Issues in Early Chinese 
Portraiture, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1990). An 
examination of portraiture of the Period of Disunion in its context. KGO 

Barfield, Thomas, The Perilous Frontier: Nomadic 1 and China 221 B.C. to A.D. 1957, 
(Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1989) pb. A provocative interpretation of Chinese-nomad 
relations, designed for the general reader. KGO 

Dudbridge, Glen, The Legend of Miao-san, (London: Press, 1978). A detailed study of the 
legend of a young who is identified with the bodhisattva Guanyin. 

Teiser , Stephen F., The Ghost Festival in Medieval China, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1988). A detailed of the Chinese festival of the dead. 

Wechsler, Howard, Offerings of Jade and Silk: Ritual and Legitimation the Tang Dynasty, 
(New Haven, CT: Yale Unversity Press, 1985). A political analysis that takes ritual 
seriously. 

Twitchett, Denis, The Writing of Official History under The Tang, (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1992) A discussion of the politics and mechanics of history under the 
Tang. 

THE GLORIES OF CHINA UNDER THE SUNG

Gernet, Jacques, Daily Life in China on thr Eve of the Mongol Invasion, (New York: 



Macmillan, 1962; repub .Stanford: Stanford Univerity Press, 1970) pb. A lively and 
readable account of daily life in the Song capital. KGO 

Hansen, Valerie, Changing Gods in Medieval China 1127-1276, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1990). A splendid study of the transmission and transformacion of 
popular religion in Song dynasty China. KGO 

Ebrecy, Patricia, Chu Hsi's Family Rituals: A Twelfth Ccentury Manual for the 
Performance of Cappings, Weddings, Funerals and Ancestral Rites, (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1991). A translation of a crucial ritual text. KGO 

Hymes, Robert, Statsmen and Gentlemen: The Elite of Fu-chou, Chiang-hsi, in Northern 
and.Southernn Sung, (Cambridge, Cambridge Universi~v Press, 1986). An analysis in 
changes elite status and society from the Northern to the Southern Song. 

Chaffee, John, The Thorny Gates of Learning in Sung China: A Social History of 
Examinations, (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 1985). An account of the 
examination system and its implications. KGO 

MONGOLS AND THE YUAN DYNASTY

Rossabi, Morris, Khublai Khan: His Life and Times, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1988), A highly readable account of the man who ruled 
most of East Asia in the thirteenth century. KGO 

Allsen, Thomas , Mongol Imperialism: The Politics of the Grand Oan Mongke in China, 
Russia and Islamic Lands 1251-1259, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1987), The Mongol empire in world perspective. 

Endicoct-West, Elizabeth, Mongolian Rule in China: Local Administration in the Yuan 
Dynasty, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1989). A careful syudv of Yuan 
administration. KGO 

Langlois, John, ed., China under Mongol Rule, (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1981). A collection of essays treating various aspects ofYuan history. 

Marco Polo, The Travels, trans Ronald Latham, (London: Penguin, 1958) pb. Polo is the 
most famous medieval traveller to China. This is his account of his travels and 
acquaintance with Kublai Khan. 

Morgan, David, The Mongols, (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1986) An up to date history of the 



entire Mongol imperial adventure. Looks not just at China, but at origins and expansion in 
the West and in the Muslim world. 

THE RESTORATION OF CHINESE POWERS UNDER THE MING

Huang, Rav, 1587, A Year of No Significance: The Ming Dynasty in Decline, (New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 1981) pb. A collection of biographies of key players in late 
Ming politics and society. KGO 

Dardass, John, Confucianism and Autocracy: Professionl Ethics and the Founding of the 
Ming Dynasty, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Universitv of California Press, 1983). An 
analysis of the role of the Confucian literati in the formation of the Ming state. KGO 

Clunas, Craig, Superflous Things: Material Culture and Social Status in Early Modern 
China, (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1991). A study of elite consumption which 
suggestive of comparisons to early modern Europe. KGO 

Brokaw, Cynthia.T., The Ledgers of Merit and Demerit: Social Change and Moral Order 
in Late Imperial China, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1991) A studv of 
popular morality books and the ways in which they are rooted in changing social contexts. 
KGO 

THE QING DYNASTY: LATE IMPERIAL CHINA

Will, Pierre-Etienne and R. Bin Wong, Nourish the People: The State Civilian Granary 
System in China, 1650-1850, (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Center for Chinese 
Studies, 1991). A temporal, spatial, structural, and comparative analysis of a major Qing 
institution affecting the lives of peasants gives a concrete sense of the capacities and 
commitments of the state. KGO 

Wakeman, Jr., Frederic, The Grand Enterprise : The Manchu Reconstruction of Imperial 
Order in Seventeenth Century China, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1985) A grand narrative of the Manchu conquest, through which much of the 
foundation for modern China was laid. KGO 

Kuhn, Philip, Soulstealers: The Chinese Sorcery Scare of 1768, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
Universitv Press, 1990). An engrossing story about sorcery that reveals much about 
popular culture and officials' views of the societv they ruled. 

Spence, Jonathan, ed., Ts'ao Yin and the K'ang-hsi Emperor, (New Haven: Yale, 1966, 2nd 
printing 1988) pb. Recounts the story of a hereditary bondservant of the Manchu emperors. 



Spence, Jonathan, ed., Emperor of China: Self-Portrait of K'ang-hsi, (New York: Vintage, 
1975) pb. An autobiography of the great Qing emperor - 1661-1722, constructed from his 
comments scattered throughout a variety of documents. 

Spence, Jonathan, and John Wills. eds., From Ming to Ch'ing: Conquest, Region and 
Continuity in Seventeenth Century China, (New Haven. CT: Yale University Press, 1979 ). 
Collection of essays on late Ming and early Qing China. 

THE CHINESE WORLD ORDER 

Fairbank, John King, ed., The Chinese World: Traditional China's Foreign Relations, 
(Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1968) pb. An excellent summary of China's 
relations with neighbors, especially in the late imperial period. KGO 

Fletcher, Joseph, "Ch'ing Inner Asia c. I800, " in John Fairbank, ed., Cambridge History of 
China, Vol. 10, (Cambridge: Cambridge Universitv Press, 1978). The finest essay on Qing 
Inner Asia. KGO 

Hevia, James L., Cherishing Men from Afar: Qing Guest Ritual and the Macartney 
Embassy of 1793, (Durham NC: Duke University Press, 1995) pb. Examines a famous 
encounter between the Qing and British empires. Does not see this a merely a process of 
"misunderstanding" but developsa postmodern critique of the event and the way it was 
later studied. 

Rossabi, Morris, China and Inner Asia: From 36C to the Present Day, (London: Thames 
and Hudson, 1975 ). Part One gives a good overview of Ming dynasty Inner Asia relations. 
KGO 

Spence, Jonathan, The Memory Palace of Matteo Ricci, (New York: Viking, 1984; pb 
198?) pb. A discussion of the life of Matthew Ricci S.J., perhaps the most perceptive of 
Western visitors to China. Spence use the conceit of a Renaissance memory scheme. The 
review bu H. R. Trevor Roper in the New York Review of Books (1984) provides, in fact, a 
good quick overview of the life and career of Ricci. Roper praises Spence's book, but notes 
that its clevernessc an sometimes obscure the story for those who do not already know 
something about the subject. 

Spence, Jonathan, The Question of Hu, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1988; pb Vintage, 
1989) pb. Account of the travels in the west of John Hu, a Chinese catholic who in 1722 
accompanied jesuit missionary on a journey to France. 

Steinberg, David Joel, ed., In Search of Southeast Asia: A Modern History, rev. ed. 



(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1986) pb. Parts I and II give excellent thematic and 
country-specific accounts of Soucheast Asia in the eighteenth century. KGO 

CHINA'S NINETEENTH CENTURY CHALLENGE

Fairbank, John King, Trade and Diplomacy on the Coast: The Opening of the Treaty Ports, 
1842-1854, (Stanford CA: Stanford University Press, 1969) pb. The classic account of the 
creation of the port system by the founder of modern China studies in the United States. 
KGO 

Fairbank, John King, The Great Chinese Revolution 1800-1985, (New York: Harper & 
Row, 1986, pb 1987) pb. Well written narrative account of the huge changes faced by 
China since 1800, but it has no footnotes. 

Kuhn, Philip, Rebellion and Its Enemies in Late Imperial China, (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1971) pb. An influential statement of how officials and elites 
mobilized militray power to oppose the Taiping. KGO 

Seagrave, Sterling¸Dragon Lady: The Life and Legend of the Last Empress of China, (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1992) pb. Popular, but long, biography of Cixi, the "dowager 
empress", who effectively ruled China in the late 19th century. 

Waley, Arthur, The Opium War ar Through Chinese Eyes, (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 1968) pb. A revealing account of the Opium War through Chinese 
documents, all blended into a narrative by one of the foremost translators of Chinese 
literature. KGO 

Wright, Mary, The Last Stand of the Chinese Government, (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 1962) pb. The best survey of the full range of policies taken by the 
Chinese state after defeating the mid-century rebellions. 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND POLITICAL CHANGE IN ASIA

Steinberg, David Joel, ed., In Search of Southeast Asia: A Modern History, rev. ed. 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1986) pb. Parts II and III consider nineteenth-
century political changes before and after European imperialism. 

Rossabi, Morris, China and Inner Asia: From 1368 to the Present Day, (London: Thames 
and Hudson, 1975). Part III considers China's strength in Inner Asia and its subsequent 
decline. 



CHINA AND MODERNIZATION

Alitto, Guy S., The Last Confucian: Liang Shu-ming and the Chinese Dilemma of 
Modernity, 2nd ed., (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1986), pb. 
A biography of the most famous defender of Chinese traditional Confucianism in this 
century. The book addresses the whole issue of "modernity" and China. 

Rozman, Gilbert, ed., The Modernization of China, (New York: The Free Press, 1981), pb. 
A team-written book covering all aspects of the modernization issue. 

Spence, Jonathan, The Gate of Heavenly Peace: The Chinese and Their Revolution, 1895-
1980, (New York; Viking, 1981; London: Faber, 1982; pb, Penguin, 1982) pb 

Spence, Jonathan, In Search of Modern China, (New York; Viking, 1992?) pb. 

Ssu-yü Teng and John King Fairbank, eds., China's Response to the West: A Documentary 
Survey 1839-1923, (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1954) 

Tse-Tsung Chow, The May Fourth Movement, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 
1967). A rich survey of the intellectual currents of the time. KGO 

REPUBLICAN CHINA

Buck, Pearl S. (Pearl Sydenstricker), 1892-1973, The Good Earth [Novel], (New York, 
Grossett & Dunlap publishers 1931, repr. New York, The Modern library 1934) multiple 
reissues, pb 

Clifford Nicholas R., Spoilt Children of Empire: Westerners in Shanghai and the Chinese 
Revolution of the 1920s, (Hanover: Middlebury College Press, 1991) pb. An analysis and 
account of the cross-cultural megapolis of pre-Communist China. As much about Western 
imperialism as about China itself. 

Huang, Philip, The Peasant Economy and Social Change in North China, (Stanford, CA: 
Stanford University Press, 1985) pb. A challenging study of economic change, social 
relations, and political control in early twentieth-century north China. KGO 

Levy Jr., Marion J, The Family Revolution in Modern China, (Cambridge MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1949, repr. in pb New York: Atheneum, 1968) pb. A sociological 
approach. 

Seagrave, Sterling¸The Soong Dynasty, (New York: Harper & Row, 1985), pb. An account 



of the Soong family which played an important, perhaps dominant, part in Chinese history 
in the first half of this century. A business family which married well, its most famous 
member is perhaps Soong Mayling who became Madame Chiang Kai-shek. 

Sheridan, James E., China in Disintegration: The Republican Era in Chinese History, 1912-
1949, (New York: The Free Press, 1971) pb . A comprehensive survey of Republican 
China 's precarious situation. KGO 

EAST ASIA DURING THE RISE AND FALL OF IMPERIAL JAPAN 1930-
1952

Beasley, W. G., Japanese Imperialism, 1899-199, (Oxford: Oxford Universitv Press, 
1987). A systematic and balanced account of Japan's formal and informal empire 
throughout Asia. 

Perry , Elizabeth, Rebels and Revolutionaries in North China, 1845-1945, (Stanford, CA: 
Stanford Universitv Press, 1980) pb. An elegant comparison of the Nian Rebellion and the 
Communist movement in north China. KGO 

Dower, John , War Without Mercy: Race and Power in the Pacific War, (New York: 
Pantheon, 1981) pb. A sobering analysis of Japanese and Chinese perspectives on the 
enemy during World War II. KGO 

COMMUNIST CHINA

Bianco, Lucien, Origins of the Chinese Revolution, 1915-1949, (Stanford CA: Stanford 
University Press, 1967) 

Carter, A.R., Modern China (Watts, 1986). 

Chan, Anita, Richard Madsen and Jonathan Unger, Chen Village: The Recent History of a 
Peasant Community in Mao's China, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1984) pb. Looks at a South China farming village. 

Ch'ên, Jerome, Mao and the Chinese Revolution, (London: Oxford Univerity Press, 1965) 
Includes 37 poems by Mao. Well document account of Mao and the Communist Party up 
to the moment of power in 1949. 

Danforth, Kenneth, and Dickinson, M.B., eds., Journey into China, (National Geographic, 
1982). 



Jacobs, Dan. N. and Hans H. Baerwald, eds., Chinese Communism: Selected Documents, 
(New York: Harper & Row, 1963), pb. 

Hacker, J.H., The New China,(Watts, 1986). 

Mao Zedong, Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tung, 3d ed., (Peking: Foreign Language Press, 
1975) 

Martin, Helmut, Cult and Canon: The Origins and Development of State Maoism, (M.E. 
Sharpe, 1982). 

Mosher, Steven W., Broken Earth: The Rural Chinese, (New York: Free Press, 1983) An 
account based on fieldwork in Guangdong province, but with no documentation. 

Pannell, C.W., East Asia, Geographical and Historical Approaches to Foreign Area 
Studies, (Kendall/Hunt, 1983). 

Rau, Margaret., The Minority Peoples of China,(Messner, 1982). 

Roderick, John., China: From the Long March to Tiananmen Square, (Holt, 1990). 

Wilson, Dick, The Long March 1935: The Epic of Chinese Communism's Survival, 
(London: Hamish Hamilton, 1971; New York: Viking, 1972, repr in Penguin pb, 1977, 
1982) An account of the 6000 mile march by 100,000 Chinese communists which 
eventually enabled them to defeat the Nationalist government. 

Wood, Frances., People at Work in China (David & Charles, 1988). 

Schurmann, Franz, Ideology and Organization in Communist China, 2nd ed., (Berkeley 
and Los Angeles, CA: University of California Press, 1971), pb. A systematic analysis of 
China's political organiza tion and ideology during the 1950s and I960s. 

For autobiographical analyses of the Cultural Revolution years consider any of the three 
following accounts: 

Liang Heng and Judith Shapiro, Son of the Revolution, (New York: Vintage Books, 1983) 
pb KGO 

Yue Daivun and Carolyn Wakeman, To the Storm: The Odyssey of a Revolutionary 
Chinese Woman, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1985) pb 
KGO 



Gao Yuan, Born Red: A Chronicle of the Cultural Revolution, (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 1987) pb KGO 

POST-MAO CHINA

Congress of the United States, Joint Economic Committee. China Under the Four 
Modernizations. Part I (Washington DC: U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 1982). 

Dorn, James A. And Wang Xi, eds., Economic Reform in China: Problems and Prospects, 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989), pb. 

Fang Lizhi, Bringing Down the Great Wall: Writings on Science, Culture and Democracy 
in China, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1991) A collection of speeches and writngs by 
China's most famous modern dissident. 

Harding, Harry, China's Second Industrial Revolution: Reform After Mao, (Washington, 
DC: Brookings Institution, 1987) pb. A balanced assessment of China's political and 
economic reforms from 1976 to the late 1980s. KGO 

Kristof Nicholas D. and Sheryl WuDunn, China Wakes: The Struggle for the Soul of a 
Rising Power, (New York: Vintage, 1994) pb 

Link, Perry, Evening Chats in Beijing: Probing China's Predicament, (New York: W.W. 
Norton, 1992) pb. Based on discussions, in China, with Chinese intellectuals and the 
perpetuation of their tradition duty to worry about society at large. 

Link, Perry, Richard Madsen and Paul G. Pickowitz, eds., Unofficial China: Popular 
Culture and Thought in the People's Republic, (Boulder CO: Westview Press, 1989) pb. 

Mackerras, Colin And Amanda Yorke, edsa., The Cambridge Handbook of Contemporary 
China; Country Study, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991) pb. Useful sourcs 
of statisticas and maps about modern China. 

Schell, Orville, Mandate of Heaven: The Legacy of Tiananmen Square and the Next 
Generation of Chinese Leaders, (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1994) pb. 

Vogel, Ezra F., One Step Ahead in China: Guangdong Under Reform, (Cambridge MA: 
Harvard Univerity Press, 1989) pb. An account of the huge economic changes in the 
Guangdong region, the first to press ahaed with a post-Mao capitalist system. 

Worden, Robert L., Andra Matles Savada and Ronald E. Dolan, eds., China; Country 



Study, (Washington DC: Federal Research Division, 1988) Extensive survey of many 
aspects of modern China. 

GENDER: CHINESE WOMEN AND MEN AND OTHERS

[see also WOMEN;] 

Anderson, Mary M. Hidden Power: The Palace Eunuchs of Imperial China, (Buffalo NY: 
Prometheus: 1990) Popular account with minimal notes. 

Cabezon, Jose Ignacio, ed., Buddhism, Sexuality and Gender, (Albany NY: SUNY, 1992), 
pb. Articles by Leonard Zwilling and Paul Gordn Schalow look at homosexuality in 
Buddhist writings and practice. 

Edwards, Louise P., Men And Women In Qing China : Gender In The Red Chamber 
Dreams, Series title: Sinica Leidensia ; v. 31, (Leiden ; New York : E.J. Brill, 1994) 

Franklin, Margaret Ann, The Chinese Sex-Gender System, Party Policy, And The 
Education Of Women, (East Lansing, MI: Women in International Development, Michigan 
State University, c1989 

Gilmartin, Christina K. et al., eds., Engendering China : Women, Culture, And The State, 
(Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1994) 

Hinsch, Bret, Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Male Homosexual Tradition in China, 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1990), pb. 

Martin, Bernard, The Strain Of Harmony; Men And Women In The History Of China, 
(London, W. Heinemann, 1948) 

Miller, Neil, Out in the World : Gay and Lesbian Life from Buenos Aires to Bangkok, (New 
York: Vintage, 1993), pb. 

Sadler, C.E., Two Chinese Families, (London: Atheneum, 1981). 

Wile, Douglas, Art Of The Bedchamber : The Chinese Sexual Yoga Classics Including 
Women's Solo Meditation Texts, (Albany : State University of New York Press, c1992) 

Zito, Angela and Tani. E. Barlow, eds., Body, Subject & Power in China, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1994) 



CHINESE WOMEN

Anderson, Jennifer and Theresa Munford, trans.Chinese Women Writers: A Collection of 
Short Stories By Chinese Women Writers Of The 1920S And 30S. (Hong Kong: Joint 
Publishing Co., 1985). 

Andors, Phyllis, The Unfinished Liberation Of Chinese Women, 1949-1980, (Bloomington 
: Indiana University Press ; Brighton, Sussex : Wheatsheaf Books, 1983) 

Ayscough, Florence Wheelock, Chinese Women, Yesterday And Today, (Boston, Houghton 
Mifflin company, 1937) 

Broyelle, Claudie, Women's Liberation in China, translated from the French by Michele 
Cohen and Gary Herman, (Atlantic Highlands, N.J. : Humanities Press, 1977) 

Burton, Margaret E. (Margaret Ernestine), The Education Of Women In China, (New York 
: Fleming H. Revell, c1911) 

Chang, Jung, Wild Swans : Three Daughters Of China, (New York : Simon & Schuster, 
1991) 

Chao, Paul, Women Under Communism : Family In Russia And China, (Bayside, N.Y. : 
General Hall, 1977) 

Chao Pu-wei Yang, 1889-, Autobiography Of A Chinese Woman, Buwei Yang Chao, put 
into English by her husband Yuenren Chao, (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press 1970, 
c1947). 

Cheng, Lucie, Charlotte Furth, and Hon-ming Yip, Women In China : Bibliography Of 
Available English Language Materials, (Berkeley, Calif. : Institute of East Asian Studies, 
University of California, Center for Chinese Studies, 1984) 

Anderson, Jennifer & Theresa Munford, trans., Chinese Women Writers : A Collection Of 
Short Stories By Chinese Women Writers Of The 1920s And 30s, (Hongkong : Joint Pub. 
Co., 1985) 

Chow, Rey, Woman And Chinese Modernity : The Politics Of Reading Between West And 
EastU (Minneapolis, MN : University of Minnesota Press, 19??) 

Conger, Sarah Pike, Letters From China : With Particular Reference To The Empress 
Dowager And The Women Of China, 3d ed, (Chicago : A. C. McClurg, 1910, c1909) 



Contemporary Chinese women writers II, 1st ed., (Beijing : Panda Books, 1991) 

Contemporary Chinese Women Writers III, 1st ed., (Beijing, China : Chinese Literature 
Press : Distributed by China International Book Trading Corp., 1993) 

Croll, Elisabeth J., The Women's Movement In China : A Selection Of Readings, 2d ed. 
(London : Anglo-Chinese Educational Institute, 1974) 

Croll, Elisabeth J., Chinese Women Since Mao, (London : Zed Books ; Armonk, N.Y. : 
M.E. Sharpe, 1983) 

Curtin, Katie, Women in China, (New York : Pathfinder Press, 1975) 

Cusack, Dymphna, Chinese Women Speak, 2d ed., (London : Century Hutchinson, 1985) 

Davis, John Angell, The Chinese Slave-Girl : A Story Of Woman's Life In China, 
(Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication, 1901, c1880) 

Drunken Whiskers, That Chinese Woman : The Life Of Sai-Chin-Hua, trans. Henry 
McAleavy, (London : Allen & Unwin, 1959; New York: Crowell 1959) 

Ebrey, Patricia Buckley, The Inner Quarters : Marriage And The Lives Of Chinese Women 
In The Sung Period, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1993) 

Gerstlacher, Anna, et al. eds., .Woman And Literature In China,..(Bochum [Germany] : 
Studienverlag Dr. N. Brockmeyer, 1985) 

Guisso Richard W. and Stanley Johannesen, eds,, Women In China : Current Directions In 
Historical Scholarship, (Youngstown, N.Y. : Philo Press, 1981) 

Gross, Susan Hill, Women In Traditional China : Ancient Times To Modern Reform, 
(Gross & Marjorie Wall Bingham. Hudson, Wis. : G.E. McCuen Publications, 1980) 

Honig, Emily & Gail Hershatter, Personal Voices : Chinese Women In The 1980's, 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1988) 

Hung, Eva, Contemporary Women Writers: Hong Kong And Taiwan.. (Shatin, N.T., Hong 
Kong: Research Centre for Translation, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1991). The 
authors are women who came into literary prominence in the early to mid-1980's. 

The Impact Of Economic Development On Rural Women In China : A Report Of The 



United Nations University Household, Gender, And Age Project / All-China Women's 
Federation, (Tokyo : United Nations University, c1993) 

Ko, Dorothy, Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-
Century CHina, (Stanford CA; Stanford University Press, 1994) pb. 

Kwok Pui-lan, Chinese women and Christianity, 1860-1927, (Atlanta, Ga. : Scholars Press, 
1992) 

Landy, Laurie, Women and the Chinese Revolution, (New York : International Socialists, 
1969?) 

Lee, Lily Xiao Hong., The Virtue Of Yin : Studies On Chinese Women, (Broadway, NSW, 
Australia : Wild Peony ; Honolulu : International distribution, University of Hawaii Press, 
1994) 

Li Yu-ning, Chinese Women Through Chinese Eyes, (Armonk, N.Y. : M.E. Sharpe, 1992) 

Lieh Nu Chuan, The Position Of Woman In Early China According To The Lieh Nu Chuan, 
"The Biographies Of Chinese Women", ed. Albert Richard O'Hara, (Taipei : Mei Ya 
Publications, 1971) 

Lin, Julia C., trans., .Women Of The Red Plain : An Anthology Of Contemporary Chinese 
Women's Poetry, (New York, N.Y., USA : Penguin Books, 1992) 

Ling, Amy., Between Worlds : Women Writers Of Chinese Ancestry (New York : 
Pergamon Press, 1990) 

Liu Hsiang, 77?-6? BCE. The Position Of Woman In Early China According To The Lieh 
Nu Chuan, "The Biographies Of Eminent Chinese Women" edited Albert Richard O'Hara, 
(Westport, Conn. : Hyperion Press, 1981) 

Liu Hsiang, 77?-6? BCE, Typical Women Of China. Translated From A Popular Native 
Work On The Virtues, Words, Deportment, And Employment Of The Women Of China, by 
the late Miss A. C. Safford. edited by John Fryer. 2d ed. (Shanghai: Kelly & Walsh, 
limited, 1899) 

Nienling Liu et al, trans., The Rose Colored Dinner : New Works By Contemporary 
Chinese Women Writers, (Hong Kong : Joint Pub. Co., 1988). Nine women's prose 
selections written since 1979 are presented in this collection. 

Martin, Diana, Women in Chinese Society: An Annotated Bibliography (Farnham Royal: 



Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux, 1974) Series title: Annotated bibliography 
(Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics) ; no. 42. 

Mosher, Steven W., A Mother's Ordeal : One Woman's Fight Against China's One-Child 
Policy, (New York : Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, c1993) 

The Muse Of China: A Collection Of Prose And Short Stories, (Taipei, Taiwan: Chinese 
Women Writers Association, 1974) 

The Muse Of China: A Collection Of Prose And Short Stories, Vol 2., (Taipei, Taiwan: 
Chinese Women Writers Association, 1978) 

Paledndri, Angela Jung, ed., Women Writers Of 20th Century China, (Eugene, Or. : Asian 
Studies Program, University of Oregon, 1982) 

Peck, Stacey, Halls Of Jade, Walls Of Stone : Women In China Today (New York : F. 
Watts, 1985) 

Pruitt, Ida, A Daughter of Han: The Autobiography of a Chinese Working Woman by Ida 
Pruit from the Story Told Her by Ning Lao T'ai t'ai, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1945, repr. Stanford CA; Stanford University Press, 1967) pb. 

Rexroth, Kenneth, & Ling Chung., trans. and eds., Orchid boat. Women poets of China 
(New York : Published for J. Laughlin by New Directions Pub. Corp., 1982, c1972) pb, 
120 poems by 54 poets are included. Also includes an essay titled, "Chinese Women and 
Literature - A Brief Survey" by Ling Chung. 

Roberts, R.A. and Angela Knox, trans., One Half Of The Sky : Selection From 
Contemporary Women Writers Of China, (London : Heinemann, 1987), Eight authors are 
represented in this selection designed to illustrate the range of twentieth-century Chinese 
women's writing 

Rosen, Stanley, ed., Chinese Women. special edition of Chinese Sociology And 
Anthropology 21:3 (1987) 

Ross, James R., Caught In A Tornado : A Chinese American Woman Survives The Cultural 
Revolution, (Boston : Northeastern University Press, 1994) 

Seven Contemporary Chinese Women Writers. 1st ed. (Beijing, China : Chinese Literature : 
Distributed by China Publications Centre, 1982.) 

Sheridan, Mary, and Janet W. Salaff, eds. Lives, Chinese working women, (Bloomington : 



Indiana University Press, 1984) 

Shimer, Dorothy Blair, ed., Rice Bowl Women: Writings By And About Women Of China 
And Japan, (New York: New American Library, 1982). Chronological selections of a wide 
range of women's experiences from two cultures where the rice bowl is a traditional 
symbol of womanhood. 

Sidel, Ruth., Women And Child Care In China; A Firsthand Report, (New York: Hill and 
Wang, 1972) 

Siu, Bobby, Women Of China : Imperialism And Women's Resistance, 1900-1949, (London 
: Zed Press ; Westport, Conn., U.S.A. : U.S. distributor, L. Hill, 1982, c1981) 

Spence, Jonathan, The Death of Woman Wang, (New York: Viking Penguin, 1987; pb 
Penguin, 1989) pb. Set in 17th century provincial China, this recounts the story of an 
unhappy marriage, and the murder by her husband of 'Woman Wang". 

Swann, Nancy Lee, Pan Chao, foremost woman scholar of China, first century A.D.; 
background, ancestry, life, and writings of the most celebrated Chinese woman of letters, 
(New York, Russell & Russell, 1968, first ed. 1932) 

Tong, Benson, Unsubmissive Women : Chinese Prostitutes In Nineteenth-Century San 
Francisco, (Norman : University of Oklahoma Press, 1994) 

Tseng, Chi-fen, 1852-1942, Testimony Of A Confucian Woman : The Autobiography of 
Mrs. Nie Zeng Jifen, 1852-1942, trans. and annotated by Thomas L. Kennedy ; edited by 
Thomas L. Kennedy and Micki Kennedy, (Athens, Ga. : University of Georgia Press, 
1993) 

Wallace, L Ethel., Hwa Nan College : The Woman's College Of South China, (New York : 
United Board for Christian Colleges in China, 1956) 

Wei Chang-ling, Status of Wmen: China, (Bangkok : Unesco Principal Regional Office for 
Asia and the Pacific, 1989) 

Wei, Katherin and Terry Quinn, Second Daughter: Growing Up in China, 1930-1949, 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1984) pb. The life a member of the Chinese upper 
class girl in the turbulent 1930s. 

Weidner, Marsha et al., Views From Jade Terrace : Chinese Women Artists, 1300-1912 
(Indianapolis, Ind. : Indianapolis Museum of Art ; New York : Rizzoli, c1988) 



Wolf, Margery and Roxane Witke. eds., Women In Chinese Society, (Stanford, Calif. : 
Stanford University Press, 1975) 

Wolf, Margery, Revolution Postponed: Women in Contemporary China, (Stanford, Calif. : 
Stanford University Press, 1985) Documents continuing oppression of Chinese women, but 
sees real imrpovements. 

Wu Chao, ed., Women in Chinese Folklore, Women of China Special Series, (Beijing, 
China : Women of China : Distributed by China Publications Centre, 1983) 

Young, Marilyn Blatt, ed.,, Women In China; Studies In Social Change And Feminism. 
(Ann Arbor, Center for Chinese Studies, University of Michigan, 1973) 

Yueh Tai-yun, To The Storm : The Odyssey Of A Revolutionary Chinese Woman, 
recounted by Yue Daiyun ; written by Carolyn Wakeman, (Berkeley : University of 
California Press, 1985) 

Zhang, Zhimei, Foxspirit : A Woman In Mao's China, (Montreal : Vehicule Press ; Don 
Mills, Ont. : Distributed by General Distribution Services, 1992) 

Zhu Hong, ed.,The Serenity Of Whiteness : Stories By And About Women In Contemporary 
China, (New York : Available Press, 1992) 

THE CHINESE DIASPORA

Chong, Denise, The Concubine's Children, Story of author's immigrant ancestors. 

Daniels, Roger, "Minorities from Other Regions: Chinese", in Coming to America: A 
History of Immigration and Ethnicity in American Life, (New York: HarperCollins, 1990), 
238-50 

Gutman, Herbert, director, Who Built America: Working People and the Nation's Economy, 
Politics, Culture and Society, Volume I, (New York: Pantheon, 1989), pp. 523-31, 538-45 
look at the situation of Chinese immigrant workers, and the hostility of many White 
working class unions. 

Kingston, Maxine Hong, The Woman Warrior, 

Tan, Amy, The Joy Luck Club, [Novel] (New York: Putnam's, 1989, pb. New York: 
Ballantine's, 1990) pb. 



Tan, Amy, The Kitchen God's Wife, [Novel] (New York: Putnam's,1991, pb New York: 
Ballantine's, 1992) 

CHINESE ART

Boyd, A., Chinese Architecture¸ (London: 1962) 

Bussagli, Mario, Chinese Painting, trans. from Italian by Henry Vidon (London: Paul 
Hamlyn, 1969). Short, but beautifully illustrated, history of Chinese painting. 

Chiang Yee, Chinese Calligraphy, (London: Methuen, 1961, reissue of 1st ed 1938) 

Fisher, Robert E., Buddhist Art and Architecture, (New York; Thames & Hudson, 1993) 
pb. An introduction to the varieties of Buddist art, including that of China and Japan. 

Medley, Margaret, The Chinese Potter. (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 
1982) 

Siren, O., Chinese Painting, 7 vols., (New York: Ronald Press, 1956-58) 

Siren, O., The Chinese on the Art of Painting, (Peking: H. Vetch, 1936) 

Siren, O., Chinese Sculpture from the Vth to the XIVth Century, 4. vols. (London: Benn, 
1925) 

Sullivan, M., An Introduction to Chinese Art¸ (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1961) 

Treagear, Mary, Chinese Art, (London: Thames & Hudson, 1980) pb. Easily available and 
part of a distnguished art history series. 

Willets, W., Chinese Art, (London: Penguin, 1958), pb 

CHINESE PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION

Bercholz, Samuel and Sherab Chödzin Kohn, eds., Entering the Stream: An Introduction to 
the Buddha and His Teachings, ( Boston: Shambala, 1993) pb. An eclectic selection of 
texts and modern discussions, icluding of the Mahayana tradition, published to accompany 
the film "Little Buddha". Because it is directed at a non-specialist audience, this is a good 
introduction. 



Blofeld, John, Boddisattva of Compassion: The Mystical Tradition of Kuan Yin, (Boston: 
Shambala, 1977) pb. A discussion, by a western believer, of the very important 
tramsgendered boddisattva of compassion. 

Ch'en, Kenneth, Buddhism in China: A Historical Survey, (Princeton NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1964) pb. Looks at all schools of Buddhism. Takes a rise and decline 
approach. 

Creel, Herrlee G., Chinese Thought From Confucius to Mao Tse-tung, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1953) 

Dumoulin, Heinrich, Zen Buddhism: A History, Volume I: India and China, trans James W. 
Heisig and Paul Knitter, ( New York: Macmillan, 1988) 

Gernet, Jacques, Buddhism in Chinese Society, (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1995, first French ed. 19??) Recent book focusing on the economic aspects of Buddhism in 
Chinese history. 

Getty, Alice, The Gods of Northern Buddhism: Their History and Iconography, 2nd ed., 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1928; reissued New York: Dover, 1988) pb. An extensive 
survey of the large number of divinities, buddhas, and bodhisattvas of the various 
Mahayana religious and artistic traditions. 

Humphries, Christmas, Buddhism: An Introduction and Guide, (London: Penguin, 1951) A 
basic introduction to all aspects of Buddhism by a famous English judge who was the most 
famous Western Buddhist for much of his life. pb 

Koller, John M., Oriental Philosophies, (New York: Charles Scribner's, 1970) 

Merton, Thomas, Mystics and Zen Masters, (New York: Noonday Press, 1967) pb 

A series of essay on Eastern religion by a famous American Catholic monk. They are very 
readable. Particularly useful are essays on "Classic Chinese Thought", "Love and Tao", 
"The Jesuits in China", "Zen Buddhist Monasticism" and "The Zen Koan". 

Ross, Nancy Wilson, Buddhism: A Way of Life and Thought, (New York: Knopf, 1980; pb 
Vintage, 1981) pb. A more recent basic introduction than that by Christmas Humphries. 

Paul, Diana, "Kuan-Yin: Savior and Savioress in Chinese Pure Land Buddhism", in Carol 
Olson, ed., The Book of the Goddess Past and Present, (New York: Crossroad, 1983), 161-
75 



Schafer, Edward H. The Divine Woman: Dragon Ladies and rain Maidens, (San Francisco: 
North Point Press, 1980) 

Snelling, John, The Buddhist Handbook, (Rochester VT: Inner Traditions, 1991) pb. See 
especially the chapters on "Mahayana", 83-92, "Northern Transmission: China", 121-143. 
The work is also useful as general overview. 

Smith Jr., Kidder, et all, Sung Dynasty Uses of the I Ching, (Princeton NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1990) 

Tao Tao Liu Sanders., Dragons, Gods and Spirits from Chinese Mythology, (Schocken, 
1982). 

Yoshinori, Takeuchi, ed., Buddhist Spirituality: Indian, Southeast Asain, Tibetan, and 
Early Chinese, Vol 8. of World Spirituality: An Encyclopedic History of the Religious 
Quest, (New York: Crossroad, 1993) See especially the essays: G.C Pande, "The Message 
of Gotama Buddha and Its Earliest Interpretations", 3-33; Kajiyama Yuichi, 
:Prajnaparimita and the Rise of Mahayana", 137-54; Michael Pye, "The Lotus Sutra and 
the Essence of Mahayana", 171-87; Roger J. Corless, "Pure Land Piety", 242-274; Whalen 
Lewis, "The Three Jewels in China"; Paul L Swanson, "The Spirituality of Emptiness in 
Early Chinese Buddhism", 373-96. All essays have excellent up to date bibliographies 

Buddhist Spirituality: Ch'an, East Asian and Contenporary, Vol 9. of World Spirituality: 
An Encyclopedic History of the Religious Quest, (New York: Crossroad, to be published 
199?) 

Confucian Spirituality, Vol 11. of World Spirituality: An Encyclopedic History of the 
Religious Quest, (New York: Crossroad, to be published 199?) 

Taoist Spirituality, Vol 10. of World Spirituality: An Encyclopedic History of the 
Religious Quest, (New York: Crossroad, to be published 199?) 

Yu-Lan, Fung, The Spirit of Chinese Philosphy, (Boston: 1962) 

This was useful bibliographic guide to Chinese philosophical texts, from a Western 
philosophical perspective, which may be useful to some readers: 

GUIDE TO CHINESE PHILOSOPHIC TEXTS FOR INCLUSION 
IN INTRODUCTORY COURSES

Compiled by Bryan W. Van Norden 



(http://www.cs.uni.edu/~bryan and vannorden@uni.edu) 

(version of October 8, 1994) 

Many philosophers say that they would like to include non-Western 
philosophy in their courses, but have no idea where to look for appropriate 
selections. Other philosophers worry that they lack the necessary expertise 
to teach texts from another intellectual tradition. The following texts have 
been selected for two reasons: they deal with issues and use philosophical 
techniques recognizable to philosophers with "analytic" training; and they 
are relatively "self-contained," so that they can be used without a broad 
background in Chinese philosophy. For secondary works on some of the 
philosophers mentioned below, see "Bibliography of Some Major Works on 
Confucian Philosophy." 

Mo Tzu, "Universal Love," in Burton Watson, trans., (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1963), pp. 39-49. This essay presents a sustained argument 
for a kind of universalistic consequentialism. It advocates "universalism" 
(equal concern for all humans) over "partialism" (more concern for some 
humans than for others). The targets of the essay are Confucianism and 
Yangism (the latter is the philosophy of Yang Chu, vide infra). 

"Yang Chu," in A.C. Graham, trans., The Book of Lieh-tzu (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1960), pp. 138-157. The historical Yang Chu 
was probably either a psychological egoist or an ethical egoist (although 
A.C. Graham argues that he was actually a sort of "Epicurean"). This 
collection of dialogues and anecdotes was compiled long after his death, but 
can be used to illustrate a variety of standard egoistic arguments. 

Kung-sun Lung, "On the White Horse," in Wing-tsit Chan, trans., A Source 
Book in Chinese Philosophy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963), 
pp, 235-237. (For an alternative translation with discussion, see A.C. 
Graham, "Kung-sun Lung's Discourse Re-Read as Argument about Whole 
and Part," in idem, Studies in Chinese Philosophy and Philosophical 
Literature (Albany: SUNY Press, 1990), especially pp. 201-210.) This is an 
infamous sophistical argument in which it is claimed that "a white horse is 
not a horse." 

Mencius, Mencius, translated by D.C. Lau (New York: Penguin Books, 
1970). (For an alternative translation, see James Legge, The Works of 
Mencius (New York: Dover Publications, 1970).)The richness of Mencius's 
isolated sayings often cannot be appreciated without understanding his 



historical context and his work as a whole.However, a number of passages 
present brief arguments that should prove provocative for classroom use. 
Mencius criticizes consequentialist arguments in 1A1 (Book 1, Part A, 
Section 1) and 6B4. He presents an anti-egoistic thought-experiment in 2A6. 
In 3A5, he argues with a "universalist" follower of Mo Tzu (vide supra). He 
argues that human nature is "good" (in the sense of possessing innate but 
incipient tendencies toward virtue) in 2A6, and 6A1 through 10. Alternative 
translations of many passages in the Mencius are available from Bryan W. 
Van Norden (vannorden@uni.edu). 

Chuang Tzu, "Discussion on Making All Things Equal," in Burton Watson, 
trans., Chuang Tzu: Basic Writings (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1964), pp. 31-45. (For an alternative translation, see "The Sorting Which 
Evens Things Out," in A.C. Graham, trans., Chuang-Tzu: The Inner 
Chapters (Boston: Unwin Paperbacks, 1981), pp. 48-61.) The style of this 
text is not analytic, so some philosophers may find it difficult to deal with. In 
addition, scholars disagree about how to interpret it.ntal Essays on Chuang-
tzu (Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 1983), especially pp. 38-50. For a 
critique of Hansen's interpretation, and a discussion of the other major 
interpretations of Chuang Tzu, see Paul Kjellberg, "Zhuangzi and 
Skepticism," Doctoral Thesis, Department of Philosophy, Stanford 
University, 1993 (University Microfilms International Order Number 
9403970). 

Wang Ch'ung, "A Treatise on Death," in Wing-tsit Chan, trans., A Source 
Book in Chinese Philosophy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963), 
pp. 299-302. Wang Ch'ung presents a number of incisive arguments against 
personal immortality. 

Wang Yang-ming, Instructions for Practical Living and Other Neo-
Confucian Writings, translated by Wing-tsit Chan (New York: Columbia 
University Press, [1963]), Section 5, pp. 9-12. In this section, Wang Yang-
ming denies the possibility of what Western philosophers call akrasia, or 
weakness of will. Wang Yang-ming is also a radical "particularist"; many 
sections in this work illustrate this. 

Tai Chen, Evidential Commentary on the Meanings of Terms in the Mencius, 
Sections 3-5. (The best translation of this is John Ewell, "Re-inventing the 
Way: Dai Zhen's Evidential Commentary on the Meaning of Terms in 
Mencius (1777)," Ph.D. dissertation, History, University of California at 
Berkeley, 1990 (University Microfilms International Order Number 
9126550), pp. 111-125. A usable published translation is Ann-ping Chin and 
Mansfield Freeman, Tai Chen on Mencius (New Haven: Yale University 



Press, 1990), pp. 72-76.) Tai's work is organized as a commentary on the 
Mencius, but in this section he presents an interesting universalizability 
argument reminiscent of many Western "ideal observer" theories. 

 

Movies Addressing Chinese History and Culture

The third largest movie industry in the world is based in Hong Kong, so there are thousands of movies 
which could be listed. It should be noted that, in contrast to the Chinese "art movies" often shown in rep 
movie houses, the Hong Kong movies excel in extremely bloody and choreographed violence. Here, 
though, is a very small selection of easily accessible films, many made in the West. 

Choice For A Chinese Woman : Enlightenment In A Buddhist Convent, a production of 
ZDF in cooperation with Zhongshan TV Art Center. (Princeton, N.J. : Films for the 
Humanities & Sciences, 1993) 1 videocassette (VHS) (35 min.) 

Double Happiness, Director:, Released 1995 [In English] 
Looks at the life of a Canadian woman and the complexities of her life in living up to her 
goals as an independant woman and the expectations of her Chinese family. 

Eat Drink, Man Woman, Director: Ang Lee, written by Mr. Lee, Hui-Ling Wang and 
James Schamus, Released 1994 [In Chinese, with English subtitles] 

This is about a father who has lost his joie de vivre. No happier than Mr. Chu (Sihung 
Lung) are the three beautiful daughters whose romantic lives are star-crossed and who can't 
seem to escape their father's spell. Mr. Chu, a widower, is considered a great man in some 
circles, but at home it's another matter. Sunday dinner for father and daughters is a terrible 
ordeal. Family tensions run so high the participants can barely even eat. It's possible that 
Mr. Lee, a warmly engaging storyteller under any circumstances, could have made the 
father a celebrated singer or dog-trainer with equal ease. As it happens, he presents Mr. 
Chu as the greatest chef in Taipei, which not only makes the Sunday dinner sequence a 
spectacular affair but also turns "Eat Drink Man Woman" into an almost edible treat. 

[from review by Janet Maslin, New York Times, August 3, 1994] NYT 

Farewell My Concubine, Director: Chen Kaige; screenplay (in Mandarin, with English 
subtitles) by Lilian Lee and Lu Wei, based on the novel by Miss Lee; 154 minutes, 
Released 1993 



This Chinese epic proved troublesome to the Communist authorities at home, and is one of 
those very rare film spectacles that deliver just about everything the ads are likely to 
promise: action, history, exotic color, multitudes in confrontation, broad overviews of 
social and political landscapes, all intimately rooted in a love story of vicious intensity, the 
kind that plays best when it goes badly, which is most of the time. 

The time covered is 1925 through 1977. The setting is Beijing, earlier called Peking and, 
when not the national capital, Peiping. The film's title is taken from a favorite work in 
Chinese opera repertory, a tragic tale out of an ancient past that has become myth. It's 
about a concubine who's so loyal and true that rather than abandon her king as he faces 
military defeat, she chooses to dance for him one last time and then to cut her throat with 
his sword. 

The opera is important to the film for several reasons. It is the work that makes stars of the 
two actors who are its principal characters, Dieyi and Xiaolou. It comes to dominate the 
professional lives of both men, and even to shape the emotional and sexual development of 
Dieyi, who is loved by the public for the women's roles he plays in the all-male opera 
company. The opera is also a reminder that in life, as in the story of the concubine and the 
king, each of us must take responsibility for his own fate. 

Dieyi and Xiaolou meet as boys when both are apprenticed to an opera school. It is the mid-
1920's, near the end of the period when warlords were the effective rulers of China. Dieyi, 
a pretty, gentle boy, is the son of a prostitute who dumps him at the school to get him out 
of the brothel. When the school's master initially refuses to accept Dieyi because he has six 
fingers on one hand, his mother takes an ax and chops off the extra digit. 

During those first days at the school, which makes a Dickensian orphanage look like 
Disney World, the robust Xiaolou befriends Dieyi, initiating a relationship that becomes 
the obssessive center of Dieyi's life. As often happens in such fiction, crucial events in the 
friends' lives coincide with great public events that, in turn, shape their destinies. 

In this way ``Farewell My Concubine'' interweaves the story of Dieyi and Xiaolou with the 
Japanese invasion of China in the 1930's, the surrender of the Japanese at the end of World 
War II, the rule of the Nationalist Government, the Chinese civil war, the victory of the 
Communists in 1949 and, finally, the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) and its exhausted 
aftermath. 

That's a lot of ground for any film to cover, but Mr. Chen and his screenwriters (Lilian Lee 
and Lu Wei) succeed with astonishing intelligence and clarity. For all of the complexities 
of its leading characters, ``Farewell My Concubine'' is not a subtle film. It's a long 
declarative statement, reporting complexities without in any way reflecting them, which 
ultimately distinguishes a film as thoroughly accomplished as this from a truly great one. 



Instead of subtleties, ``Farewell My Concubine'' offers a physical production of grand scale 
and sometimes ravishing good looks, though those looks overwork the director's fondness 
for shooting through filtered lenses, glass, smoke, mist, gauze, fish tanks and flames. All of 
the sequences relating to Chinese opera are riveting, from the brutal discipline and training 
of the boys to their exquisite performances on the stage when they have grown up. Mr. 
Chen is a director who has as much command of the intimate moments as of the big scenes 
of crowds, chaos and confusion. 

The film's central love story is actually a triangle: Dieyi, Xiaolou and Juxian, the beautiful, 
strong-minded prostitute whom Xiaolou, an aggressive heterosexual as an adult, marries to 
the furious resentment of his co-star and boyhood friend. Dieyi drifts into a liaison with a 
rich, older opera patron. The co-stars break up their act on the night the Japanese enter 
Peiping. Yet when Xiaolou is arrested by the Japanese, it is Dieyi who sings a command 
performance for the occupation officers to win Xiaolou's release. 

The movie is full of memorable scenes, including Xiaolou's courtship of Juxian while she's 
still working at the notorious House of Blossoms, and a harrowing sequence toward the 
end when the Red Guards successfully reduce their initially decent victims to desperate, 
panicked wrecks, each furiously denouncing old friends and lovers as counter-
revolutionaries. It's a narrative of suicides, miscarriages, betrayals, drug addiction and 
sorrowful paradoxes: good intentions inevitably go wrong, which could be an observation 
about the Communist revolution. 

You don't have to be a China hand to understand why ``Farewell My Concubine'' has had 
the Beijing authorities climbing the walls. Though the evils it describes would not be 
denied by the present Communist regime, the film doesn't preach truisms. It celebrates the 
rights of the individual and the importance of idiosyncrasy. Its treatment of the homosexual 
Dieyi is sympathetic to the point of being deeply romantic. ``Farewell My Concubine'' 
examines the activities of the Red Guards with such implacable fury that the criticism 
extends to the entire system itself, before and after the Cultural Revolution. 

Probably the film's most maddening fault in the eyes of official Beijing, where no news is 
good news: It will bewitch audiences everywhere, people who have never before spent two 
consecutive moments thinking about the nature of the world's least-known major power. 

[from a review by Vincent Canby, New York Times, 1993] NYT 

Inn of the Sixth Happiness, Director: Mark Robson, Starring: Ingrid Bergman, Curt 
Jurgens, Robert Donat. Released: 1958 [In English] 

Engrossing drama set in China just prior to World War II. Bergman does a fine acting job 



as an English girl who becomes a brave missionary. She shepherds children through enemy 
lines and carries on a romance with Jurgens. Donat, in his last film, is notable in the role of 
a mandarin. An exciting happy ending wraps it up nicely. l58 minutes [AOL] 

Genghis Khan, Director: Henry Levin, Starring: Omar Sharif, Stephen Boyd, Francoise 
Dorleac, Released: 1964 [In English] 

A passable historical epic with some good action scenes, but hung up by a script loaded 
with nonsense. The plot follows the Chinese warriors' rise to power and his campaign of 
revenge against his old enemy Jamuga, who murdered Genghis Khan's father. Moments of 
decent acting stand out among the routine.126 minutes [AOL] 

The Good Earth, Director: Sidney Franklin ; screenplay by Talbot Jennings, Starring Tess 
Slesinger, Claudine West. Released 1937.
Based on nobel-prize winning author Pearl Buck's most successful novel, this film is the 
classic account of the world of a Chinese peasant. 

The Joy Luck Club, Director: Wayne Wang, Starring Kieu Chinh, Tsai Chin, France Nuyen 
and Lisa Lu. Wayne Wang, Released 1994. 139 mins. Video: Hollywood Pictures Home 
Video ; [Burbank, Calif.] : Buena Vista Home Video [distributor], 1994]. 

Based on Amy Tan's popular novel, this complex, epic tearjerker tells of the often difficult 
relationships of four immigrant Chinese women and their yuppie daughters. Unfortunately, 
the awkward film evolves as a maze of disconnected vignettes and flashbacks, especially 
when it involves the hardships of the older women in their native China. The actresses, 
however, turn in nifty performances while the male parts are primarily cardboard 
caricatures. 135 mins. [AOL] 

The Last Emperor, Director: Bernardo Bertulucci, Starring John Lone. Released 1988, 164 
mins. [in Mandarin and English] Video: Beverly Hills, Calif. : Nelson Entertainment : 

Beautifully filmed epic of China's last imperial ruler, Pu Yi - from his appointment to the 
throne at age three to his death as an ordinary citizen in the People's Republic in 1967. 
Film maker Bernardo Bertolucci tells an intimate, sweeping story of a man controlled by 
historical forces. The picture is visually exciting, generally engrossing and fascinating as a 
portrait of modern China made by westerners. 166 mins. [AOL] 

Left Hand of God, Director: Edward Dmytryk, Starring: Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney, 
Lee J. Cobb Released: 1955 [In English] 

Bogart stars as an American pilot posing as a Catholic priest in China just after World War 
II. He gets involved with a renegade warlord, played by Cobb, who is immersed in conflict. 



The drama plods along, but it's watchable because of the top cast, which is much better 
than the material. 87 minutes [AOL] 

Little Buddha, Director: Bernardo Bertolucci, Starring Keanu Reeves, Released, 199? [in 
English] 

From renown director Bernardo Bertolucci ("The Last Emperor"), a visually lavish but 
ultimately drab and absurd excursion into Eastern religion and the life of Buddha. The 
amamteurish plot involves a nine-year-old Seattle boy (Alex Wisendanger) who is 
identified by Tibetan monks as a possible reincarnated high priest. This situation finds the 
youth and his father (Chris Isaak) on a trip to Katmandu. The listless drama is laced with 
flashbacks to 500 B.C. when the actual Buddha (Keanu Reeves) apparently lived. Shallow 
characterizations and listless acting add up to a long meditation rather than a moving story. 
123 mins. [AOL] 

M. Butterfly, Director: David Cronenberg, Starring Jeremy Irons and John Lone, Released 
19 [In English] 

Based on David Hwang's Broadway play, this chilly drama, set in Beijing, China, in 1964, 
presents an incredible premise: a French diplomat engages in a long-term sexual affair with 
a Chinese opera singer who he believes is a woman but actually is a man and a spy. The 
story apparently is true, but the film fails to clarify such a far-fetched deception. 
Nevertheless, Jeremy Irons, as the attache, and John Lone, as the crafty female 
impersonator, gamely try to breathe life into their characters, but it's an impossible task. 
100 mins. [AOL] 

Temptation of a Monk, Director Clara Law, Starring Wu Hsin-ku, Released 1994, 118mins.
A historical epic set in 7th CE China. The hero is one General Shi who hides himself as a 
Buddhist monk after getting involved in a failed plot to murder a prince. The movie 
addresses both 7th century politcis and the religious quest. Although it is spectacular, 
without an immense background in the period, the viewer can easily become bored. [In 
Mandarin with English Subtitles. Video released by Fox Lorber]. 

The Wedding Banquet, Director Ang Lee; Released 199?, [In Mandarin and English]
A commedy of manners in which a gay Taiwanese businessman in Manhattan and his 
American lover go through a series of pretended marriage situations in order to impress the 
businessmen's visiting Taiwanese parents. It is very funny. 

The author and maintainer of this site is Paul Halsall [a picture!] . He can be contacted by 
email at halsall@murray.fordham.edu 

http://acc6.its.brooklyn.cuny.edu/~phalsall/images/pbh1.gif


Please do not hesitate to mail comments or suggestions.
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❍     Ancient Middle East
❍     Jewish History
❍     Early Christianity
❍     Islamic History
❍     African History
❍     Indian History

●     Cultural Studies: Women
●     Cultural Studies: Other Links

Cultural Studies: General

A number of faculty in other college have compiled truly impressive World Wide Web 
pages which present a guide to world cultures in general (including the Middle East and 
China). 

●     World Cultures - by Richard Hooker at Washington State University
See especially his INTERNET RESOURCES GUIDE 

●     World Civilizations - by Paul Brians at Washington State University 

Some Sites of General Interest 

●     Archive of Fine Arts 
●     Art Source 
●     History of Mathematics 
●     Human Languages 
●     The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago 
●     Purdue University Writing Lab 
●     World Art Treasures 
●     World Genetic Tree of Languages 
●     World Wide Arts Resources--Museums 
●     World Wide Arts Resources--Museums 

Cultural Studies: East Asia

http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/
http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/InternetResources.html
http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~wldciv/brians_syllabus/index.html#study
http://sunsite.sut.ac.jp/multimed/pics/art/
http://www.uky.edu/Artsource/artsourcehome.html
http://aleph0.clarku.edu/~djoyce/mathhist/
http://www.willamette.edu/~tjones/Language-Page.html
http://sippar-orinst.uchicago.edu/
http://owl.trc.purdue.edu/
http://sgwww.epfl.ch/BERGER/
http://www-ala.doc.ic.ac.ulc/~rap/Ethnologue/wgt.html
http://www.cgrg.ohio-state.edu/Newark/museums.html
http://www.cgrg.ohio-state.edu/Neward/pub.html


There are a number of World Wide Web Sites which collect information on China. 

●     Internet East Asian History Sourcebook

Asia as a Region

●     CERN/ANU - Asian Studies WWW VL 
●     H-NET ASIA-PACIFIC NETWORK 
●     H-Asia Homepage 
●     H-Asia Links 
●     AskAsia Homepage 
●     For Educators 
●     Hooker - EAST ASIAN TIMELINE 
●     Queer Asian/Pacific resources

China: Web Guides

●     CERN/ANU - Asian Studies - China 
●     Chinascape: Chinese Web Index 
●     China WWW VL - Internet Guide for China Studies: History 
●     ChinaLinks for HyperChina Users 

China: General

●     China: Other Information 
●     Condensed China: An Introduction 
●     Chinese Culture
●     Rivendell's China Page 
●     China: Overview Page 
●     SinoLogic Software - HyperChina 
●     Chinese Historical and Cultural Project 
●     Welcome to the Chinese New Year Page! 
●     CHCP Golden Legacy Curriculum: Lunar Calendar 
●     GIF image 443x721 pixels 
●     THE INSIDIOUS Dr. FU MANCHU 
●     China in the Virtual Classroom 

China: History: General

http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/eastasia/eastasiasbook.html
http://coombs.anu.edu.au/WWWVL-AsianStudies.html
http://h-net2.msu.edu/~asia/
http://h-net.msu.edu/~asia/
http://h-net2.msu.edu/~asia/links/
http://www.askasia.org/
http://www.askasia.org/for_educators/fe_frm2.htm
http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/EastAsiaTimeline.html
http://www.tufts.edu/~stai/QAPA/resources.html
http://coombs.anu.edu.au/WWWVLAsian/China.html
http://harmony.wit.com/chinascape/
http://www.univie.ac.at/Sinologie/netguide/nghist.htm
http://www.sinologic.com/ChinaLinks.html
http://www.monash.edu.au/cc/staff/sas/sab/WWW/cpother.html
http://www.hk.super.net/~paulf/china.html
http://www.ceas.rochester.edu:8080/ee/users/yeung/chinese.html
http://www.watson.org/rivendell/china.html
http://loki.stockton.edu/~gilmorew/consorti/1beasia.htm
http://www.sinologic.com/
http://www.chcp.org/
http://acc6.its.brooklyn.cuny.edu/~agzheng/
http://ericir.syr.edu/Projects/CHCP/foot.html
http://ericir.syr.edu/Projects/CHCP/feet.GIF
http://www.ul.cs.cmu.edu/cmuclassics/The-Insidious-Dr.-Fu-Manchu/
http://www.flinet.com/~rms/dowling/613china.html


●     Fairbank Chinese History Library: Rob Gray 
●     Library of Congress / Federal Research Division / Country Studies / Area 

Handbook Series / China 
●     CHINESE HISTORY 
●     History of China 
●     History of China: Table of Contents 
●     5K Years of Chinese History 
●     Condensed China: Chinese History for Beginners 

China: Ancient and Medieval History

●     Classical Chinese Historiography 
●     Professor Paul Brians, at Washington State University, collected a large number of 

photographs for his lectures on China. They are worth checking out. 
❍     Lecture on Ancient Cultures in General 
❍     Lecture 1 on China 
❍     Lecture 2 on China 
❍     Lecture 3 on China 

●     Course Readings: Medieval China 
●     Court Life In China 
●     Imperial Eras 

China: 19th and Early 20th Century History

●     A Short History of the Opium Wars 
●     History House: Stories: Christ's Brother Goes to China 
●     Pacific Century - China 
●     Pacific Century - Asia 
●     The Chinese Boycott - 06.01 
●     Japanese Army's Atrocities -- Nanjing Massacre 
●     Nanjing Massacre-Translator: Robert Gray 

China: Since the Communist Party

●     The Gate of Heavenly Peace
●     Tiananmen-1989 
●     Flashback - 96.03.20 
●     History 

http://www.cnd.org:8011/fairbank/
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/cntoc.html
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/cntoc.html
http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/~felsing/cstuff/history.html
http://fractal.umd.edu/history/toc.html
http://www.china5k.com/timeline.html
http://asterius.com/china/
http://www.wesleyan.edu/phil/chinahistory/00conten.htm
http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~wldciv/brians_syllabus/lecture_06.html
http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~wldciv/brians_syllabus/lecture_20.html
http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~wldciv/brians_syllabus/lecture_21.html
http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~wldciv/brians_syllabus/lecture_22.html
http://www-learning.berkeley.edu/wciv/ugis55a/readings/medievalchina.html
http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/etcbin/toccer-new?id=HeaCour&tag=public&images=images/modeng&data=/texts/english/modeng/parsed&part=0
http://fractal.umd.edu/history/imperial.html
http://calyx.com/~schaffer/heroin/opiwar1.html
http://www.historyhouse.com/stories/taiping.htm
http://www.uis.edu/~www/crowley/china.html
http://www.uis.edu/~www/crowley/asia.html
http://www.theatlantic.com/atlantic/unbound/flashbks/china/foster.htm
http://www.cnd.org/njmassacre/
http://ww2.cnd.org:8000/njmassacre/njm-tran/
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/gate/
http://www.christusrex.org/www1/sdc/tiananmen.html
http://www.theatlantic.com/atlantic/unbound/flashbks/china/chinaint.htm
http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/~felsing/jstuff/history.html


●     BBC News | Internet links | Top Internet links 
●     August 7 - REVOLUTION BY STAGES 
●     Harry Wu 

China: Westerners 

●     Jesuit Chinese Province 
●     Project Gutenberg Edition of Two Years in the Forbidden City 
●     Two Years in the Forbidden City 
●     Tales of old Shanghai - Library - Houseboat Days in China - 1906 
●     Tales of Old Shanghai

China: Art

●     Asian Art
●     Asian Arts 
●     Chinese Art and Culture 
●     Art of China Homepage (AGEN-MC) 
●     National Palace Museum U.S. Traveling Exhibit 

China: Music

●     Chinese Music Page 
●     ANCIENT CHINESE MUSIC 
●     Index of /pub/multimedia/chinese-music 

China: Language

●     Word Mapping Table for Pinyin, Wade-Giles and Yale 
●     Pronounciation of Phonetic Symbols 

China: Literature

●     China the Beautiful - Chinese Art and Literature 
●     Classical Chinese Poetry 
●     Chinese Poetry by Various Authors 
●     Course Readings: Ancient Chinese Literature 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/events/asia_nuclear_crisis/internet_links/newsid_96000/96334.stm
http://www.pathfinder.com/asiaweek/98/0807/cs1.html
http://www.sjmercury.com/wuhome.htm
http://bluejay.creighton.edu/~coke/CHINA.HTM
http://tom.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/book/lookup?num=889
http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/etcbin/toccer-new?id=DerYear&tag=public&images=images/modeng&data=/texts/english/modeng/parsed&part=0
http://www.shanghai-ed.com/tales/library/house/t-hb.htm
http://www.shanghai-ed.com/tales/tales.htm
http://www.nets.com/asianart
http://www.webart.com/asianart/index.html
http://pasture.ecn.purdue.edu:6666/China/china.html
http://pasture.ecn.purdue.edu/~agenhtml/agenmc/china/china.html
http://www.taipei.org/npm/default.htm
http://vizlab.rutgers.edu/~jaray/sounds/chinese_music/chinese_music.html
http://www.sandiego-online.com/forums/chinese/htmls/music.htm
http://sunsite.unc.edu/pub/multimedia/chinese-music/
http://www.m.isar.de/denner/neijia/romanisation/mapping.html
http://alumni.eecs.berkeley.edu/~lorentz/Ancient_Scripts/phonetics.html
http://www.chinapage.org/
http://www.mordor.com/pei/poetry1.html
http://www.ece.ucdavis.edu/~darsie/chinese.html
http://www-learning.berkeley.edu/wciv/ugis55a/readings/chineselit.html


China: Philosophy

●     Chinese Philosophy Page 
●     Thigpen's Art of War page 
●     Intro to I Ching 
●     Confucius, The Analects 
●     The Doctrine of the Mean (Zhong yong) 
●     The Great Learning 
●     Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching 
●     Taoism Information Page 
●     Tao, a Synthesis of Taoist Philosophy 
●     Bibliography of Taoism in European Languages 
●     Sun Tzu, On the Art of War 
●     History of Chinese Mathematics Timeline 

China: Women

●     Religion 384: Women in Chinese Religion 
●     Women in Chinese History -- Bibliography 
●     Footbinding 

China: Gays

●     Long Yang Club's "Global Village" 
●     LONG YANG CLUB-TORONTO 
●     Homosexuality: How the economics and politics of Singapore have shaped the 

Anglican Diocese and its role in the Province of South East Asia

Japan

●     J-Guide: Stanford Guide to Japan Information Resources 
●     WWW Resources for Japanese History 
●     Japanese Culture and Society 
●     Japan from a Japanese Perspective(Contents Page) 
●     History Textbooks Issue: WWII 

Korea

http://www.monash.edu.au/cc/staff/sas/sab/WWW/index.html
http://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/thigpen/html/art_of_war.html
http://www.shore.net/~rdl/iching/IChing.html
gopher://gopher.vt.edu/02/66/1
gopher://gopher.vt.edu/02/66/3
http://mars.superlink.net/user/fsu/daxue.html
http://www.cnu.edu/~patrick/taoism/ttc/tao-teh-ching.rosenthal.txt
http://www.cnu.edu/~patrick/taoism.html
http://zeta.cs.adfa.oz.au/Spirit/Yoga/tao.html
http://www.cnu.edu/~patrick/taoism/other-sources/taoism-western-biblio.txt
http://www.cnu.edu/~patrick/taoism/suntzu/sunzu10.txt
http://aleph0.clarku.edu/~djoyce/mathhist/china.html
http://web.reed.edu/academic/departments/religion/rel384.html
http://zinnia.umfacad.maine.edu/~mshea/China/womtxt.html
http://www.towson.edu/~loiselle/foot.html
http://webworlds.co.uk/silklink/
http://www.users.dircon.co.uk/~silklink/
http://newark.rutgers.edu/~lcrew/lenglim2.html
http://newark.rutgers.edu/~lcrew/lenglim2.html
http://fuji.stanford.edu/JGUIDE/jguide.html
http://www.lib.duke.edu/ias/eac/histwww.htm
http://www.isei.or.jp/books/75/Front.html
http://www.isei.or.jp/books/63/isei_63_contents.html
http://www.brokering.com/adv96/html/textbook.html


●     North Korea: History 
●     History of Korea Pg 1 
●     Korea: History

Tibet

●     Nobel Prize for Peace: Acceptance Speech, Oslo, Norway, 1989 by Tenzin Gyatso, 
14th Dalai Lama of Tibet ........ transcribed by Jessica Brown, for Mountain Man 
Graphics, Australia, 2nd Day of (the Southern) Spring '95 

●     The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying 
●     Drepung Loseling Monastery 
●     Shugden versus pluralism and national unity controversy and clarification 
●     Tibet O.R.G. - Tibetan Buddhism 

Buddhism

●     Internet Indian History Sourcebook
●     Buddhist Resources 
●     The Buddhist Studies WWW Virtual Library 
●     Dharma Electronic File Archive 
●     Introduction to Buddhism 
●     An introduction to Buddhist teachings 
●     NCF Buddhism Home Page 
●     Tricycle Buddhist Review 
●     Tricycle Buddhist Review: Basics of Buddhism 
●     Index of AAR_courses - Lotus_Sutra/  
●     Praise To Qwan Yin 
●     Buddhism 
●     Course Readings: Buddhism in Asia 
●     Buddhist Resources LinksPitaka Jodo-Shinshu Index 
●     Buddhism, an Introduction 
●     Buddhist Art 
●     DharmaNet International 
●     Images of the Buddha 
●     Journal of Buddhist Ethics 
●     Tricycle Buddhist Review 
●     BuddhaZine: Magazine Articles 
●     Homosexuality and Theravada Buddhism 

http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/~felsing/kstuff/nkhist.html
http://www.studyweb.com/his/hiskorea.htm
http://violet.berkeley.edu/~korea/history.html
http://www.magna.com.au/~prfbrown/peace_dl.html
http://www.magna.com.au/~prfbrown/peace_dl.html
http://www.magna.com.au/~prfbrown/peace_dl.html
http://www.digiserve.com/mystic/Buddhist/Sogyal/
http://www.drepung.org/
http://www.tibet.com/Buddhism/
http://www.tibet.org/Buddhism/
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/india/indiasbook.html
http://sunsite.unc.edu/dharma/buddhist.html
http://coombs.anu.edu.au/WWWVL-Buddhism.html
http://sunsite.unc.edu/dharma/defa.html
http://www.ncf.carleton.ca/freenet/rootdir/menus/sigs/religion/buddhism/introduction/
http://www.cac.psu.edu/jbe/jbe.html%3eThe%20Journal%20of%20Buddhist%20Ethics%3c/A%3e%3cLI%3e%3cA%20HREF=
http://www.well.com/user/tricycle/
http://www.well.com/user/tricycle/buddhabasics.html
http://cucjk.eap.cornell.edu/asialink/teaching/AAR_courses/Lotus_Sutra/
http://isis.infinet.com/rinpoche/qwan.htm
http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/BUDDHISM/BUDDHISM.HTM
http://www-learning.berkeley.edu/wciv/ugis55a/readings/buddhisminasia.html
http://www.ville-ge.ch/musinfo/ethg/ducor/indxshin.htm
http://online.anu.edu.au/asianstudies/buddhism/buddhism.html
http://www.tunglinkok.ca/sources/art.htm
http://www.dharmanet.org/
http://www.humanities.ccny.cuny.edu/history/buddha/BUDDPROJ.HTM
http://lycos-tmp2.psc.edu/gifs/reviews/8_12_054.htm
http://www.well.com/user/tricycle/
http://www2.hawkesbury.uws.edu.au/BuddhaNet/mag_text.htm
http://www2.hawkesbury.uws.edu.au/BuddhaNet/homosexu.htm


●     Texts
❍     The Dhammapada 
❍     The Mahamangalasutta 
❍     Navayana Sutra 

●     Zen and Nicheren Buddhism
❍     Texts

■     Navayana Sutra 
■     Cheng-Tao-Ko , Song of Enlightenment 
■     Ten Bulls (Zen poem and pictures) 
■     Chogye Zen WWW Page 
■     Historical Roots of Zen 
■     Zen Buddhist Texts (U. Texas Houston, Texas) 
■     Zen Buddhism & Taoism Information (Borlaenge U., Sweden) 

❍     WebSites
■     Introduction to Nichiren Shoshu Buddhism 

Cultural Studies: Middle East

Ancient Middle Eastern World
(Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Hebrew, Greek and Roman).

●     Internet Ancient History Sourcebook
This covers ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia, Greece, Rome, and Late Antiquity.

Jewish History

●     Internet Jewish History Sourcebook
●     Dead Sea Scrolls Exhibit 
●     Glossary for the Study of Judaism 
●     The Judaism Page 
●     Judaism Reading List 
●     Short Timeline of Jewish Groups 
●     Timeline 

http://www.big.hfb.se/~gerdes/dhammapada.txt
http://www.big.hfb.se/~gerdes/mahamangala.txt
http://www.cnu.edu/~patrick/taoism/navamala-hinaprajna-sutra.txt
http://www.cnu.edu/~patrick/taoism/navamala-hinaprajna-sutra.txt
http://www.big.hfb.sc/~gerdes/chengverses.txt
http://fas.sfu.ca/1/cs/people/ResearchStaff/jamie/personal/10_Bulls/Title_Page.html
http://oac11.hsc.uth.tmc.edu/zen/index.html
http://www.cnu.edu/~patrick/taoism/historical-roots-of-zen.txt
http://oac11.hsc.uth.tmc.edu/zen/index.html
http://tpx5.hfb.se:8000/~d93cge/engtaozen.html
http://www.primenet.com/~martman/ns.html
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/ancient/asbook.html
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/jewish/jewishsbook.html
http://sunsite.unc.edu/expo/deadsea.scrolls.exhibit/intro.html
http://pubweb.ucdavis.edu/Documents/RST23/gloss.html
http://shamash.nysernet.org/trb/judaism.html
http://www.cis.ohio-state.edu/hypertext/faq/usenet/judaism/reading-lists/general/faq.html/
http://pubweb.ucdavis.edu/Documents/RST23/subdv.txt
http://pubweb.ucdavis.edu/Documents/RST23/chart.txt


Early Christianity

●     Internet Medieval Sourcebook 

●     Early Christian Timeline to 199 A.D. 
●     Early Christian Timeline, 200-640 A.D. 

Islamic History

●     Internet Islamic History Sourcebook
●     Introduction to Arabic ("Let's Learn Arabic") 
●     Islamic Architecture in Isfahan (Images) 
●     Islamic Texts and Resources MetaPage 
●     The Shi'a Encyclopedia

African History

●     Internet African History Sourcebook
●     African History 
●     African Studies World Wide Web Links 
●     African Multimedia at the University of Pennsylvania 
●     African Studies at the University of Pennsylvania 
●     Internet Resources on African Studies 
●     Nubia: Its Glory and Its People 
●     Vanished Kingdoms of the Nile: The Rediscovery of Ancient Nubia 

Indian History

●     Internet Indian History Sourcebook

Cultural Studies: Women

●     Internet Women's History Sourcebook
●     University of Maryland at College Park Guide to Women's Studies 

http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/sbook.html
http://www.iclnet.org/pub/resources/text/history/cron1-199.txt
http://www.iclnet.org/pub/resources/text/history/cron2-640.txt
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/islam/islamsbook.html
http://acc6.its.brooklyn.cuny.edu/philae.sas.upenn.edu/Arabic/arabic.html
http://www.anglia.ac.uk/~trochford/isfahan.html
gopher://wings.buffalo.edu/hh/student-life/sa/muslim/isl/isl.html
http://www-leland.stanford.edu/~yusufali/islam/encyclopedia/index.html
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/africa/africasbook.html
http://galaxy.einet.net/galaxy/Social-Sciences/History/African.html
http://www.sas.upenn.edu/African_Studies/Home_Page/WWW_Links.html
http://www.sas.upenn.edu/African_Studies/Home_Page/GIF_Images.html
http://www.sas.upenn.edu/African_Studies/AS.html
http://www.sas.upenn.edu/African_Studies/Home_Page/other.html
http://sippar-orinst.uchicago.edu/OI/PROJ/NUB/NUBX/NUBX_brochure.html
http://sippar-orinst.uchicago.edu/OI/PROJ/NUB/NUBX92/NUBX92_brochure.html
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/india/indiasbook.html
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/women/womensbook.html
http://www.inform.umd.edu:8080/EdRes/Topic/WomensStudies/


Cultural Studies: Other Links

●     The World Lecture Hall comprises a collection of links to World Wide Web 
presentations by faculty in all subjects. 

The author and maintainer of this site is Paul Halsall [a picture!] . He can be contacted by 
email at halsall@murray.fordham.edu 

Please do not hesitate to mail comments or suggestions.

http://wwwhost.cc.utexas.edu./world/lecture/
http://acc6.its.brooklyn.cuny.edu/~phalsall/images/pbh1.gif
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